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Abstract
------------------------------------------------
The aim of process synthesis is to select process equipment and interconnections in
order to achieve some performance goal, such as the composition of one or more
products, in an optimal manner. This work focuses on the synthesis and
optimization of vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) separation processes.
The regions of fearlble products for a range of VLE separation processes (includiug
simple distillation, simple condensation and processes comprised of one or two flash
sr-ges and mixing) are determined and analyzed. Binary and ternary systems, both
ideal and non-ideal, are considered. It is shown that the products of VLE S4.f,Paration
',I.
processes are not inherently restricted; limitations in product composition are
therefore introduced by the choice of separation equipment. The products on the
boundary of the region of feasible products are often found to be associated with
infinite costs. Therefore costs and product composition should be considered
simultaneously in process synthesis.
This work introduces a pair of variables which are proposed as cost indicators for
VLE separation processes. These variables, which are called "capacity variables",
pertain to distillation columns and a wide range of other VLE separation processes,
allowing their comparison. The variables incorporate both capital and energy costs
of a process and are thus related to total annual costs. They accommodate costs of
both boiling and condensing. They are simple to calculate from the mass balance
equations, The capacity variables are analogous to mean residence time, which
serves as a cost indicator for processes involving reaction.
The capacity variables are evaluated for a range of processes separating binary and
ternary mixtures and a range of thermodynamic systems. The cl:lpae''' .;. 'variables
reflect the impact of the operating parameters, such as product specifications and
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refl~ rado, qn process costs. In distillation processes, the optimum reflux ratioJs
found to be close to the beuristic value of 1.2 times the minimum reflux ratio. The
capacity variables are proposed as ti~ftll tools for the initial stages of ~
synthesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ehstillation and other vapour-liquid equilibrium Separation processes are very widely
used in the chemical and petrochemical industries. Distillation was practised as an
art before it developed as a science, and currently the scientific understanding of
distillation technology is still kicomplete (porter, 1995). According to Porter (1995),
there are three disciplines in distillation technology: process design, vapeur-liquid
,rl.
equilibrium studies and ~~irment design, and.all of these areas are not yet fuUy
understood. In particular, process design, which is the area of interest of thi:s work,
is based largely on "rules of thumb" and trial-and-error optimization procedures.
IB process design, or process synthesis .., the design engineer attempts to fulfil a
: .I
performance goal of a process. Far example, the composition of one or more
products or the fraction of raw material lost may be specified. A primary aim of
process synthesis is to generate a process flowsheet by selecting processing unit, of.
the flowsheet and interconnections between these units which will achieve this
performance goal (Nishida et al., 1981). More than one process flcwsheet may
obtain the specified products; one of these flowsheets would be selected as the
optimal, or nearly optimal, process. Optimality may be defined in terms of cost-
effectiveness, selectivity to a particular product, waste minimization, or some other
criterion. In this work, the optimization criterion will be taken to be OO8t-
effectiveness.
This research concentrates on the design of vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE)
separation processes, In particular, binary and ternary, homogeneous, non-reacting
mixtures separated at constant pressure are considered. The study of distillation
processes is mainly restricted to individual columns rather than networks of columns.
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Two major issues concerning the synthesis of distillation processes have been
discussed in the literature. The first issue pertains to the compositions of the feasible
products of a distillation process. Previous research has shown that not every
product composition which is specified for a given feed is a feasible product of
processes comprised of one or more distillation columns. Several researchers have
attempted to determine what product compositions may be attained by a distillation
column separating a given feed. The second issue concerns the .:05t of distillation
processes. There is generally no unique distillation process which can ~" run a
specified pair of products, The aim of synthesis of distillation processes is to
determine which is the most cost-effective process amongst several processes that
may be used to obtain a desired product.
Much of the previous research has focused on distillation; this work considers the
synthe~is and optimization of distillation processes as well as some other VLE
separation processes. The other separation processes investigated include simple
distillation (batch boiling), simple condensing (batch condensing) and processes
comprised of one equilibrium flash stage or two equilibrium flash stages (arranged
in series, parallel or in series with reflux). The two issues discussed above, namely
the compositions of feasible products and the costs of the process, are studied in this
•
work.
The first objective of this work is to determine and analyse the region of feasible
products for a range of' processes separating binary and ternary mixtures, both ideal
and non-ideal. The second objective of this work is to develop one or more
variables which can be used for comparing the costs of a range of separation
processes, in such a way that alternative separation processes can be compared for
their cost-effectiveness, and that separation processes may be optimized.
In the design and optimization of processes involving chemical reaction, costs are
generally found to be strongly related to the volume of the reactor or reactors used
(Levenspiel, 1972). Mean residence time, which is the ratio of the volume of the
reactor required to the volumetric flow rate of the feed, is therefore a cost indicator
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for such processes. This cost indicator can be used to compare different types and
configurations of reactors, allowing the evaluationof alternative process flowsheets
during the initial stages of process synthesis.
Vapour-liquid separation processes other than distillation have received little attention
in previous research. ConsideratiUn of other VLE separation processes should allow
the development of a deeper understanding of VLE separation than has been acquired
to date. In particular, since a distillation column is a complex network of interlinked
equilibrium flash stages, this work should lead to a better understanding of
distillation processes.
A unified and rational basis for the comparison of COS~ of a wide range of VLE
separation processes, which this work aims to develop, is not currently available.
Such a costing variable could prove useful for the synthesis and optimization of
separation processes, and could also enhance the understanding of the issues
pertaining to the synthesis and optimization of distillation and other VLE separation
processes.
The feasible products of a number of binary and ternary mixtures and a range of
VLE separation processes are determined by process simulation. A pair ofvariables,
which are proposed for indicating the costs of separation, are defined for a single
equilibrium separation stage and applied to a range of processes. A range of
separation processes are simulated and the proposed cost indicators of these
processes are evaluated.
The two main issues considered in this work, namely the compositions of feasible
products and the costs of separation processes, are initially treated separately in this
thesis. Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature on the feasible products of VLE
separation processes, and Chapter 3 presents results of simulated separations of a
non-ideal ternary mixture. A review of the literature on the synthesis and
optimization of "v'LEseparation processes is presented in Chapter 4. The proposed
cost indicators for separation processes are defined and developed theoretically in
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Chapter S. In Chapter 6, the issues of product composition and process costs are
()
combined. A number of case studies are presented, in which the relationships
between process costs and product. composition are explored for a range. of
separation processes. The conclusions to this thesis are presented in Chapter 7.
I
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature on Feasible Products of
Separation Processes
2.1 Introduction
Process synthesis is concerned with developing a cost-effective process flowsaeet for
obtaining a particular product or set of products from a given feed. There are two
main sub-problems embedded in this objective: it must be established whether
particular products are feasible for the proposed flowsheet and its processing units
(Pidkowski et al., 1993), and it must be established \yhether the proposed flowsheet
is a cost-effective flowsheet (Foucher et al.; 1991). Considerable attention has been
devoted to both aspect') of the problem. This chapter reviews previous work which
considers the feasible products of separation processes. Chapter 4 examines previous
work focusing Ion optimization of separation processes.
The evaluation of process flowsheets at the preliminary stages of process design
requires a method which balances speed and accuracy (Motard and W'estert-..,erg,
1978). Too simplistic sn approach will lead to optimal process flowsheets being
ovedooked, while toe detailed aa approach is tirne-consu.uing aJi~ inappropriate to
the quality of the solutions required.
Vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLB) separation processes, especially distillation, have
developed on a largely empirical foundation, the science of which is still not fully
understood (Porter, 19~5;'. In spite of being well-established, homogeneous (that is,
with a single liquid' phase) , ternary distillation processes have been the focus of much
research activity in recent years, This review examines some of this research,
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2.2 Backgrouno concepts
Much of the discussion about feasible products lends itself to visual representation
and has been presented graphically. Some of the graphical forms used in the
literature will be introduced briefly.
2.2.1 Composition space
A mixture comprised of c components may be described by a set of e-t of the
component mole fractions, XII Xz, .... Xc-I' The ~ mole fraction is not independent
of the others, since the sum of the mole fractions is 1, A vector X = (Xl' ..l.z. • ••• Xc-
JJ may be defined W <iescribethe composition of this mixture.
For ternary systems, the composition vector (Xl. xz) is easily represented in two-
dimensional space. The space of all possible compositions is bounded by the axes
X, = Ot Xz = 0, and the diagonal line XI + x2 = 1 (Doherty and Perkins, 1978).
This chapter focuses on the separation of ternary mixtures.
2.2~2 l\fixing in composition space
The composition simplex may be used to represent separation processes and their
mass balances and composition profiles. WhQA two fluids of composition Xl and Xz
and quantities FI and Fz, respectively ~ are mixed, the result is a mixture of
composition x*, where x* = a XI + (I-a) Xl' The variable a is a scalar and a
measure of the relative quantities of the two fluids: a = F/(FI + F,). The p<>1nUt
Xz, Xl and X* are collinear. This means that the compositions of the ff.ed and the
products of a separation process with only two products must lie on a straight line.
TIle distances between the points are determined by the relative quantities of the
products, as given by the lever-arm rule.
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2.2.3 Vapour-liquid t'!quillbrium
1\ i
At some temperature and pressure, j;lijquid of composition x l, ''f be in equilibrium
-. rf J
with a vapour of composition y, defunnined oy the thermodynae ~sof the system.
For a system at fixed pressure. at every point i in the composition pace there is a
unique vector, i-y, as~!ated implicitly willi some temperature., These vectors or
tie-lines, are not restrk, .rom crossing each other (see for example, Koehler e:aI .•
1991). C;;',nstant pressure processes are assumed i..hroughout the following
discussion.
2.3 Simple distillation and ,condensati"D
, ,
/1
Ii
II
2.3.1 Simple distillation I'
!
:l
Simple distillation is also known as simple boiling and diffc:ft:ntial df:,tltiauQlr. ui
i_\
this process, a liquid of composition i is slowly boiled and the vapour of
composition y, which is in equilibrium with the liquid, is removed as it is formed,
at a molar rate v. The quantity 'Of liquid in the still at ?lly time isL moles, Doherty
and :.perkins (1978) detveloped the mass 1:t hce for the process for a homogeneous,
non-reacting, but n\~t necessarily id~)<system:
I.i
di v - --- = - (X-y)dt L (2.1)
Or equivalently:
dX -- =x-y
d~
(2.2)
where ~ is a scalar quantity non-linearly related to ~trte.
The original liquid feed compesltion, the liquid composition at any timet and the
accumulated vapour composition must lie on a straight line, by the mixing rule.
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j
Residue curves and residue - _.rve maps
The trajectory of these differential equations in composition space shows the
composition of the liquid residue with time or ~~ and is known as a residue curve.
The map of such trajectories with various starting points is known as the residue
curve map. The singular points of this map occur where the differential equations
are equal eo the zero vector, that is, where i = y. These singular points are pure
compenent vertices and azeotropes.
The mathematical results of work on residue curves and residue curve maps may be
summarized as follows:
The tangent to the residue curve at x and the vector i-y are collinear
(Doherty and Perkins, 1975).
Temperature increases monotonically with ~ or time along the residue curve
(Doherty and Perkins, 1978).
• Given the location and boiling temperature of all singular points, a single
(i.e., unique) residue curve map may be constructed (Doherty, 1985).
However, Fien and Liu (1994, citing the PhD thesis of Knight, 1986) shewed
a rare case where the same boiling point data resulted in more than one
residue curve map.
• Residue curves cannot intersect (Doherty and Perkins, 1978), but they may
converge in a tangential manner.
The singular points of the residue curve map may only be comprised of nodes
or saddles (Doherty and Perkins, 1979b).
Simple distillation regions ant! boundaries
It may be observed that, for certain non-ideal ternary mixtures, the composition
space is divided into regions. Doherty and Perkins (1978) defined the regions in this
way: "If two residue curves are initially close together and are still close together
after a long time, then we shall say that both these residue curves belong to the same
distillation region". The simple dis.illatiorr boundary dh'ide.~ iJle composition space
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into these regions. The definition of the simple distillation boundary \Hay be
extended to systems of higher dimension, but the boundary will no longer be 3
curve, but a (c-2)-dimensional hypersurface.
A separatrix is a residue curve whic'. .....arts or ends at a singular point, "such that
it is the side of a hyperbolic sector" (Doherty and Perkins, 197'0). Singular points
always form the terminus and origin of a separatrix in two dimensions. An unstable
separatrix i~a residue curve from which adjacent residue curves diverges while a
sta:·te separatrix is flanked by converging trajectories (V.an Dongen and Doherty,
1985a).
Not all researchers agree on what constitutes simple distillation boundaries.
According to Doherty and Perkins (1978), simple distillation boundaries are
specifically unstable scparatrices. Rev (1992) also makes the distinction between
separatrices, which join any two singular points, and boundaries, which are
separatrices which arrive-at saddle points. However, Doherty and Caldarola (1985),
stated that residue curves starting or ending at binary saddles form simple distillation
boundaries. Laroche et al. (1992a) and Bekiaris et al. (1993) specify that in a
distillation region, all the residue curves must originate from the same low-boiling
node and end at the same high-boiling node. Fien and Liu (1994) implied that
azeotropes invariably result in simple distillation boundaries. Stichlmair (1991)
identified the boundary with valleys and ridges in the boiling temperature surface.
(This relationship was shown not to be identical by Van Dongen and Doherty
(1984).) These definitions are not always as precise as they might be, and are not
mutually consistent. There remains some confusion in this area.
Two examples present some of these inconsistencies in the literature. In Fig, 2.1)
a stable separatrix joining a high-boiling binary saddle at the A··B azeotrope to the
stable node at pure C is nor found to represent a boundary by Doherty and Perkins
(1978), Van Dongen and Doherty (1985a) and Rev (1992). However, Doherty and
Caldarola (1985), Stichlmair (1991), Laroche et al. (1992a), Bekiaris et al. C 1,93)
and Fien and Liu (1994) diagnose two distillation regions in this case.
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AFig. 2.1 TI1eseparatrix joining the A-B binary azeotrope to the pure
C vertex mayor may not represent a simple distillation boundary.
In the residue curve map shown in Fig. 2'.2, Foucher et al. (1991) found that there
are th~eedistillation regions, In spite of their rule that a residue curve joining two
nodes cannot form a residue CUNe boundary.. (The ,ct!IVejoining the low-boiling
ternary azeotrope, which is an unstable node, and the high-boiling A-B binary
azeotrope, which is a stable node, is such a curve.) Applying the definitions of
Doherty and Perkins (1978), Rev (1992), Laroche et al. (1992a) and Bekiaris tt al.
(1993) ttl this case gives only two simple distillation regions, that containing both the
A and B vertices, and that containing the C vertex.
A-a binary:
azeotrope ---~' ......
" .,
temary ••
a;a:eotrope '~"
".,
•••·,· cB
}lg.2.1, The separatrix joining the low-boiling ternary azeotrope to
the high-boiling A·B binary azeotrope mayor may not represent a
simple dlstillation boundary.
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Residue curves may not intersect, so the simple distillation boundary cannot be
crossed by the liquid composition trajectory of a simple distillation process (Doherty
~md Perkins, 1978). Consider an arbitrary liquid residue curve close to and on the
concave side of the boundary. Although the residue curve itself does not cross the
simple distillation boundary, the equilibrium vapour composition may lie on the other
side of the boundary, as shown in Fig. 2.3, because the vector i-ji is tangential to
the residue curve (Doherty and Perkins, 1978), A perfectly straight boundary may
not be crossed. However, ill !,lpctice, separatrices are found not to be
1\
mathematically straight (Doherty a11d\~erkins, 1978, citing Schreinemakers, 19(2).
,\
'I'hust although a single simple dis~'uation residue curve is restricted by the
boundary, the simple distillation bO~(lcllU1i does not restrict possible product
compositions in a more general sense.
Fill. 2.3 The vapour product from a residue curve may lie on the
other. side of a simple distillation boundary.
2.3.2 Sinlple condensation
Simple' condensation is a process analogous to simple distillation. A vapour of
quantity Vand composition y is condensed and the liquid of composition x which is
in equilibrium with the vapour is removed as-it is formed, at a molar rate c. The
differential equation rising out of the mass balance is:
dy -c - -- = - (x-·y)dt V (2.3)
Or equivalently (Nikolaev et al., 1979):
dy :: y _ x (2..4)
d~
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it is expected that the properties of a liquid residue map lor a simple distillation
process would he similar to those of a vapour residue map for a simple condensation
process. Equations (2.2) and (2.4) may be rewritten as follows, using bubble(i) and
dew(X) to represent the bubble point composition and the dew point composition of
X, respectively:
!!i. = x - bubble(i)
d~
(2.2a)
d» - -
-!:.. = Y - dew(y)
d~
(2.4b)
The points dew(X), x and bubble{i) a:e not generally collinear. Therefore the
tangent to the simple distillation trajectory at some i is not identical and opposite in
direction to the tangent to the simple condensation trajectory at that POUlt. That is,.
the liquid and vapour residue curves, although similar, are not coincident. It follows
that both processes may have boundaries, but that these boundaries are not strictly
coincident, as shown by Nikolaev et al. (1979).
Simple distillation and r ~mple condensation are similar processes with similar residue
curve maps. By convention, liquid residue curves are more widely discussed. This
work will also largely .eglect simple condensation processes, except where there are
specific advantages to including them.
2.4 Column c:llstillation
2.441 Modelling column performance
In order to investigate the feasible products of a column distillation process, a
number of authors (including Levy et al., 1985; Laroche et al., 1992a; Wahnschafft
et al., 1992 and Fidkowsld et al., 1993) have modelled a simple column, with a
single feed and two products, and 110 heat transfer other than to the condenser and
reboiler. Non-reacting. homogeneous liquid systems, with a saturated liquid feed are
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generally assumed. The key assumptions used by a number of authors for modelling
distillation Columns are:
• Constant molar overflow in the column, This incorporates the assumptions
that heat losses in the column are negligible, that the molar heat of "
vaporization is constant, that heats of mixing are negligible and that the
changes in sensible heat with temperature are negligible (Barbosa and
Doherty, 1988b).
Ideal equilibrium stages are used, that is, the streams leaving a stage are in
equilibrium.
From these assumptions it follows that the liquid molar flow rate in the rectification
section (above the feed tray), L, is constant, and that in the stripping section (below
the feed tray), the liquid flow rate, L', is~a1SQ<;;Q~~~t. TlJe vapour flow rate, V,
is constant throughout the column. The reflux ratio, r, is defined by the ratio LID,
where D is the distillate product flow rate; the reboil ratio, s, is defined by the ratio
VIB, where B is the bottoms product flow rate. By the assumption of censtantmolar
overflow, the quantities r and s are constant in any given ce lumn.
:.,(
For a distillation column for which the composition of the distillate product, ~D' is
specifi(td, the mass balance over n stages of the rectification section, numbering
',$tag~<i from the total condenser downwards, may be written (Van Dongen and
r . _ • I
( Doherty, 1985b):
i.,\
(2.5)
The mass balance over m stages of the stripping section, where the bottoms product
composition is XB, and the stages are numbered from the reboiler upwards may be
written as:
- s - I-x = __ )1 +_x
m+l s+1 m s+l B (2.6)
Where the feed composition is givea by XF' the overall mass balance relates the
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reflux ratio and reboil ratio as follows (Van Dongen and Doherty, 1985b):
- s+r+l- r+l-xD = xp - -xrS S (2.7)
The difference equations (2.5) and (2.6) give the liquid compositions on each stage
of the column starting at either the distillate composition (eq. 2.5) or at the bottoms
composition (eq, 2~6), These points may be plotted and connected to give the liquid
composition profiles in the two sections of the column, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The
feed, bottoms and distillate compositions are collinear, according to the overall mass
balance for the column.
Heptane
0.2
0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Hexane
o
o
Nonane
Fig. 2.4 An example of product profiles for a distillation column,
Since the profiles intersect, the separation is feasible for the chosen
reflux ratio. B: Bottoms" F: Feed, D: Distillate compositions.
When two such column profiles intersect, the separation is feasible (Van Dongen and
Doherty, 1985b) because then the mass balance and equilibrium constraints have
been simultaneously satisfied (Wahnschafft et al., 1992). The total number of stages
in the column is the sum of the number of stages in each profile up to the
intersection. The composition of the liquid at the intersection is the feed tray liquid
composition, but is not necessaril.y the same as the feed composition. Only if the
intersection of profiles occurs at an integral number of stages in both column
sections does the intersection represent the physical composition at the feed tray
(Wahnschafft et al., 1992).
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Instead, StichImair and Herguijuela (1992) proposed that the column profiles do not
intersect for a feasible distillation process, but illustrated a mixing condition across
the feed tray. This construction is not explained, and differs from the condition
given above, which is used by many researchers in the field. In this work, the
condition for a feasible distillation process will be that the composition profiles of
the rectification and stripping sections intersect.
Dii.ferential equations modelling column performance
Van Dongen and Doherty (1985b) approximated the finite difference equation (2.5)
for the rectifying section by the following first-order ordinary differential equation:
dx r+1- -- 1--:: --y +x + -XDdh! r r (2.8)
The; boundary condition is ilh'-l = XD, where h' is the number of stages in the
rectification section.
The folrowlng differential equation is an approximation of eq. (2.6) for the stripping
section:
d"i s- - 1-- ...--y -x + --xs
dh s+l s+l
(2.9)
;. ..
The boundary condition is x Ih"l = xs, where h is the number of stages in the
stripping section.
Saturated liquid products are assumed, which means that xD and Xs lie on the liquid
composition profiles. This condition assumes the use of a total condenser. The
assumption of saturated liquid products is not essential to this work.
The model assumes that each theoretical tra.y has been broken into an infinite number
of differential plates over the interval from n to n+i, with each performing a
differential amount of mass transfer according to eq. (2.8) and (2.9). (Laroche et
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aI. (1992b) showed how the differential equations also describe the composition
profile in a packed column.) The variables h and hi are related to the number of
stages, not to lite actual height of the plate in the column, or the actual depth of
packing in a packed column (Van Dongen and Doherty ~ 1985b).
Van Dongen and Doherty (1985b) illustrated the column profiles generated by these
differential equations. In their example, the columns profiles arising from the
difference equations, eq. (2.5) and (2.6), and those arising from the differential
equations, eq, (2.8) and (2.9), were indistinguishable after about the fourth stage.
However, Barbosa and Doherty (198&) found that the first-order approximation was
~ AI
only good where Xl changed llttle from one stage to the nex,~and for lailge numbers
of stages. Caution should therefore be exercised when using these differential
equations. In this work, difference equations will be used to describe column
distillation.
2.4.2 Distillationat total reffux
The two limiting cases of distillation are total (or infinite) reflux and reboil, -and
minimum reflux and reboil, also called reversible operation (Doherty and Perkins,
1979b). Distillation under total reflux has been extensively researched, usingboth
difference and differential equations to describe column behaviour. Both conventions
wilt be discussed in this section.
Under total reflux conditions, the difference equation (2.5) for the rectifying section
becomes:
(2.10)
The differential equation (2.8) describing the rectification section reduces to:
dx - -- =x-y
dhl
(2.11)
When the reflux ratio is large, the reboil ratio, s, also becomes large, and difference
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equation (2.6), mod' 'ling the stripping section, becomes:
(2.12)
The differential equation (2.9), which describes the stripping section, simplifies to:
di - -- = y ,_x
dh (2.13)
When differential equations are used to model column behaviour, it is found that eq,
(2.11) is exactly the equation describing simple distillation (eq, 2.2). Equation
(2.13) is equal to eq. (2.li) but opposite in sign, which is a result of the numbering
convention used. The column profile at total reflux is thus identical/jo the residue
!
curve passing through the product compositions.
A difference equation analysis of column compositions gives the following results.
From eq. (2.10) it may be seen that, at total reflux conditions, the liquid composition
of each stage in the rectification section is simply the dew point composition of the
liquid of the stage above. Similarly, it follows from eq. (2.12), that the liquid
composition of each stage in the stripping section is the bubble point composition of
the liquid on the stage below. These difference equations give rise to a sequence of
points, each of which is the bubble point composition of the previous po1nt. When
these points are joined smoothly and in. the direction of decreasing temperature, a
dbi-mation line is obtained, as defined by Stichlmair et al. (1989). The mathematical
method for obtaining a smooth curve was not described. Distillation lines describe
the composition profile of staged distillation columns operated under conditions of
tot.,l reflux.
Distillation lines are similar, but not identical, to residue curves (Fidkowski et. al. ,
1993). Residue curves are tangential to the vector x-bubble (i) at every pointx, but
do not actually contain dew(X) or bubbleti), Wahnschafft et at. (1992) illustrated
how a distillation line may cross several residue curves, especially in wide-boiling
systems or regi-ns '-If dgh curvature, but added that the "difference between residue
curves and distillation lines ... is not normally very significant", Rev (1992) also
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showed how a distillation line may cross residue curves and how residue curve
boundaries may be crossed by distillation lines. However, it would be more logical
to look at boundaries defined in terms of distillation lines, when considering columns
modelled using Unite difference equations, and boundaries defined in terms of
residue curves when considering columns modelled using differential equa.; ..ts.
Boundaries, similar to those for residue curves, arise for distillation lines, dividing
distillation lines into regions. Residue curves and distillation lines point in epposite
directions, since residue curves point in the direction of increasing temperature and
distillation lines point in the direction of decreasing temperature. Therefore an
unstable separatrix in a distillation line map is associate4i with a stable separatrix in
a residue curve map. Several examples occur where unstable separatrices in
distillation line maps are called simple distillation boundaries (Stichlmair et al.,
1989; Wahnschafft et ai., 1992 and Fien and Liu, 1994), which does not conform
to the definition of simple distillation boundaries as given by Doherty and Perkins
(1978), and adds further to the inconsistencies described at the end or ,';,!Ction2.3.1.
Distillation product regions at total reflux
Either the differential equation approach (Van Dongen and Doherty, 1985b) or
difference equations (Stichlmair, 1991) may be used to model distillation column
behaviour. When a column is operated at total reflux, it follows that both the
distillate and the bottoms products lie on the same zsidue curve or di ltillati(m line,
depending on which model is used to describe the column. From the overall mass
balance, the feed, bottoms and distillate compositions must lie on a straight line
(petlyuk, i978a). These two constraints allow the region of feasible products for
distillation under total reflux to be determined.
Stichlmair (1991) and Stichlmair and Herguijuela (1992) combined these two
constraints to develop product regions for distillation ai total reflux. Part of the
boundary of these regions is the residue curve which passes through the feed; part
of the boundary is formed by the simple distillation boundary. The straight lines
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representing sharp direct and indirect splits (pure low-boiling distillate product and
pure high-boiling bottoms product, respectively) also make up the boundary of the
product region.
Wahnschafft es al. (1992) discussed further bow, if there are inflections in the feed
residue curve, the residue curve boundary may be "crossed" in the manner illustrated
in Fig. 2.5. Although the feed, distillate and bottoms compositions all lie on a
straight line, the feed may lie in a different distillation region to the two products,
However, the column profile itself does not cross the boundary. The total reflux
product region is extended, in places, beyond the feed residue curve, by the locus
of points at which the cangent to the residue curve passes through the feed
composition and Intersects the same residue CUNe twice.
resJdue
curve
BO~~_~ ...:::::_ ...---. -~"~_;::;.- FHd-------·-··-----_ - istillate
mass balance '..
line slmpl8',
distillation
boundary
Fig. 2.S The mass balance line of a total reflux distillation process
may cross the simple distillation boundary.
2.4.3 Reversible distillation
The second limiting condition of distillation column operation is reversible operation,
also called "thermodynamically reversible fractionation" (Petlyuk, 1978a) and
"thermodynamically optimum operation" (Wahnschafft et ai., 1992). In this process,
a finite amount of product is obtained using minimum work and infinitely many
sta!....__and intermediate reboilers and condensers, while distillation under total reflux
conditions produces a zero-quantity product using minimum work input and infiaite
internal flow rates (Wahnschafft et al., 1992).
Koehler et al. (1991) gave a clear description of this limiting process. A reversible
column has infinitely many stages and is everywhere at equilibrium. That is, the
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liquid stream approaching a stage and tile vapour leaving it are at equilibrium at.
every stage, unlike conventional columns, where streams leavi...,:,'" ~1.ageare assumed
to he in equilibrium. Heat is transferred continuously to and from the column. This
causes the reflux ratio to change at every stage. Reversible distillation is a constant
pressure process .. Koehler et al. (1991) used the term "adiabatic column- to refer
to columns with heat transferred only try the reboiler and condenser.
In order to obtain reversible mixing at the feec stage, the feed may be partially
vaporized at saturation temperature. The liqu~d and vapour feed streams have
exactlj .'he same temperature, pressure and compositions as the liquid and va!';' :
,
streams at 'the feed tray. \,
A mass balance for an envelope over the rectifying section (eq. 2.5) may be
rewritten to give the difference equation:
(2.14)
Prx the stripping section, the mass balance (eq, 2.6) gives:
-s{i-y) :::X-XB (2.15)
For a '(~':~rsible column, the differential equations (2.8) and (2.9) both tend to the
zero vector and reduce to exactly the same form as the equations above; that is, the
{Jifference and differential equations agree"
The geometrical interpretation of this process was discussed by Petlyuk (1978a) and
Wahnschafft et ai. (1992). For example, in the r:.ttl1ication section, the Iines joining
the product composition, Xn, and the liquid composition, X, are everywhere collinear
with the tie-line x-y at X, i.e., they a.e tangential to the residue curve at x.
Similarly, the linesx-xB and i-yare collinear everywhere in the stripping section.
The relative distances between X, y and the product composition, xD or xB' give tIl..!
reflux, or reboil ratio.
Associated with a particular point x on the reversible column profile is a unique
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reflux ratio, r, or reboil ratio, s. An adiabatic column composition profile starting
at the same product composition and operating under that fixed value of r or s, will
end at the same point x. The profile ends because additional stages do not lead to
a change in composition. This is known as a pinch point. For an adiabatic column
with a given product composition, a locus of pinch points may be calculated as the;
reflux or reboil ratio changes. The reversible column operates everywhere at a pinch
point, so its composition profile is exactly this locus. This pinch point curve is also
known as a "zone of constant concentrations" (...,.,.yuk, 1978b).
Product regions of reversible distillation columns
Petlyuk (1978a) investigated the boundaries of the product region for the reversible
distillatior f \ lZ-component mixture. The upper and lower sections of the colu.an
are restricte., ;JY two different boundaries. The composition profile of the upper
section may not cross the locus of points where the equilibrium coefficients, J"rI.; =
y/x,. of the two highest boiling species are equal or the curve containing points
where the equilibrium coefficient of the least volatile component is equal to 1. In
the lower section of the column, the profile may not cross the locus of points where
the equilibrium coefficients of the t:'........, lowest boiling components are equal or the
I __--:~ - / ..
locus of points where the equilibrium coefficient of the most volatile component is
equal to 1.
For a ternary system> the Kz = Kz. curve is the locus of points at which the tangent
to the residue curve passes through the vertex representing pure component 3
(Petlyuk, 1978a). This curve will form a semi-boundary for the upper section of me
column (that is, it is 110t a boundary for the lower section (tf the column) if
components 1 and 2 are the two highest boiling species, or a semi-boundary for the
lower section of the column if components 1 and 2 are the two lowest boiling species
of the mixture. The curves K, := K3 and .((2 = .K3, similarly, may form semi-
boundaries for this process. The K, ::::1 boundary is the locus of points where the
tangent to the residue curve is parallel to the Xl ~ 0 aY.~S.Petlyuk (t),78a) did not
illustrate such a boundary.
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In comparing these reversible column boundaries with simple distillation boundaries,
Petlyuk (1978a) stated that the boundaries do not coincide and do not pass through
the same singular points. Since the boundaries at the two limiting COl: ditions of total
reflux and reversible operation do not coincide, Petlyuk (1978a) concluded that there
are no restrictions on compositions of attainable products. However, for a ternary
mixture, he illustrated a K[ ::!f. KJ boundary which ends at the 1-3 azeotrope, which
is a singular point through which the simple distillation boundary also passes.
Koehler et al. (1991) proposed that the two straight lines passing through the feed
composition, t, and its dew point composition, dewj'ii, and joining the feed
composition and its bubble point composition, bubble(Z}, and extended to the
boundaries of the composition triangle, form the boundaries of the product region
for a reversible column.
Little other interest has been shown in the reversible distillation product regions.
The results of Petlyuk (J978a) and Koehler a al. (1991) do not appear to have been
reconciled.
2.4.4 Product regions for distillation processes at non-limiting eondttlons-
The two limiting conditions of distillation are total reflux and reversible distillation
(Wahnschafft et at ~1992). Considerable emphasis has been placed on determining
feasible product regions at total reflux. This section reviews research into
determining the region of feasible products for columns operating at non-limiting
conditions, namely at finite reflux ratios and using finite numbers of stages.
For the purpose of process synthesis, the products of a distillation column with a
known feed may be specified. The following questions may be raised as part of the
synthesis process:
Given some feed, whr,: products may be obtained using a distillation column?
Is some specified product pair feasible for the distillation of a given feed?
~ For some binary azeotrope, what entrainer (third component) should 00
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selected to allow separation of the mixture into the two components making
up the azeotrope, using some sequence of distillation columns?
These questions are closely related, as they deal with feed, feasible products and the
profiles joining these.
This review focuses on the product regions of individual columns for a given ternary
mixture. Research relating to the choice of entrainer for separat ;ng a binary
azeotrope will not be discussed here.
It is well known that distillation profiles at finite reflux ratios are quite different to
residue curves and distillation tines, and that column profiles may cross simple
distillation boundaries (Wahnschafft et al., 1992). Some researchers have regarded
as significant the extent to which a colu» ,1profile may cross these boundaries, wh!le
others: for the sake of simplicity, have chosen to consider only products lying within
simple distillation regions.
Van Dongen and Doherty (1985b) hHlstrated a bow-tie shaped product region
containing all the feasible products for a given feed. Fien and Liu (1994) explained
how to construct these bow-tie regions for estimating the region of feasible products
J
for a given feed. The boundaries of these regions are given by the simple distillation
boundary, the residue curve passing through the feed composition and mass balance
lines for very sharp direct and indirect splits.
Stichlmair et al. (1989) and Koehler et al. (1991) used the distillation line which
passes through the feed composition as a boundary for distillation processes at finite
reflux ratios. This followed from strictly applying the requirements that the feed and
product compositions lie on a straight line, and that the products must lie on the
same residue curve. Profiles at finite reflux ratios are assumed to follow closely
total reflux ratio profiles.
Doherty and Caldarola (1985) used a "reasonable working assumption" that column
profiles do not cross the simple distillation boundary. This assumption was slightly
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relaxed by Stichlmair and Herguijuela (1992) and Bossen et al. (1993), who
considered the crossing of the simple distillation boundary by the overall mass
balance line, as shown in Fig. 2.5, but still assumed that column profiles do not
cross the boundary
Foucher et al. (1991) and Doherty and Caldarola (1985) gave a sufficiency condition
for separability that products lie in the same simple distillation region. Fidkowski
et al. (1993) concluded that it is "better engineering practice not to attempt to cross
a simple distillation boundary unless all other alternatives have been explored". Fien
and Liu (1994), in their excellent review of the use of residue curve maps, declar-ed
that "the error in approximating the boundaries with 'simple distillation boundaries'
often is so small as to be inconsequential, espeeially at the flowsheet synthesis
. stage",
However, it is well known that distillation profiles may cross the simple distlllatlon
boundary (Nikolaev et al., 1979), and Laroche et al. (1992a) maintained that
excluding this possibility may restrict flowsheet development.
Separability at total reflux implies separability at finite reflux ratios, but the converse
is not true (Laroche et al., 1992h): for a specified separation, a maximum reflux
ratio may exist, above which the separation is no longer feasible. Fidkowski et aI.
(1993) went so far as to say that there is almost always a maximum reflux ratio
associated with a feasible specified separation. Certainly, even ideal mixtures are
subject to this phenomenon, contrary to the belief of Laroche et al: (1992a). It
therefore seems necessary to consider not only total reflux, but also finite reflux
distillation processes when investigating regions of feasible products. It also follows
that the assumption that distillation profiles follow total reflux profiles closely
appears to be unjustified.
Wahnschafft et al. (1992) provided substantial insight in their development of
feasible composition profile regions. For a specified distillate composition, ilijs
region is shown to be bounded by the residue curve and the reversible column profile
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through the product compesition: that is, all possible rectification profiles lie between
these two limiting conditions, A stripping profile region may be constructed in a
similar manner. A necessary condition for a feasible separation is that these profile
regions intersect. A point of interest in the intersection of the regions is the point
where the tangent to the residue curve is collinear with the overall mass balance line:
that is, it passes through both product compositions and the feed composition. This
point lies on the feed pinch point curve, which is the locus of points where the
'llngent to the residue curve passes through the feed composition.
Wahnschafft et al. (1992) and Fidkowski ei al. (1993) set up feasible product regions
for a given feed, incorporating all reflux ratios. The boundaries of the region are
found in part by feed pinch point curves, and indicate the existence of a pinch point
in the column. Wahnschafft and Westerberg (1993) extended the work of
Wahnschafft et ai. (1992) for columns with more than one feed stream. It. is
significant that the boundaries of the feasible product region for distillation columns
are given by the loci of products which are achievable only in the limit - at the
limiting conditions of pinch points, which are associated with reversible distillation.
A range of feasible product regions for the distillation of a given feed have .oeen
proposed in the literature. These regions are obtained using more or less
sophisticated assumptions. It is beyond the scope of this review to assess the validity
of these assumptions. For example, it is not clear exactly how much poorer the
optimal flowsheets are when it is assumed that distillation regions lie within simple
distillation regior ••1 than when this assumption is not made. It is clear that making
simplifying assumptions may allow problems to be solved relatively easily, but may
also result in promising alternative flowsheets being overlooked. While it is not
appropriate to become involved in detailed process design at the process synthesis
stage, it is not desirable to use such crude assumptions that good alternative
flowsheets are discarded prematurel, •
In any of these product regions, only one of the two column products may be
specified. Every composition in a feasible product region is attainable, but not every
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point on the mass balance line passing through the feed and lying in the opposite
product region to the specified product is attainable, (S~ifically, it is not possible
to distinguish which bottoms products are feasible for a distillate product lying in the
region of feasible products.) It is not possible to represent in two-dimensional space
all sets of feasible co-products associated with all attainable products for some
ternary mixture.
2.5 'feasible products Qr VLE separation processes
Column distillation is probably the most commonly used VLE separation process,
and almost all the previous work on feasible product regions of separation processes
h~ focused on distillation processes. Some of this work on achievable products has
been presented. in Section 2.4.4 above.
For the simple distillation process, the locus of compositions of the liquid residue
with time is the residue curve starting at the initial liquid composition. More general
questlons about the possible pzpducts from simple distillation processes do not appear
:1
to have been addressed.
In passing, Koehler et ai. (1991) illustrated, but did not discuss, the set of possible
product pairs when the feed to a distillation column is partially vaporized (that is,
the feasible products of a single equilibrium flash stage). The set of feasible
products is a pair of arcs, one from the feed composition, if to the bubble point
composition of the feed, bubble{Z), the other between the feed composition and the
dew point composition of the feed, dew(i). Other investigations into the feasible
products ,..,f flash processes are not known.
2.6 Concluslons
This discussion has restricted itself to considering ternary, homogeneous mixtures
and constant pressure, equilibrium separation processes. It has focused on the
attainable products of individual distillation columns, since previous work on feasible
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products has concentrated almost exclusively on column distillation processes. Some
ambiguities in this work have still nvt been resolved, and this continues to be an area
of research activity. The far less complex process of simple distillation has received
some attention, but even this relatively simple pI'OGeSS has led to unresolved
ambiguities relating to the definition of simple distillation boundaries. The feasible
products of other VLE separation processes have not received much attention.
A number of points pertaining to distillation should be highlighted. Considering
distillation at total reflux only seems to neglect promising flowsheet alternatives, ~nd
,1-..;
would appear to bean over-simplification. Boundaries are seen to exist for regions
of feasible products of distillation processes. The feasible products on these
boundaries seem invariably to be obtained at limiting conditions, such as very sharp
splits (that is, very nearly pure or azeotropic products), total reflux and reversible
operation. The costs associated wi~. these operating conditions have not been
considered, but would tend to be proqibitively large. It is a limitation of working
in composition space that costs are not made explicit. Product quantities and co-
product compositions are also not easily rei>1fesCnted in composition space.
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Chapter .3
Feasible Products of VI..IESeparation Processes
------------ ,------.------------------,-----------------
3.1 Introduction
The review given in Chapter 2 shows that a considerable amount of research has
been carried out into determining the feasible products of Lie distillation of
homogeneous ternary mixtures. The feasible products of other VLE separation
processes have not received as much attention. Distillation is a complex process,
comprised of equilibrium flash stages and mixing steps. In fihis section, some
processes of considerably reduced complexity are explored. The feasible products
of one and two flash stages with mixing, and of simpl'; distillation and condensation
are presented.
The study is limited to ternary, homogeneous, non-reacting systems at constant
pressure; results are presented in ternary composition space. A hypothetical ternary
system is investigated, the activity coefficients and vapour pressures of which are
described by models which characterize real components. The thermodynamic data
used for all the examples studied in this chapter are presented in Table 3.1. A11
three components are assumed to behave ideally in the vapour phase. Components
1 and 2 form a low-boiling ternary azeotrope; a one-suffix Margules equation is used
to characterize their liquid-phase interactions. The tuird component behaves ideally
in the liquid phase.
Separation processes, by definition, produce more than one output stream from a
process. The convention which will be used in this chapter is that any separation
process will have exactly two products: the product of interest and the co-product,
which is a mixture of all the other outputs from the process. Only one of the two
products can be independently specified.
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Table 3.1 Thermodynamic data for hypothetical azeotropic ternary
system. * Antoine equation: In(pi [kPa]) = Ai - BI(f[CC] + CJ.
Low-boiling azeotrope: (0.6, 0.4, 0) at 70cC.
-
A* B C In 11 "Boiling temp
rOC]
1 7.9652 252 - 1.5x-/ 80
2 8,3852 302.4 - 1.5xl 75
3 6.8718 102 -27 0 72-
The mixing which is considered in this work will be restricted to "forward" mixing;
that is, feasible products and the feed may be mixed, but material may not be
recycled.
The concern of this work is separation. Whether a stream is a liquid, a vapour, or
of mixed phase will not be considered, and it will be assumed that a mixture may,
at any point in a process, be condensed or vaporized, fully or partially, without
composition change. Similarly, a liquid and a vapour may be mixed to form a
product, of indeterminate phase, with composition given by the mixing rule.
The results presented in this chapter were calculated using Fortran 77
(SPARCompiler Fortran 2.0.1) and the Numerical Algorithms Group fortran library
routines (Mark 16 - D02BBF for integrating one or more differential equations and
C05PCF for solving non-linear equations simultaneously).
3.2 Feasible products of simple distillation, simple condensation and mixing
The simple distillation process was presented in Section 2.3.1. In this section an
answer is sought to the question: what is the region of feasible products for a process
comprised of simple distillation, simple condensation and mixing? A "constrained"
process, comprised of a single simple distillation stage and mixing, and 311
"unconstrained" process, comprised of any number of simple distillation and
condensation stages, are examined.
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3.2~1 Feasible products of a constrained simple distillation process
The simple distillation boundary has been observed to be a boundary for the liquid
product compositions of single simple distillation processes. FOf processes
comprised of simple distillation and mixing, tbe boundary may be crossed in a
number of ways. The instantaneous vapour composition may lie beyond Lie simple
distillatira boundary, as shown inFig. 2.3; Of, as shown in Fig. 2.5, the mixing line
between two points on the same residue curve may cross the simple distillation
boundary. Therefore, by mixing between two pGi~ts in the same simple distillation
region, a mixture lying on the other side of the separatrix may be obtained. Fig. 3.1
shows how the accumulated vapour product, for a given simple distillation process,
may lie on the other side of the simple distillation boundary. A straight simple
distillation boundary may not be crossed by one of these methods, but it is assumed
that simple distillation boundaries always have some curvature. 11'u!re/orethe simple
distillation boundary is not a boundary for processes comprised lJ.lsimpie distillation
and mixing.
Fig. 3.1 The accumulated vapour may lie in a different simple
distillation region to the residue curve.
The feasible products of processes comprised of a single distillation stage and mixing
are investigated. The residue curve starting at a particular feed point and ending at
a stable node in the residue curve map is the locus of feasible liquid products which
may be obtained by a single simple distillation process. The instantaneous vapour
composition profile is the locus of all feasible vapour products of the process, CIS
shown in Fig. 3.2. The composition profile of the accumulated vapour product of
the process is shown in Fig. 3.2. Since the accumulated vapour product at time t
is the mixture of the instantaneous vapour products up to time t, the accumulated
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vapour product lies within the convex region bounded by the instantaneous vapour
composition profile, The liquid residue at time t and the accumulated vapour
product at time t, if mixed, would form a mixture with the same composition as the
feed, so the compositions of the feed, the liquid residue and the accumulated vapour
product must lie on a straight line in composition space at any given time.
•.••••••.••tie-linea
0.50
0.48
x,
C.46
0.44
0..42
0.185 0.190 0.195
x
0.200
Fig. 3.2 Product profiles for a simple distillation process. The
tangent to the liquid residue curve at x is equal to the vector i-y,
where y is the instantaneous vapour composition.
The region of feasible products for the process comprised of a single simple
distillation stage and forward mixing - the mixing of the products of such.processes
- is the convex region which contains the residue curve, the instantaneous vapour
composition profile and all possible mixing lines. Such a region is illustrated in Fig.
3.3.
For the example shown in Fig. 3.3, the feed. is at F, and the end-point of the residue
curve is at D. The outermost mixing lines of this region are those joining points A.
and C and joining points B and D. A point M on the line BD may be obtained by
the following process: the feed, F, is boiled until vapour of composition B is
obtained. This vapour is retained and the boiling process continued { the residue
reaches composition D. The mixtures of compositions Band D arc combined in
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suitable proportions to obtain. a mixture at M. If it is assumed that the process has
only two products, the second product must lie in a straight line through M and F
and beycad F. as given by the mass balance. Points interior to the region AReDA
may also be obtained by some combination of boiling and mixing processes. The
region A.BCDA is a convex region.
0.12
0.04 .....1",""'.. .., __
vapour profile .
~••••••,.. mixing lines
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O~S
X3
FIg. 3.3 Region of feasible products for a single simple distillation
stage and mixing. The feed composition is at F: (0.15, (J.1S, 0.7).
Since simple condensation is analogous to simple distillation, a convex region could
be similarly constructed for a process comprised of a single simple condensation
stage and mixing.
3.2.2 Feasible products Qr an unconstrained process comprised or simple
dlstlltatlon, simple condensation and mixing
This section addresses the question: what are the feasible products for any number
of stages of simple distillation and simple condensation, mixing and phase change?
Residue curves do not intersect. However, by mixing between feasible points of a
residue curve, or by collecting instantaneous or accumulated vapour products, points
on other residue carves may be obtained. Fur example, the product region of Pig.
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3.3 may sometimes be extended by initiating another simple distillation stage from
a mixing line on the boundary of L'1e p:-oouct rt;jri,cn. It will be shown that the
;-" .1'
region of feasible products of processes comp!. f. an unlimited number of stages
of simple distillation, simple condensation and mixing is the entire composition
space.
The region R, shown in Fig. 3.4(a), is proposed as the region of feasible products
for an unconstrained process comprised of simple distillation, simple condensing and
mixing. An arbitrary mixture with composition p Es proposed as a point on the
boundary of R. Initially it will be assumed that every point on the Joundary 6f R
is a ternary mixture, and not a binary mixture or pure component. It follows that
R hes strictly within the composition triangle. It will further be assumed that p is
not a ternary azeotrope. It will be shown how the processes of simple uistillation,
simple condensing and mixing may allow the region R to he extended, until R
coincides with the composition triangle.
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
bubble(p} p dew{p)
(e)
Fig. 3.4 A proposed region of feasible products, R. (a) R must be
convex, (b) dew(p) or bubble(p) may lie outside R. ~c) dew(p) or
bubble(ft) may lie inside R. (d) dew@) or bubble(ft) may lie en the
boundary of R (e) dew;'") or bubble{ft) may be collinear and lie on the
boundary of R.
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The dew-point composition of p, dew{P) , and bubble-point composition of p,
bubble{p)) may he determined. The equation describing the composition of a liquid
undergoing simple distillation is:
dX - -
dE = x - y (2.2)
The composition trajectory of the residual vapour in the simple condensing process
is:
J:: _ _
.2=v-xd~ . (2.4)
that is, the tangent to the liquid residue curve for a simple distillation process
initiated at p is the vector p-bubblerP). Similarly, the tangent to the vapour residue
curve at p for a simple condensation process initiated at p is the vector p-dew(fi).
1. The region R must be convex. If there were a concavity in the region, such
as given by the dashed curve between A and B in Pig. 3.4(a), mixing Jines,
such as AB, could fill in the concavity.
2. If either dew{p) or bubble(p) lies outside the proposed product region, as
- .
shown in Fig. 3.4(b), then a mixture of one these compositions may be
obtained which lies outside R, and R may be extended.
3. If either dew(p) or bubhle(ft) lies inside the product region R, as shown in
Fig. 3A(c), then the vector p-dew{ji) or p-'bubble(fi) points out of the
product region 1 since R is convex. Therefore, by eq, (2.2) or (2.4),
respectively, the liquid or v. 110ur residue curve must, at least initially, leave
the proposed product region R, and compositions outside of R may be
obtained, Therefore R may be extended.
4. Up is equal to dew(ji) or bubble(j), then p Is a singular point in the liquid
residue curve map. In this 'se, ,p is either a pure component vertex or an
azeotrope (Doherty and Perkins, 1978). All singular points, with the
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exception of ternary azeotropes, therefore lie on the boundary of the
composition triangle. No further separation is possible from such points by
simple distillation or simple condensing.
If R consists of a single point of composition Ii, which is a ternary azeotrope,
then II cannot be extended. If, however, R consists of more than one point,
not every point on the boundary of R may be a singular point, since singular
points are isolated (Doherty and Perkins, 1979a). Then R may be extended
from another point on the boundary of R by the methods of points 1, 2, 3 or
5.
5. lfp, dewiP) and bubble(p) all lie on the boundary of R and are not collinear,
as shown in Fig. 3.4(d), then the ve,(;corp-bubble(p) or p-dew(p) points out
of the region and the region may L'~extended. Ifp, dew(P) and buhble(p) all
lie on the boundary of R and are collinear, as shown in Fig. 3.4(e), then the
region R cannot be extended by the processes of simple distillation and
simple condensing at p. If every point on the boundary of R has this
property ii.e., bubble(p), dev;(p) and p lie on the boundary of R and are
collinear) then the boundary is a perfectly straight line. In this case R I~;:umot
be extended. The only two types of lines which have this property are the
boundaries of the composition triangle and perfectly straight residue curves,
which are thought not to exist (Doherty and Perkins, 197~l citing
Schreinemakers, 1902}.
It has thus been shown at, in general, only the boundaries of the compositi )
triangle may form boundaries to the region of feasible products for processes
comprised of simple distillation, simple condensing and mixing.
It may be concluded that, by the processes of simple distillation, simple
condensation, mixing and phase change, any composition may be achieved, and that
the regfon of feasible products is the entire composition space. This result may seem
trivial, but it indicates that there are no absolute boundaries for VLE separation
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processes. It follows that product. limitations are not inherent to VLE separation, but
arise out of the choice of separation equipment. In particular, that not every product
may be obtained for a sequence of one or more distillation columns is a result of the
choice of distillation columns.
The discussion on feasible products of simple distillation and condensing processes
has concerned itself only with feasible product compositions and not with cost. The
processes proposed (for example, that to obtain a mixture of composition M in the
previous section) are achievable only in the limit. To obtain a finite amount of
product, an infinite quantity of feed, an infinite amount of heating or conde-sing,
and equipment of an infinite size would be required. A similar result was found by
Wahnschafft et al. (1992) for distillation columns: the products on the boundary of
the region of feasible products are obtained at the limiting conditions of reversible
distillation" and are therefore associated with infinite costs. Clearly, there are
limitations to working in composinon space.
3.3 Feasible products of one and two flash stages
The product region for VLE separation processes is the entire composition space.
In this section, the sub-regions of products for processes comprised of one or two
flash stages will be presented. It bas been seen that column distillation is a complex
process which is not yet clearly understood. A distillation column is a series of flash
stages, with the feed to each stage comprised of a mixture of the vapour product
from the stage below 3I)\l the liquid product from the stage above. This work aims
to shed some light on the operation of distillation columns by examining and
comparing the feasible product compositions of processes comprised of one or two
flash stages and mixing.
The ft'6ion of feasible products tor a single flash stage may be extended by the use
of a second flash stage. Three configurations of two flash stages are investigated in
this section, namely, two flash stages arranged in parallel, in series and in series
with retlux. MixJng is restricted to forward mixing, but the reflux. in the third case
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forms an internai recycle,
3.3.1 Feaslble products of a single nash stage
In a flash stage, a feed of quantity F and composition z is separated into a liquid
product of quantity L and composition X, and its equilibrium vapour product of
quantity Vand ccmpositionji, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The mass balance for this
process is given by:
z :; <fly + (l-cf»x (3.1)
where if; is the fraction of the fr which is vaporized, equal to VIF, from which it.
follows that O<tP~ 1; equivalently:
x - z '" 4>(£ - y) ···(3.2)
That is, the vectors i-'Z and i-yare collinear, with their relative lengths given by
the lever-ann rule.
vy
Fz
-+Lx
Ii'ig. 3.5 Stream flow rates anci,compositions of a single flash stage.
When a mixture is flashed, its vapour and liquid products must be an equilibrium
pair, and the feed, vapour product and liquid product must lie on a straight line, with
the distance between the points given by the lever-arm rule. These criteria are valid
for ternary as w~Uas higher dimension systems, and combine to give a locus of
feasible product pairs. For a ternary system, these pairs may be plotted in two-
dimensional composition space. Fig. 3.6 shows a number of such product pairs for
a particular feed, corresponding to a number of different values of.p.
The flash product locus has a structure of two contiguous arcs, one of which is the
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liquid product locus, and the other the vapour product locus. The arcs meet at the
feed oomposition, Z, and have as end-points the dew-point composition of the feed
(denoted by dew(i)) on th,e liquid locus, and the bubble-point composition of the feed
(denoted by bubble (i)) on the vapour locus. The point dew(i) represents the liquid
product in the extreme case where no liquid is formed (4)=1) and bubbleri)
represents the vapour product in the extreme case where no vapour is formed (4) ."=
0). 111 both cases the second product has the same composition and flow rate as the
original feed. The arc-ends dew(i) and buhble{i) represent a limit on the amount
of separation which can be achieved in a single flash stage.
0.406
tangent to liquid
locmsat% .....
Xf
0.398
0.390 ,.
0.376
0.368 "---f---i---f---f---f----?---i---I---'
0.3n 0.374 0.376 0.378 0.380 0.382 0.384 0.386 0...",,;) l1.300
Xs
Fig. 3.6 The liquid and vapour product loci of a single flash Sltage
with feed composition z. Equilibrium llquid-vapour pairs ate given
tor a range of 4> values, where 41 is the fraction of the feed which is
vaporized.
Tsere are restrictions on the geometry of this construction. Since, for example, a
particular liquid has exactly one equilibrium vapour point associated with it, there
can only be one intersection of the line through x and the feed z and the vapour
product arc. Therefore, concavities in arcs, such as that illustrated in Fig. 3.7(a),
are 110t feasible, because there would be two vapour products, of composttlonsj, and
Y2 in equilibrium with a single liquid of composition x.
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7he liquid loci of two different feeds (it and ill also cannot intersect at i without
the vapour loci also intersecting, as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). If they could, this would
imply that two different vapour compositions were in equilibrium with x at the
.ecdon point. Similarly, vapour product loci cannet intersect without the liquid
loci also intersecting.
,
,
F, ~. 3.7 Impossible geometries of flash product loci. (a) A concavity
in the vapour product arc. (b) The liquid product arcs intersect while
the vapour product arcs do not.
The limiting flash cases occur where an infinitesimal quantity of vapour or liquid is
separated from the feed. The product loci near to the feed point are examined: at
the limiting conditions. Equation (3.1) may be differentiated wi~ respect to q, to.
obtain:
Ji. = 0 = y - x + q, dj + (l-r/J)!E
dq, dq, d~
(3.3)
For ¢ approximately equal to one, y and z are equal, and x and dew(i) are equal.
Therefore:
O=y-x+.2
d¢
(3.4)
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or, equivalently:
dj - - - ':\(i4; 1,.% = y - x = z - dew(z,
For <p approximately zero, i is equal to z and y' is equal to bubble(i). Hence:
(3.6)
or, equivalently:
dX I - - - b (Z)- - - = x - y :: Z - bub Ie zd<b x-z (3.7)
These processes are identical to the simple condensation or distillation process when
the flrst differential amount of liquid or vapour is removed from a feed of
composition E The simple condensation and distillation proce
respectively, byeq. (2.4) and (2.2), from which it follows:
".re described,
dJ1 __ ,.. y - i ,..z - dew(z)(;!~yat (3.8)
. '"di, - - .- b 1-- - - = x - V .: Z - ubb e(z)d~ x"z ~ (3.9)
It may be seen that the vapour product locus near z) as given by eq, (3.5) is identical
to the differential condensation trajectory at the feed, as described by eq. (3.8). The
tangent to the vapour locus is equal to the vector z-dew(i), as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Similarly, the tangent to the liquid locus near z is the vector "i-bubbleri.}, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
The geometric properties of the ends of the arcs, i.e., the product loci close to
dew(i) or bllbble(z), for the limiting processes (:'It' J. ,:::t, F :"+.~ 1, have not been
determined.
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The arc between an equilibrium pair of points x and y is not unique. The vapour
product arc for a flash with feed x is not identical to the liquid product arc for a
flash with feed y, although both arcs share the same end-points. The flash product
loci for feed compositions x and bubble{X) are shown in Fig. 3.8.
The distance between the extreme compositions which are achievable for a process
comprised of one or more flash stages and mixing, is defined as the "span" of the
process. The span of u single flash stage is the distance from the dew-point
composition of the feed to the bubble-point composition of the feed.
0.385 I
0.380
. 0.375
0.370
bubble(i)
."c--,...'.'...'.'.'.'.'..•...
'.".".".
0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.43 OA4 0.45
x,
Fig. 3.8 The vapour-product arc of a flash with feed composition x
is not- identical tt the liquid-product arc of a flash with feed
composition bubble(x), although ilie end points are common.
Feasible products of a sinple flash stage and forward mixing
The arc-pair product locus of Fig. 3.6 is the set of all possible products for a single
flash separation. For a process comprised of a single flash stage and forward
mixing, approj.riate quantities of some feasible i-y product pair may be mixed to
obtain any point on the mixing line x-yo The product region contains all such
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straight lines joining feasible product pairs. The region of feasible products is
bounded by the arcs and the mixing lines joining the feed, Z, and dew(ij, and joining
z and hubble(i), as shown in Fig. 3.9.
FIg. 3.9 The product region of a single flash stage and mixing,
bounded by the mixing lines z-dew(i) and 'i-bubble (i) and the flash
product arcs.
Feasible products of a single flash stage and recycle
Recycle is "reverse" mixing, where achievable downstream products are mixed with
upstream process streams, such as the feed. It is the opposite of forward mixing,
in which streams may be' mixed but these mixtures are not reintroduced upstream in
..
the process. A single flash stage with recycle is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The nett
feed composition to the flash stage is of composition Z*, but since z. is a mixture
of y and Z, it follows that X, y, Z, and Z'" all lie on a straight line, as shown in Fig.
3.11; that is, x and y are an equilibrium product pair of a flash of feed Z. The same
argument holds for all choices of i-y, whether it is the vapour or liquid product
which is recycled. It follows that the product region for a single flash stage with
recycle is identical to that shown in Fig. 3.9 for a single flash with forward mixing.
Fz
Lx
Fig. 3.10 Stream flow rates and compositions for a flash stage with
recycle.
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Fig. 3.11 The points X, Z, z* and y represent stream compositions
for a single flash stage with recycle. The pair x-y is a feasible
product for a single flash stage of feed z(OI or 'i,i.e., with or without
recycle.
3.3.2 Feasible products of two fL1sh stages arranged in parallel with mixing
The feasible products of two equilibrium flash stages arranged in parallel with
forward mixing, as shown in Fig. 3.12, are investigated. The feed to the process,
of composition "i, is split and fed to two flash stages, both of which have the same
product locus. The products from the first stage are of composition Xl and ~'.' and
those from the second stage of composition X2 and Y2~ TIle fractions of ~e feed
vaporized in the first and second flash stages, respectively, are denoted by 4>1 and.
t/>z~ Any combination of these four products may be mixed to form the final
products. The product region for this process is found by examining the region of
feasible products when both CPl and cpz are fixed, when only <P1 is fixed, and when
neither CPt nor cpz is fixed. It is noted that once a product composition, such as PI
in Fig. 3.12, is specified, the other product composition, pZJ may not be
independently specified.
Two feasible product pairs are shown in Fig. 3.13(a) for the case where CPl and cP'}.
are specified. The products from the two stages may be mixed in any proportions.
Therefore the region of feasible products of the process, for some arbitrary fixed
values of ¢1 and tPz, contain all possible mixing lines between these four products,
The product region is bounded by the mixing lines joining the points Xu Yb iz and
Y2~as shown in Fig. 3.13(a).
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Fig. 3.U Stream cempositions for two flash stages arranged in
parallel with mixing. The two final products, of l'pmposition PI and
P2' are some mixture of the intermediate products.
Where ,pI is fixed at an arbitrary value and <P2 is not fixed, the points X2 and ]1 may
lie anywhere on the one-stage product a!1'!S for a feed vI composition Z, as shown in
Fig. 3.13(b). The stream of composition Xl may be mixed in any proportion with
all possible liquid Or vapour products of the second flash stage. Therefore the mixed
product may lie on any mixing line between Xl and points on the vapour product
,j
locus, or on points on mixing lines joining Xl ana points on the liquid product arc.
Mixing lines between Xl and points on the liquid locus lie within the region of
feasible products for a single flash stage; they do not, therefore, extend the product
region, and will not be discussed further. A TImof mixing lines may be constructed
joining Xl to points on the vapour product arc. The outermost lines of this fan are
those joining Xl to bubble(i) and joining Xt to the point y, where the tangent to the
vapour product locus is collinear with the mixing line Xl -Yt as shown in Fig.
3.13(b).
Similarly) the stream of composition YI may be mixed in any proportion with points
on the liquid product arc. A fan of mixing lines from YI to points on the liquid
product arc may be constructed, as shown in Fig. 3.13(c), The outermost lines of
this fan-are those joinin,'S ]1 and dew(i) and joining]1 to the point X where the
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tangent to the liquid product arc is collinear with the mixing line Yl. ....x. Lines
jOining]1 to points on the vapour product arc do not extend the one-stage product
region, and will therefore not be examined further.
For the mixing fans shown in both Fig. 3.13(b) and 3.13(c), It may be seen that
products with compositions in the concavity near the feed are achievable, which was
not the C<"..5e fer a single flash stage.
/
(a)
)i,
Fig. 3.13 The feasible products of two flash stages arranged in
parallel. (a) rPi and 4>2 are fixed. The region of feasible products is
bounded by the mixing lines between xh X2' '1 and ]2' (b) The fan of
mixing lines from Xl to points on the vf.}Our-product locus. (d) The
fan of mixing lines from Yl to points on the liquid-product locus. (c)
The convex region of feasible products, ABCDA.
Fer each value of ¢l which is specified> similar mixing fans may be constructed.
The feasible product region for two flash stages arranged ii'~parallel is the union of
all such mixing fans. One of the outermost mixing lines in this union is the line
joining dew(i) t{~ bl,1Jble{i). This is the line ,lfJ in Fig. 3.13(d). The other
outermost mixing line is that which is tangestial to both the liquid product arc and
the vapour product are at its end-points, This is the line Be in Fig. 3.13(d). The
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convex region ABCDA shown in Fig. 3. 13(d) is the feasible product region for two
fI2~h stages arranged In parallel with mixing.
3.3.3 Feasible produ(ts of two flash stages arranged in series with mixing
When MO flash stages are arranged in series, a feasible product from the first flash
stage forms t.i.e feed to the second flash stage, as shown in, Fig. 3.14; that is, the
feed to the second flash stage lies within, or on the boundary of, the product region
for a single flash stage.
Fig. 3.14 Stream compositions of two flash stages ananged in series.
The overall product streams are some mixture of the streams of
composition Xh Yh x2 and Yz.
First it will be shown that only the second-stage: feed compositions lying on the
I
boundary of the one-stage product region need be examined. Consider an arbitrary
feasible product region, R, as shown in Fig. 3.15. If some point A in the interior
of this region forms the feed to a flash stage, then a product of this flash may lie
withia R (for example, at point B), on the boundary of R (such as point C), Of
outside of R (for example, at point D). Only one of the products is considered here;
the argument applies equally to either of tie products. PoL"1t.b is assumed to 'be in
equilibrium with a point D', which may lie inside, outside, or on the boundary of
. the re-gion R. By MUSS balance. points D, A and D t lie on a straight line.
Points B and C lie within the region R, and are not of irterest, since the feasible
product region is not extended by the flash separation of the mixture at...4. Point D
lies outside the region, and the line AD intersects ~e boundary of the' iegion R at
point E. Since D and V' are an equilibrium product pair, and E lies on the straight
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line between these points, it follows that D and D I are feasible products for a flash
stage with feed composition E. That is, any products, such as D, which extend the
product legion, .nay be obtained as flasb products of feeds lying on the boundary of
the product region R. it may be concluded that only compositions all the boundary
of the product region for one flash stage need be considered as feeds to a. second
flash stage arranged in series.
Fig. 3.15 An arbitrary region of feasible products, R_ A flash with
feed composition at A may have products it'.! ing inside, outside or on
the boundary of R.
In order to construct the product regie» for two flash stages arranged in series, feeds
lying on the product arcs of a single flash stage, where there is no mixing after the
first flash stage, and feeds lying on the lines z-dew(i) and z-bubble(i) will be
considered separately.
First consider the case where the feed to the second flash stage lies on the first stage
liquid product locus, and is of composition Xx, and the products of the second fh:.:!i
stage are of compositions X2 and Y2- The remaining product from the first flash
stage, of composition Yb may be mixed with the second stage products. Fig. 3.16(a)
shows a particular first-stage product pair Xh Yh and the locus of second-stage
products where the composition of the second-stage feed isXl' A fan of mixing lines
may be constructed from:;1 to points on the second-stage product locus. The region
of feasible products for this process is bounded by the second-stage product arcs and
the line joining dew(XJ to bubble (xJ, where bubble{iJ = Yl- Similarly, Fig.
3.16(b) shows the region of feasible products where the feed to the second :flash
stage is of composition Yl'
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Fig. 3.16 The feasible products for the second of two t'hsh stages
arranged in series with mixing. (a) The products fc, I.J. feed of
composition Yl mixed with the stream of composition Xl' (b) The
products for a feed of composition il mixed with the stream of
composition Yl'
"\
I
The region of feasible products for two flash stages arranged in series, where the
second-stage feed lies on the curved boundaries of the single flash stage product
region, is given in Fig. 3.17(a).
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Fig. 3.17 The feasible products of two flash stages arranged in series
with mixing. z: (0.38, 0.22, 0.4). (a) Second-stage feed compositions
lyhg on the first stage product arcs. (b) Second-stage feed
compositions lying on the lines z-dew(i) and z-hubble(i). (c) Total
product region.
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One of the boundaries of the product region for the process is an envelope made up
of the outermost points which lie on the second stage arcs. Fig. 3.18 shows two
adjacent arcs al and tlz which are, for example, liquid product loci for two adjacent
teedsJi andA. The points PI (on aJ) and Pz {onai) lie on the envelope of outermost
points if the tangent to' lal at PI, the tangent to .il:z at Pz, and the line PI -pz are
collinear, The points 0\ l the envelope are generally finite quantity soh.tions, where
they are not at arc-tips, and may ~e vapour or liquid products. The boundary is
formed by three such envelopes: that whereft 3..'1.1.12 are both liquids, where they are
both vapours, and where one is a vapour and one a liquid, such that at and ~ are
adjacent althoughJi and 12 are not.
Fig. 3.18 Points PI and pz on arcs a1 and az lie on the envelope of
boundary points of the region of feasible products for two flash stages
arranged in series.
The other boundary of the product region shown in Fig. 3.17(a) is an envelope
formed by the lines that join the dew-point and bubble-point compositions of the
second-stage feeds. The points on this boundary are zero-quantity solutions. In this
example, these lines appear to intersect at just two points, but closer numerical
inspection shows that there is not a unique pair of in.ersectlon points.
Fig. 3.19 shows the product compositions of the process where the feed to the
second flash stage, Z2' lies on the line z-dew(i). The products of the second flash
stage lie on the product arcs of a flash with feed composition zz. Since z, Zz and
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de;'v{i) lie on a ;;"il';t)ghtline, z-dew{ij is also a feasible product pair of the flash
with feed z:;:. and the product arcs pass through these three points. The point
bubble(i.-), incidentally, does not necessarily lie on Lite line z--bubble(i), since
"bubbleIf is net a linear transformation, i.e.,bubbie(ai + (Ir-a) y) ;r!- ".X bubble(i)
-I- (J-a) bubble{j) for some scalar exsuch that ffi S a :s; 1.
'i
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FIg. 3.19 The feasible products for the second of two' flash stages
arranged in series. The feed to the second flash stage lies on the line
z-deKl{i), and the feed to the first stage is at (0.38, 0.22, 0.40).
Points on the line z-dew(i) and 1.-bubble(i.) are of zero quantity. Therefore the
other first-stage product is identical to the feed in composition and quantity. A fan
may be constructed containing mixing lines between 1.and points on the second-stage
product locus, as shown in Fig. 3.19. Some of the second stage feed may be
bypassed and mixed with second-stage products. Therefore a mixing fan may be
constructed between 'it and points on the second-stage product arcs, as shown in Fig.
3.19. The union of these two mixing fans constitutes the product region for a fixed
1.2composition.
The point Z2may lie anywhere on the lines z-dew(i) and z-bubb/e{i). Therefore
the region of feasible products, shown in Fig. 3.17(b), is the union of all product
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regions such as that shown in Fig. 3.19.
The total feasible product region for two flash stages arranged in series is given in
Fig. 3. 17(c); it is the union of the regions shown in Fig. 3.17(a) and 3.17(0).
3•.i.4 }twible products of two flash stages arranged in series with reflux
In the process comprised of two flash stages arranged in series with reflux, one
product from each flash stage forms a feed to the other flash stage, as shown in Fig.
3.20. The feed to the process may be added to either stage I or stage IT. M:Aing,
other than internal recycle, is restricted to forward mixing. In a distillation column,
each stage is an equilibrium flash stage, and both products from each stage form
feeds to adjacent stages. Essentially, the proeesse-t shown in Fig. 3.20 are two-stage
distillation columns.
Fz Fz
li!ig. 3.20 Stream flow rates and compositions for two flash stages
arranged in series with reflux. The feed may be added to the first or
second flash stage.
The feed to the process is of composition z and flow rate F. The liquid and vapour
products from stage I are of composition Xl and Yh and flow rates L, and Vh
respectively. Those from stage n are of composition X2 and ]2 and flow rates ~ and
VZ, respectively. The streams Lx and Vt are removed as products of the process.
There are two symmetrical arrangemer lts of this process, since the feed to the
process may be added to the first stage oj i to the second stage. The mixture between
the process feed and the reflux forms .a nett feed. to one of the flash stages of
quantity I! and composition z*. The :tractions of the nett feed to the first and second
stages which are vaporized are CPl and ¢2l respectively.
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Feasibleproducts: feed added to secondflash stage
The product region of the process with the feed added to the second stage is
discussed in detail. When the feed is added to stage II, the feed, of composition z
and flow rate F, and the first-stage vapour product; of composition 11 and flow rate
Vi, mix to form a nett teed to the second stage of ~ position z* and flow rate r,
The fractions of feed which are vaporized in each stage are given by CPt = VaILz and
rP2 = ViP.
For a given feed, and some feasible liquid product composition Xh a range of
feasible vapour-product compositions, y?, exist, where X2~ Z and Y2lie on a straight
line. Each feasible Y2 composition is associated with a different rPh rPz pair. It
appeals that the extreme Y2 compositions arise where there is total reflux (the feed
flow rate is effectively zero) and where 4>1 or tP2 is minimized or maximized (that is,
4>1 or 4>2 equals zero or one). (This observation has not been proved, either
generally or for the thermodynamics used here.) The product loci for total reflux
and extreme values of cJ>1 and cJ>2' therefore, form boundary candidates for the
1\ \)
product region. These product loci are examined in some detail.
At total reflux, the feed flow rate, F, and therefore, the product flow rates, Ll and
Yz, are all zero. The Internal streams, Va and L)., are equal, in both quantity and
composition, so Yl = X2' Since Xl = dew{jJ, and X;z = dew(y-;), it follows that Xl
= dew(dewiYJ). The locus of points tor which this property holds and for which
the mass balance holds - xh Z and ]2 lie (In a straight line - is the product locus
at total reflux. These curves are labelled A in Fig, 3.21 and Table 3.2.
When 4>1 equals zero (and the feed flow rate is non-zero), VI is zero, so ~ equals
L1 in both quantity and composition, and x2 = Xl' It follows that y = bubble(it);
that is, Xl and Y2are an equilibrium product pair of a flash with feed composition z.
The product locus, labelled B in Fig, 3.21, is the product pair of a single flash stage
with feed composition Z.
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When cP1 equals one (and F ;c 0), then Ll is zero. Therefore V2 equals F and ~
equals VI in quantity and composition (and z = 12 and Yl = x~. It follows that Xl
= dew(dew{i)). A unique pair of points satisfies the condition that <PI ..!. i.
If <i>2 equals zero (ami.F ¢ 0), li2 is zero. Therefore z, equals F incomposition and
quantity: il = Z. The feed to the second stage is a mixture of the process feed, of
composition Z, and the vapour product of the first stage, of composition 11 =
bubble{i). The composition of the nett feed to the second stage, Z*, lies anywhere
on the line z-bubble(i). The composition of the vapour product of the process, 12,
is the bubble-point composition ofx*, since tP2 = o. The curve labelled Cfj) inFig.
3.21 is the locus of all such points, that is, the set of all]2 such that 12 =;: buhble(az
+ (l-a) bubble(i.J)where 0 < o S 1. Because there is not a linear relationship
between equilibrium liquid and vapour compositions, the locus c(i'), mapping a line
of points to their, bubble-point compositions, is not necessarily a straight line.
r
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Fig. 3.21 Product region and boundary candidates for two refluxed
flash stages and mixing. z: (0.38, 0.22, 0.4).
Boundary candidates of the region of feasible products
0.48
The curves A, B, C and D are boundary candidates for the refluxed configuration of
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\two flash stages, where the feed is added to L, 'und stage. Curve A is a total
reflux product locus, and is therefore associated with a zero-quantity feed; the other
product curves (except for curve lfJ) are associated with the zero-quantity product,
while the co-product is identical to the feed.
A symmetrical set of boundary candidates (curves A. B. E and .F) may be derived
for the case where the feed is added to the first "the two flash stages arranged in
series with reflux. Table 3.2 summarizes these results.
Table 3~2 Boundary candidates for the feasible product region of two
flash stages with reflux.
Feed Case Xl composition I Y: compositiuD P.zoduct[Curve] 4IlJ8J1tity~- - --.-St!lgeI Total dew(dew(y,}} Z, Y:: and XI lie on a zero
orR reflux [/'1 straight line
StageR <PI ::: 0 [B} Iiquid product of flash with vapour product of flash 1Wte
feedz with feedz
<PI ::: 1 deW(rIew(i)) z L:=O, V::=F
\, ,
.
<P:: = 0 {C] z bubble(i.) where Xl lies Ll=F. Vl=(I
v, on line z-bubbk(iJ
'',... _u
1/>2:= 1CD] liquid flash product of feed z L! =0'; V::==J'
dew(i))
Stage I <PI ... 0 [E] Z vapour product of flash Lt=F, Vz=O
with feed bubbk{i)
f--- dew(yJ, where y, lies on¢I = 1[;'1 Z L1=0, V::=F
;) the line z-Jew(z)
!
¢2 = 0 z bubhk(bubbk(iJ) L1=F, V:t=O
I¢l = 1 [B] liquid product of flash with vspour product (If flash finite
feedi" with feedi
Geometry of boundary candidate curves
A number of features of the geometry of these boundary candidates have been
observed and are noted below.
Curves B(X) and BtY) are the product loci of a flash with feed z. Tnerefore
at z the tangent to B(i) is the line z-bubble(i) and the tangent to B(Y) at z
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is the line z-dew(i).
It
Curves E(j) and 'j)Ii) are also product Ioci fer a single flash stage Md'•
therefore at dewi'i) the tangent to D(i) is z-de-r/(z) and at bubblei'i) the
tangent to E{j) is z-bubble{i).
o Curves Ali) and A(j} arc the total reflux product loci. It is shown below that
at z the tangent to A(i) is z-bubble(bubble{i)) and the tangent to E(j) at E
is z-dew(dew{i)).
• Curves D{i) and F{i) both have dew{i.) and tkw(dew(i» as ~n·points. It
is shown below that these curves may not intersect. Similarly, E(j) and C{j)
ma} hot intersect. Which curve is "interior" depends ori the system
thermodynamics and the feed composition.
Curve Fii) is the lOCUS of dew{yJ, where Yl lies on the straight line between
z ffIld dew{i). It appears that at dew{ij, Lie tangent W F{i.) is equal to the
tangent to B(i). Sirrdlarly, at bubble(i), the tangent'to CrY} appears to be
equal to that of curve IJ{j).
The geometry of the process requires that Z. Xl and Y2He on ~ straight line (from the
overall mass balance) as do X2, Xl and Yl; Z, ]1 and 'z*;Y...~Xz and z*. ne lengths
of the line segments of r= straight lines must also satisfy the mass balance.
Furthermore, XI-Y1 andx2-Y2 are equilibrium pairs. Various iterative calculational
methods may be used to find product compositions Xl and Y2for a given feed: of
composition z and quantity F.
On the total reflux product loci the points Xh bubble(bubble{iJ) (which is equal to
yJ and z lie on a straight line. Hence:
z = a Xl + (1 - a) bubblrf{iJ J\J ,I'.• 1 (3.10)
where bubblt?(i.) :;: buhble(bubble(i)).
This equation may be differentiateo with respect to at to obtain:
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(3.11)
As a approaches unity, and x approaches Z, the Xl locus is described by:
(3.12)
Similarly, as a approaches zero, and Y2moves towards 'i, 'b.e;2 locus is described
by:
(3.13)
th-::j is, tne Xl and Y2 loci near z have tangents bubble(bubble(i))...:z and
de'A-·(dew(i.)) - z respectively.
Another property of the boundary candidates is that curves D(i) and F(i) may not
intersect. The justification for this statement follows:
,.,:t
Di'i) is the liquid product of a feed of composition dew{i). The locus of bubble-
point compositions of points lying on D{X), which shall be denoted by DrY), may. - " .
also be constructed. The curves D(i) and D(j) are the product loci of a flash with
1~ dew(z). The curve F(ij is the locus of the dew-point compositions of points
lying on the line z-dew(i). If curves D(i.) and F(i) intersect. and the line
z-dew(z) and the curve Dry) do not intersect, then this implies that the liquid of
composition Xi has in equilibrium with it vapours of compositions 11 (on D(Y)) and
Y2on the line z--dew(z), which is not possible. But the line z-ckw{i) and the
vapour locus DrY) may not intersect, without Dry) containing concavities, and these
are not possible, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. An analogous argument may be
constructed to show that the loci C(j) and Ely) do not intersect.
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Conclusions: Feasible products of two refluxed flash stages
Fig. 3.21 illustrates the extremal product loci for the refluxed configuration of two
flash stages. The region of feasible products, when forward mixing is considered,
contains straight lines representing the mixing of feasible Xl-Y2 product pairs. For
the case illustrated in Fig. 3.21, the outermost mixing lines are those joining z and
dew(dew(i)) and joining z and bubble(bubble(i)). The total reflux arc pair (curve
A) forms the other boundary of the region. The other IIboundary' candidate" curves
(curves B to F) ali lie within the product region, ~do all the other mixing lines.
In the case shown in Fig. 3.22, in which ~ 'erent feed composition is used, part,
of the F(ij and D(ij product loci lie beyond t:... mixing line z-dew(dew(i)). The
vapour co-product for both these loci has the same composition and quantity as the
feed. The product region may be extended by mixing between z and the extreme
liquid product of compositionji onD(i). Atp, the tangent to the F{X) locus and the
mixing line p-'Z (which is not shown) are collinear. Since the liquid products
represented by F(x,J are of zero quantity, so are the products on the line p-i.
Whether the mixing lines z-dew(dew(i)) and z-bubble(bubbJe(i)) form boundaries
to the produce region would appear to depend on the curvature in that vicinity. It
appears that the total reflux product locus is always a boundary to the product region
of this process, and that the vther boundaries are formed by mixing lines and the
boundary candidates presented in Table :;~2, or.portions of these curves and mixing
lines.
In the process comprised of two refluxed flash stages, only external products -
streams which enter or leave the process as a whole - are considered feasible. For
example, for some feasible liquid-product composition, xh the equilibrium vapour
stream of composition Yl may lie outside the reglon of feasible products. A stream
of this composition cannot be removed from within the process, since the
composition )i1 is only attainable because none of that stream has been removed.
Fig. 3.23 shows a set of Yl compositions which may occur under total reflux
conditions, part of which lies outside ~e region of feasible products. Van Dongen
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and Doherty (1985b) also showed nnw zompositions may be achieved within a
distillation column which lie outside the feasible product region for that column.
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Fag. 3.22 Product region and boundary candidates for two refluxed
flash stages and mixing. z: (0.25, 0.35, (4)~
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Fig. 3.23 The compositions of internal streams may lie outside the
region of feasible products of two refluxed flash stages. z: (0.38,
0.22, 0.4).
Points on the mixing lines z-dew(dew(i)) and '"i.-bubble(bubb/e(i)) are all
associated with zero-quantity products, since the co-product from these processes is
identical to the feed. Points on the total reflux product arcs represent zero-quantity
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products, since, at total reflux, the f~! flow rate is ei'f~tively zel~'. 'Iherefore all
the boundaries of the product region represent impradtcal solutt{;rts; in order to
achieve finite amounts of product, infinite amounts of feed, infinite equipment sizes,
and an infinite amount of heating or condensing would be r luired. Once again,
composition space is found to produce answers of limited applicability.
The "two-stagedistillation column"
The refluxed arrangement of two flash stages is effectively a two-stage distlllation
column, or a distillation column containing only a partial reboiler, partial condenser
and a feed stream. Since this process is less complex than the column distillation
process, it is relatively easy to determine the region of feasible products.
The conditions of total reflux were found to give rise to the boundary of the region
of feasible products by Stichlmair et al. (1989) and Koehle . et al. (1991).
Wahnschafft et al. (1992) found that the boundaries are associated with feed pinch
point curves, and therefore reversible operation of the distillation column.
Similarly, for the "two-stage column", total reflux conditions appear to give rise 1:0
a boundary of the product region. Conditions similar to those of revhsible operation
occur when '(he compositions of the passing streams, X2 ar,-~Yl are an equilibrium
pair. Therefore no further separation takes place in one of the :f:ash stages and the
locus of feasible products is the curve B, which is the product IOCllS of a single flash
stage. In Section 6.4.4 it is shown that conditions of zero reflux are found to form
a boundary to column profile regions. Zero reflux, which is taken to be the case
where the flow rate of the stream which is retsrned to the feed stage is zero, gives
rise to the same product locus, curve B. Curve B is a boundary candidate to the
product region for two refluxed flash stages. The other boundary candidates, curves
C to F, do pot appear to correspond to limits of the column distillation process.
Like the boundaries of the product region for distillation, all the boundary candidates
are a' sociated with the limiting conditions of zero-quantity feed (at total reflux) or
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a zero-quantity product (when the co-product is identical to the feed). Therefore,
oae would expect costs to be infmite on the boundaries of the region of feasible
products for beth the two refluxed flash stages and a distillation column,
It is difficult to make a meaningful extrapolation of the results of the- two-stage
distillation column to d!~'"'!lation columns generally. The mixing lines between z,
the feed composition, and dew(dew(i)) and bu!Jble(bubble(i) mayor may not
intersect tile boundary candidates, but it is not clear under what conditions this will
take place. It is not yet possible to infer the rules for the boundary of a two-stage
distillation column. ]early, distillation is a complex process, which may not be
described well by simple rules.
3.3.5 Feasible products of two flash stages: Comparisons and conclusions
The regions of feasible products for three different configurations of two flash stages
have been determined, and are illustrated, for a particular feed composition and
thermodynamic system, in Fig. 3.13(d), 3.17(c), and 3.21. The three product
region.' are superimposed in Fig. 3.24, which permits their comparison.
When two flash units are arranged in parallel, the region obtained (the white region
containing E, F and G) is convex. Both zero-volume and finite-quantity solutions
are found on the boundary. The span of the product region is from dew(i) (at E)
to bubble(i) (at G). For two flash units arranged in series, the span of the product
region (the region of dark shading) is dew(dew(i)) (at A) to bubble (bubble (i)) (at lJ).
The region is not convex, and the boundary contains both zero-volume (A-E-D)
and finite-volume (A.-B-C-D) solutions. For the refluxed configuration of two
flash stages, the span of the product region is also dew(dew(i)) to bubble(bubble{i)).
1.he region (which is lightly shaded) is not convex, and the boundaries are in all
cases zero-quantity solutions, as was shown in Fig. 3.23. The boundaries
A-H - B- F and F- C--J-Dare obtained under conditions of total reflux, Internal
flows may have compositions which lie outside the product region.
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Fig. 3.24 The product regions for two flash ntages arranged in
parallel (white), in series (dark shading) and in series with reflux
(light shading). z: (0.38, 0.22, 0.4).
When these three product regions are compared, it is found that all the products for
the configuration of two flash units in parallel may be obtained by serial arrangement
of two flash units. However, the regions for two flash units in series and two flash
units in parallel do not completely contain the region for two flash units with reflux,
nor vice versa. 'When using two flash stages in series or in parallel, it is possible
to obtain some products (in the region of B, C and F) which cannot be obtained
using reflux. Similarly, the refluxed process can achieve some products near the
boundaries A-H-B and C-J-D which cannot be obtained without reflux. Some
products which can be achieved by both two stages in series and two stages with
reflux (for example between Band F' and between C and F) use finite il0WS in the
first configuration and total reflux in the second configuration. This implies that, by
the first metho- the costs are finite and, by the second, in order to obtain a finite
product flow, costs are infinite. AMIOUgh cost has not been studied here, it can be
seen that the serial configuration may be more cost-effective than the refluxed configuratlon,
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These findings are not complete and it is not yet possible to develop rules concerning
feasible products for any number of equilibrium-stage processes and any number of
components. However, it is interesting to note that the disdllation-column-like
process <toesnot always surpass other configurations of two equilibrium flash stages.
In the literature, the product regions of distillation columns are generally
investigated. Perhaps there is an implicit assumption that distillation columns are
better than any other VLE separadon unit. The results presented here lead one to
question the automatic choice of column distillation for separation processes. A
more flexible approach, in which the type of equipment to be used is not specified,
may allow product regions to be extended. Furthermore, costs may be reduced by
using configurations other than distillation columns.
3.4 Conclusions
The feasible product region for simple distillation, simple condensation and forward
mixing has been investigated. It is found that, for these processes, the feasible
product region is the entire co •.•position space. Constrained separation processes,
comprised of one or two equilibrium flash stages and rnixing,.have been presented.
Although the study is limited to two-flash configurations, a surprising result
emerges. A distillation-column-like configuration may be less than optimal, both in
terms of attainable products and in terms of the cost of obtaining that product. It
appears that it would be beneficial to use a flexible approach in the synthesis of
separation processes and' not limit the equipment used to distillation columns,
As with previous invesdgations of feasible product regions in the literature, many
of the extremal products are of zero quanf 'J' and will never be optimal solutions.
Objective functions can never be functions of product and feed compositions only t
since infinite flow rates, equipment sizes and heating requirements must be accounted
for. It is clearly necessary to formulate separation problems in terms of process
variables which are relevant to the objective function. A pair of such variables will
be developed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Review of the Literature on Process Synthesis and
Separation ProcessOp "'lmization
--------------------------.------------ --------
It is the objective of process synthesis to generate process flowsheets which can
achieve the required product tl'1WS snd i.. .ind from the set of all feasible flowsheets
those flowsheets which are cost-effective. In. this chapter, some of the literature
pertaining tc process synthesis and optimization is examined, with particular attention
to the optimization of the separation component of the process.
4.2 Process synthesis
4.2.1. Objectives of process synth~is
The object of process sy ~thesjs if! the preliminary design of a feasible and cost-
effective process to obtain a certain product from some given feedstock. This
preliminary design includes selecting the optimal type and design of processing units
and selecting the best interet mnections between these units. A large number of
alternative processes may be able to meet the process requirements, and generally
the information which is available is incomplete (Nishida et al., 1981). Usually, a
set of feasible alternative processes is assessed and the unattractive alternatives are
discarded. This preliminary screening process need not be rigorous (Linnhoff et al. ,
1983; Fisher et al., 1985a; Malone et al., ·~985). More detailed calculations are
carried out as the design process progresses.
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4~2.2 Criteria for process screening
The feasible process alternatives are assessed according to some criteria. The total
annual cost (fAC) of the process is frequently used as the basis for comparison.
Other criteria used are total annual profit (Mizsey and Fonyo, 1990) or product
recovery (F~sher et al., 1985b; Yamada et al., 1987). Tnis work focuses on the
TAC of the process.
Alternative processes may be meaningfully compared at their optimum operation,
that is) using the operating parameters which minimize the objective function, and
not at some arbitrary set of operating conditions (Knight and Doherty, 1989).
Tedder and Rudd (1978a) found that, at their optimum operating conditions,
alternative designs of distillation set, ,.';cs tend to have the same utility
requirements, so costs vary only due to different equipment costs.
Calculating the TAC of a process includes calculating, in detail, the capital
investment requirements of the process. To do this requires a detailed knowledge
of the process, but in the early stages of process design, these details are not known.
A detailed costing of the process is therefore neither possible nor appropriate to the
process screening stage, and is also time-consuming. Instead, it is common practice
to use an objective function which correlates well with the TAC of the process for
comparing various process alternatives.
4.2.3 Interactions between units
Processes will generally be comprised of a number of different units, for example,
a reactor, a separation sequence and heat exchangers. The interactions between the
separation sequence and the reactor, between the reactor and the heat-exchange
network, and between the separators and heat exchangers may be significant
(Douglas, 1988; Novak et al., 1994). In particular, in a reactor-separator network,
there are interactions between the conversion achieved in the reactor and the load on
the separation process (Mizsey and Fonyo, 1990). Therefore the whole process,
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rather than just the constituent units, must be optimized. However, it is
computationally very demanding to optimize a whole process, as has been illustrated
for a simple reactor-separation system by Kokossis and Floudas (1990). Therefore
the optimization of individual separation units, or a sequence of distillation columns,
still receives much attention.
It is necessary to optimize a process or unit in order to make comparisons to fulfil
the process synthesis objectives. In trus review, the optimization of individual
distillation columns in particular is examined.
4.3 Separation process optimization
4.3.1 Criteria for comparison of flowsheet alternatives
Researchers have used a range of different criteria upon which to compare individual
distillation columns or. sequences of distillation columns. Some of these are
presented in Table 4.1. Many of the cases presented in Table 4.1 (Cases a-m)
incorporate both the; capital and operating costs of the units. The operating costs
arise from the utility requirements of the process, usually steam and cooling water
or refrigerants,
Modi and Westerberg (1992, case n) investigated three different cost criteria,
including the TAC, and energy requirements only, for which there is no cost penalty
associated with infinitely many stages in a column, and minimum energy
requirements, which is the same criterion as was used in cases rand s. Petlyuk et
al. (1965, case 0) aimed to maximize the thermodynamic efficiency of the process,
so the objective functions which they used considered only energy expenditure and
work of separation in order to compare column alternatives, and did not consider
capital costs. For Fonyo (1974, case p), similarly, the goal was to minimize
production of entropy, while considering also such issues as capital costs, product
composition and operating flexibility. Flower and Jackson (1964, ease q) focused
on utility costs and costs of heat pumping, heat exchange and compressing
.' ''',
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equipment, rather than the column capital cost.
Table 4.1 1'\ie cost criteria used in the literature fer separation
processes.
-Case Anthon Cost criteria-a McCabe and Smith (1956) Capital costs and energy costs
b Nishimura and Hiraizumi
(1971)
c Doukas and Luyben (1978) f
d Tedder and Rudd (1978b)
e Fisher et al. (1985a)
f Malone et al. (1985)
g Ho and Keller (1987)
h Fair (1987)
t Douglas (1988)
j Cheng and Liu (1988) •
k Knight and Doherty (1989)
1 Dhole and Linnhoff (1993)
m Malek and Glavic (1994)
It Modi and Westerberg (1992) Capital and energy costs or energy
costs or minimum energy costs.
0 Petlyuk et al. (1965) Energy required; work of '"separation
p Fcnyo (1974) Minimize entropy and consider
capital costs.
q Flower and Jackson (1964) Total energy costs, heat pumping
and compression costs.- '.-r Koehler et al. (1991) Minimum energy costs.-s Fidkowski and Krolikowski
(1990)
Lucia and Kumar (19gB) ------t Energy COS~I and internal t10VlS of
certain components.- .u Fisher ei al. (1985b) Product loss and column cost.-v Yamada et al. (1987) Maximize recovery of products.-
Koehler et al. (1991, case r) and Fidkowski and Krolikowski (1990, case s) asserted
that only minimum energy cost is a significant optimization criterion. This criterion
is not adequate: because it does not allow one to optimize columns with respect to
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reflux ratio. The cest criteria used by Lucia and Kumar (1988, case t) were
condenser and reboiler heat duties and flow rates of light or heavy key compounds
in the column. These criteria apparently consider utility requirements and column
diameter only, Fisher et al. (1985b, case it) incorporated tie product composition
into their cost f...motion, as well as tray costs in either the rectifying cr stripping
section of the column. They assumed that the nroduct composition is approxim-ately
independent of internal flow rates, and therefore excluded. energy costs from the
objective function. Yamada et al: (1987, case v) considered only product
compcsiticns in order to assess column performance,
4.3.2 Capital and operating costs of distillation columns
Many researchers have worked on the assumption that utility costs dominate the
TAC (see, for example, Fidkowski and Krolikowski, 1990 and Koehler et al. J 1991).
Others, including Flower and Jackson (1964), Ho and Keller (1987), Fair (1987),
and Dhole a..nd Linnhoff (1993), while acknowledging the impact of capital cost on
overall process costs; tended to focus on the energy requirements of columns to be
optimized.
Doukas and Luyben (1978) attempted to quantify the relative contribution of capital
and operating costs to a sequence of distillation columns and found that energy costs
dominated the total process cost. Only 10 to 20 % of tie TAC calculated was due
to fixed costs of equipment; this amount included heat exchange equipment and
column costs. A number of different cases, including a range of mixtures, feed
compositions and column sequences, were studied in detail, but the effect of reflux
ratio on process costs was not explored.
On the other hand, Ho and Keller (1987) illustrated a case inwhich the capital costs
of ~he process amounted to 47% of the total process costs. When the capital costs
for steam production were included, capital costs amounted to 80% of the TAC. In
this work, it is assumed that both capital costs and operating costs contribute
significantly to the TAC of a process.
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Tedder and Rudd (1978a) examined and optimized a number of column
configurations and found that their results corresponded closely with some other
researchers' results. They concluded that "the economic differences between designs
are relatively insensitive to the underlying, common price structure and the form of
the objective function, so long as operating costs and capital investment requirements
are both considered" .
4.3.3 Objective functions for distillation processes
A mrnber of objective functions and column cost functions have been used which
incorporate both capital and operating costs of a distillation column. Some of these
functions are presented in Table 4.2. The costs functions are all presented in terms
of the internal vapour flow rate in the column, V, and the number of stages in the
column, N. In Appendix A, the original forms of the cost functions proposed are
transformed into the forms presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Form of cost functions for TAC (C) or column cost (CcoJ
expressed in terms of number of theoretical stages, N, and vapour-
flow rate, V. (dia = diameter). Transformations of the original
expressions are derived in Appendix A.
Authors Form of cost function or objective Cunction1
used.
Colburn (1936, cited by Malone C = a + blVV + cY,' (dia ex: V*)
et al., 1985)
McCabe and Smith (1956) em 0: NV,' dia ee yh
Nishimura and Hiraizumi (1971) C oe [aN + bl v,- dia ce Vh
Malone et al. (1985) C ex: aNO.82TjJ.5l + bTfl·65 + cV
or C = a +. bN + cV; dta 0: y'h
Fisher et al. (1985a) C - aNJ.8(J}.TjJ 53 + bTfI·65 + cv,. dia ee V*-Cheng and Liu (1988) C = [aN + b] yI.13 + Cy>·65 + dV; dia ee V
Knight and Doherty (1989) C = aTfl::tllf·82 + blP·3'JN+ cVO·65+ dV;
dia ee ~; column height oe N
Remer and Chai (1990) C ee y>.3SN or Yh.lf·7. dia ee VA- height oe N
col "
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The cost functions presented in Table 4.2 are based on empirical correlations (such
as Guthrie, 1969) or on more theoretical considerations (for example, Nishimura and
Hiraizumi, 1971). The constants a. b, c, etc. of Table 4.2 are explicitly related to
process costs, including some of the fol1owirj~: specific steam costs, inflation. pay-
back period, heat transfer coefficients of f,eat exchangers, tray efficiencies, liquid
density, materials of construction and heats of vaporization.
The column diameter and the internal vapour flow rate of the column are clearly
related. A number of different relationships are assumed in Table 4.2. While
McCabe and Smith (1956), Nishimura and Hiraizumi (1971), Malone et al. (1985)
and Fisher et ale (1985a) take the column diameter to be proportional to the square
root of the vapour flow rate, Cheng and Liu (1988) assume direct proportionality
between the diameter and vapour flow rate, and the derivation of Knight and Doherty
(1989) implies that the diameter is proportional to V', as shown in Appendix A.
4.3.4 Rank order functions for distillation processes
Tedder and Rudd (1.978b) assessed a number of functions against a particular cost
function (which they did not give). The success of the function, or rank erder
function, is its ability to rank in the correct order the costs of a number of similar
distillation columns in a limited range of column configurations. These rank order
functions are presented in Table 4.3 in decreasing order of this ability. Most of
these functions are comprised of the minimum vapour flow rate, the ~..i.-r?mum
\i
number of stages and the temperature drop across the column. These functions
cannot be used to compare columns using different reflux ratios for the same product
specifications.
The minimum vapour flow rate in a column is found to perform fourth best of the
rank order functions, and Tedder and Rudd (197gb) therefore concluded that the
minimum vapour flow rate, which is closely related to the minimum energy
requirements of the process, is a satisfactory objective function for assessing
distillation columns.
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The constants and power indices of the second, third and fifth functions appearing
in Table 4.3 are not discussed by Tedder and Rudd (1978b). Presumably they are
best-fit empirical constants, unlike the constants of Table 4.2 which are explicitly
linked to process costs. It is not clear whether these functions are still applicable,
since the assumptions about pay-back period, utility costs, etc., are not made
explicit.
Table 4.3 Objective functions presented in order of decreasing ability
to rank costs of alternative column sequences. (Tedder and Rudd,
1978b)
Objective function Rank
V o·W,N O.l84oT>·l44 1III IfI
7-
90.22V", + ~l53.9N/(,+ 344.2cT 2~
107.7V", + 203.30T 3
VIII 4
88.34v:x + 912.1N", 5
0.2996 CAPj + 0.52 OP; 6
V,JImQT 7
VJlIfI 8
Feed rate/boiling-point difference 9
of components to be separated
V",oT 10
VIII: minimum vapour flow rate in the. rectifying
section; N/R: minimum number of stiAges; oT:
temperature drop across column. CA.lj, capital cost,
Olj, operating cost, using V",and theoretical number
of trays.
4.3 ..5 Time and place constraints of cost functions
The actual costs predicted by a cost function change with time (Remer and Chai,
1990), not only due to inflation, but also due to non-uniformity in inflation, For
example, rising energy costs and relatively stable capital costs need to be reflected
in the cost function. Similarly, different locations or countries will be subjected to
quite different utility costs, labour costs, investment costs, transport costs, insurance
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costs, etc. (Plasvic, 1993). Pay-back period is affected by both the location of the
precess and the time at which the precess was evaluated, and strongly in: ences the
capital cost portion of the process costs.
4.4 Heuristic rules for the optimization of dmUJation processes
A large amount of research har: ,~ into developing heuristics for optitfiizing
individual distillation columns and sequences of columns. The work v'hich concerns
itself with sequences of columns will not be discussed here. Other work HASfocused
on finding optimal operating conditions for an individual column with !;pecified feed
i~dproduct compositions. The most important operating parameters include the
internal reflux ratio and the column pres:sur:'~.
"I
/
;,/
,,1'J
4.4.1 Optimum column pressure !
//
ji
A study by Tedder and Rudd (1978b) found that the column operating pressure is an
important optimization variable. The optimum pressure was found tiT vary widely
from feed to feed, and the total process cost was found to be particularly sensitive
to low pressures where refrigerants were required.
4.4.2 Optimum reflux ratiJ;
In binary distillation, it is well known that as the refrux ratio increases, for a given
product pair, the number of stages required decreases from infinitely many at the
minimum reflux ratio, to a minimum number of stages at infinite reflux. As the
reflux ratio increases, the utility requirements of the column increase from a
minimum value, as do the utility capital costs and the diameter of the column. As
the number of stages decreases, the cost of the column decreases. These two effects
result in a minimum in the overall cost curve; the corresponding reflux ratiu is the
optimum reflux ratio.
The value of the optimum reflux ratio has been found empirically to lie ill the range
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1.03 to 1.3 times the minimum reflux ratio, Rmill• This heuristic, which is often
taken as 1.2 times the minimum reflux ratio, has become widely accepted. It may
not be: applicable, for example, to heat integrated columns, where a different reflux
ratio may lead to greater cost-saving opportunities. than wouJd the heuristically
determined optimum reflux ratio (Linnhoff et al., 1983) precisely because of the
in .ractions between processing units, It would 3.150 not be a plicable to processes
whe, ....the minimum reflux ratio is zero or less than zero, Such processes are easiest
to visualize using a McCabe-Thiele construction, where, for example, the operating
line of the rectification section at minimum reflux is horizontal or has a negative
slope.
It would appear that the total process cost has a relatively flat optimum with respect
to the reflux ratio (McCabe and Smith, 1956; Linnhoff et al., 1983). Knight and
Doherty (1989) found that the TAC was relatively insensitive to the reflux ratio for
the ternary case they studied. They concluded that it is sufficient to use the heuristic
reflux ratio of 1.2 times the minimum reflux ratio. However, Tedder and Rudd
(1978b) illustrated a case in which the utility costs are relatively expensive, and the
TAC is quite sensitive to the reflux ratio, indicating that it is important to optimize
with respect to ttle reflux. ratio, and not merely rel..Yon the. optimum reflux .ratio
heuristic.
A number of researchers studied ternary distillation processes and optimized them
with respect to reflux ratio, .1lJing one of the objective functions presented in Table
4.2. The values of the rat-it>of the optimum reflux ratio to the minimum reflux. ratio
evaluated by these researcr.ers are presented in Table 4.4. These results show that,
the heuristic that the optimur., reflux ratio is 1.03 to 1.3 times the minimum reflux
ratio stlll applies to the ternary systems studied.
These researchers did not all use the same objective functions. In particular, Fisher
et al. (1985a) used a different criterion for optimization from Fisher et ala (1985b)
as shown in Table 4.1 for cases e and u. The results of Table 4.4 indicate that the
optimum reflux ratio is not very sensitive to the objective function used, which is
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essentially the conclusion reached by Tedder and Rudd (1978a).
Table 4.4 Optimum ratios of reflux ratio to minimum reflux ratio
evaluated for ternary distillation processes.
- 1Auiliors C:lSe* Optir :fion R.,IR.,. f!,aluated
criteria---- -Doukas and Luyben (19'.78) c Capital and 1.1
Energy costs
Tedder and Rood (t978b) d " 1.03-1.11
Fisher et al. (198:)~> 4: " 1.07, 1.09
Fisher et tl: (1985b) u Columns costs 1.29
sad product loss
• See Table 4.1.
However, ternary distillation processes exhibit behaviour which is quite different to
that of binary distillation processes (Laroche et al., 1992a; Pien and Liu, 1994). For
example, even for an ideal mixture of hexane, heptane and nonane, for which
relative volatilities are assumed constant, the minimum reflux ratio may actually
decrease as the purity of the distillate increases (Levy et al., 1985). Similarly, for
a fixed reflux ratio, increasing the number of stages does net always increase product
separaaon (Laroche et al., 1992a). The phenomenon of maximum reflux ratio (Fien
and Liu, 1994) which occurs in ternary distillation processes also implies that the
relationship between reflux ratio and number of stages required is different to that
for binary distillation processes. How the TAC function changes with reflux ratio
and product purity may therefore be quite different for binary and ternary distillation
processes.
4.5 Conclusions
A process synthesis exercise requires the optimization of individual columns and
sequences of columns. A range of optimization criteria have been adopted in the
literature. The most commonly used criterion is to minimize the sum of the capital
investment requirements and the utility costs of the process; that is) the total annual
cost of the process.
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A number of cost functions have been presented for calculating the TAC of
distillation processes. These functions are based on various empirical correlations
or theoretical relationships. The operating pressure is an important operating
parameter for distillation. optimization where refrigerants are used for the cooling
utility, The most important optimization variable is the internal reflux ratio in the
cOlumn.
The heuristic rule specifying that the cp.pmum reflux ratio is 1.03 to 1.3 times the
minimum reflux ratio is well established for ~inary distillation processes, It has been c'
confirmed for a number of ternary separation processes. The TAe is found to vary
relatively little in the region of the optimum reflux. ratio. However, a case was
reported by Tedder and Rudd (1978b) in which the TAe was relatively sensitive to
the reflux ratio. Because of the difference between distillation column behaviour for
binary and ternary mixtures, it is not clear that the heuristic rule for the optimum
, ,
reflux ratio is always applicable to multicomponent systems.
The subject of optimization of separation processes has been dealt with extensively
for distillation columns. .Research into the optimization of other VLE separation
alternatives is not known to ~ave been conducted. The objective functions far the
optimization o~,distil1ation columns are specific to distillation processes, and cannot
be meaningfully extrapolated to other VLE separation processes. There is thus no
sinlple procedure 'available for the comparison of a broad range of VLE separation
processes.
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Chapter 5
Introducing the Capacity Variables
-----------_._----------------
5.1 Introduction
It is clear from the work presented in Chapter 3 itat composition space alone cannot
I,
be used for comparing alternative VLE separati~~ sequences in process synthesis
exercises. A product of a-certain composition IMJi he! obtained through a number
of different equipment configurations, but the cost effectiveness of the various
options may differ widely. It is necessary to have a cost indicator which will allow
the selection of economically attractive flowsheet configurations. At the flowshcet
generation stage, it should not be necessary to conduct full cost estimates on the
various alternatives.
The criteria for Uris cost indicator are that it should:
incorporate both capital and operating costs
• consider both boiling and condensing requirements
be applicable to a wide range of VLE separation equipment.
Both capital and operating costs should be considered, since both of these have been
shown to contribute significantly to the total annual costs of a separation process.
There are utility and equipment costs associated with both vaporization and
condensation, so the cost of both these processes should be incorporated by the cost
indicator. Distillation columns are widely used for VLE separation processes; they
are not the only possible equipment, and it should be possible to consider various
alternatives when generating a flowsheet. A common basis from which to compare
the alternatives is therefore needed.
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In this chapter a pair of cost indicators has been defined, one related to vaporization
and one related to condensation. These cost indicators have been called capacity
variables. A boiling capacity variable and a condensing capacity variable are defined
in e~tion 5.2. These capacity variables are associated with particular streams
within a process, (If which there may be many. In Section 5.3 the definition is
extended and a pair of overall capacity variables are defined; these serve as cost
indicators for an entire process. The definitions are applied to a wide range of VLE
separation processes in Section 5.4. 'the results are summarized and the conclusions
to this chapter are presented in Section 5.5.
5.2 Defmition and linear mixing property of c.apacity variables
5.2.1 DermiOon of capacity variables
The boiling capacity, IC, is defined for an equilibrium stage in the following way:
K = K.feod + molar amount of vapour produced in equilibrium stage (5.1)
molar amount fed to equilibrium stage
The condensing capacity, A, i~defined for an equilibrium stage in an analogous
manner:
A = Afad+ molar amount of liquid produced in equilibrium stage (5.2)
molar amount fed to equilibrium stage
For a steady-state process, the right-hand term is the ratio of the molar rate of
vaporization (or condensation) in the equilibrium stage to the molar feed flow rate
to the stage, irrespective of the phase of' the feed.
Each stream is associated with a capacity pair. In particular, the feed stream to a
stage is associated with the capacity pair (K/Htl' y. Any streams leaving a
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particular equilibrium stage are associated with an identical capacity pair. (There
are two streams, the equilibrium vapour and liquid product, leaving an equilibrium
stage.) The feed capacity terms, Kt-a and ~f accommodate feed streams which are
products from another part of the process, The capacity variables thus provide a
cumulative measure of tile amount of vaporization and condensation experienced
upstream in the process.
i
~.2.2 Extension to non-steady state processes
5qs. (5.1) and (5.2) define the capacity variables for steady-state (flow) processes.
These definitions may be extended to non-steady state processes by defining suitably
the concept of an equilibrium stage and the following terms: ~~ ~, the "amount
of liquid (or vapour) produced", and the "amount fed" to the stage.
During a differential time-slice, the vapour and liquid phases are in equilibrium. An
"equilibrium stage" is taken to be the process over a differential time period, At.
The nett "feed" to the stage is the amount of material in the process It the start of
the time period being considered, as well as any material added to the process during
that time period. The feed capacity pair, (lCfMl' A.t-iJ, is the capacity pair associated
with the nett feed to the process. The product capacey pair is associated with the
material in the process at time t + At and with any material leaving during the time
period At.
The amount of liquid (or vapour) produced may be taken alternately as the amount
of liquid (or vapour) leaving the process during At, or as the amount of liquid (or
vapour, respectively) in the process at the end of the time period under
consideration.
The definitions of eq. (5.1) and (5.2) may thus be extended to non-steady state
processes in terms of quantities leaving the process:
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/1'
I( = "J-l + moles of vapour leaving during At__________________ ~c __
nett molar amount fed to equilibrium stage
(S.la)
moles of liquid leaving during At _
nett molar amount fed to equilibrium stage
(S.2a)
In terms of quantities "produced" (i.e., in the process at the end of a differential
time period), the definitions of K and A extend to the following, for non-steady state
processes:
moles of vapour produced during At
nett molar amount fed to equilibrium stage
(5.1h)
)\ := A.-t + __ m_o_les_o_f_li...;'q _u_id...;p;...-r_od_u_c_ed_d_unn_·.....g;;.,,_ilt_ __.;
nett molar amount fed to equilibrium stage
(5.2b)
These two interpretations of the amounts of vapour and liquid produced give rise to
quite different results, as discussed in Section 5.4.1 and Section B.1.l of Appendf];
B. Only results arising from eqs, (5.1a) and (~.2a) are presented in this chapter •
..:.'~ .... - .
5.2.3 Linear mixing of capacity variables
The capacity variables obey the linear mixing rule. For example, if two streams,
of flow rates FI and F1,and boiling capacities Kl and 1(2 respectively, are mixed, the
mixed stream will have 110w rate FI + F2 and capacity 1(", where:
(5.3)
that is:
(5.4)
where 0 ~ a :s;; 1, since a = F/{F1 + Fz}.
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S.3 neC-mitionof the overall capacity variables of a process
.A separation process may be comprised of any number of equilibrium stages, each
of which has two product streams. The process therefore may have several output
streams, each of which is associated with a pair of capacity variables. It is useful
to characterize a process comprised of N product streams by the overall boiling
capacity of the process, IC.... , and the overall condensing capacity of the process, A....,
which are defined as follows:
}I
:EF,"'I
IC ... !:'!.._
ov N
E~
i-I
(5.5)
N
r;f~'Ai
A ". 1.,"1
IN .~-~
r;~
t-l
(5.6)
where the t' product stream is of flow rate ~ and associated with capacity pal; (14,
AJ·
The process then has a single capacity pair associated wlth it: (Kovl At,W)' It is
convenient to talk about the change in overall capacity of a process, which is simply
the difference between the value of the capacity of the input (feed) stream and the
capacity of the process, namely, ICtw - "Iud and Aov - ~.
5.4 Application of the dermition; of capacity variables to VLE separation
processes
In this section the definitions of the capacity variables will be applied to a range of
simple VLE separation processes. The definitions of capacity and overall capacity ~
the linear mixing rule and the process mass balance are combined to obtain the
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results which follow. Results for non-steady state processes are presented in
Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.4 using only the definitions of IC and Agiven byeq. (5.1a) and
(5.2a). These derivations are included in some detail in Appendix B; the results are
presented below with little explanation. The focus of this section is on the overall
capacity of the processes considered.
5.4.1 Simple distillation
In this process, a liquid, of initial quantity L_, and associated with capacity pair {/Co,
~, is gradually boiled. The vapour, which is in equilibrium with the liquid, jJ
removed as it is formed. After some time, the quantity of liquid re~.aainingin the
still is L and the capacity pair of the residual liquid is (Ie, }I.). The vapour which is
removed is accumulated to form a vapour product of quantity v', associated with
capacity pair (K*, A).
The following results are derived in Section B.1.I:
(5.7)
A=A
"
(5.8a)
for t < t/iMl' by applying eq, (5.2a).
A = k + Io (5.8b)
for t = ~, by applying eq, (5.2a).
vdk = 1 - - fit
L
(5.8c)
by applying eq. (5.2b).
L K - LK + V*
K. = _" _o __ , (5.9)
V"
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A· = A
D
(5.10)
V'"
if. =IC +_
(W 0 L
o
(S.H)
L}\ =A +_
(IV Ii L
o
(5.12)
The change in the overall boiling capacity of the process, "(111-"0' is the ratio of the
. total amount of vapour leaving the process to the total amount fed to the process.
Similarly, the change in the overall condensing capacity 1 using the definition of eq.
(S.2a), is the ratio of the amount of liquid removed at the end of the process tol/the
,
total amount fed to the process. ..;1
Using eq, (5.2b) to define ), of an equilibrium stage results in eq. (5.8c). 'This
means that A. increases infinitely with time, since in each equilibrium stage) the
amount L of residual liquid is "produced". Eq. (S.2a) defining A. in terms of
quantities leaving the stage gives a resuit which is consistent with the other results
presented in this chapter. The contradictions of these two results have not been
resolved. However, it is argued that it is not possible to make a meaningful analysis
of the condensing requirements of a pure boiling process. Eqs. (5.1b) and (5.2b)
give similar results for the other non-steady state processes presented in this chapter,
and will be explored further.
5.4.2 Simple condensation
In this process, a vapour, of initial quantity Vo and associated with capacity pair (lCD'
A.o), is gradually condensed and the liquid which is in equilibrium with it is removed
as it is formed. At the end of the nrocess, the residual vapour, of amount V, is
removed; the vapour is associated with the capacity pair (K. )\). The condensed
liquid is collected into a product of quantity L·, the capacity pair of which is given
by (It, "j.
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The following results are obtained in Section B.l.2 by applying the definitions of
capacity and overall capacity to this l_Orocess:
(S.13a)
for t < ljwu.
(S.13b)
fort =~.
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
V
K =IC +--
qv 0 V
()
(5.1'1)
L·A =A +-
qv 0 V
«
(5.18)
The change in the overall boiling capacity of this process is the ratio of the amount
of residual vapour to the total feed to the process. The 'iange in the overall
condensing capacity of the process is the ratio of the total amount of liquid formed
in (and leaving) the process to the total feed to the process.
5.4.3 Simple distillation with continuous addition of material
Consider a boiling process to which material is added continuously at a non-zero rate
of.5 moles per unit time. The capacity pair of the material added is (<<t, A'). The
vapour formed is in equilibrium with this mixture. The rate of vaporization is l>
moles per unit ti.ne, The feed mixture is of quantity Lo and is associated with the
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. .
i~e definitions of capacity and overall capacity are applied to this process. It is
assumed that the rates of vaporization, v, and feed addition, $, are constant and non-
zero, that the capacity values of the additional feed material, ,,' and )..', are constant
with time, that V ¢ s, and that X' ¢)... The following results an obtained iq
Section B.1.3:
[ ]
-1
V v L s=v
1C = K + - - (1(1 - 1C + -) _S 17 j L o
(5.19)
(5.20a)
for t < ~.
(S.2Ob)
fort =~.
,,* = lr itt(t! + ~) + (1(' -" + !..)(L~L~ - L \] _!_ (5.21)
S (1 S 0' V"
A* = [VtAI + I'll - A )(L -kLih - L )] 2. (5.22)
V" ,,(l "V*
- vt" = II. + (5.23)IN" L+$to
- LA = t. + (5.24)
ov o L +$1
"
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where «" arid ~<1 are the mean boiling and condensing capacity, respectively, of the
-:t~~,feed, given by:
L K -I- st«K = ---:fJ ::-0_--:--_
" L + si11
(5.25)
x = £0>\" + st}..'
I) L + st
(1
(5.26)
The change in the overall boiling capacity of the process, js the ratio of the total
amount of vapoui;rodu~ within ti.e., leaving) the process to the total feed tothe
process. The change in the overall condensing capacity of the process is the ratio
of the amount of liquid removed from the process to the nett feed to the process.
5.4.4 Simple condensation wit.h continuous additiou of material
A vapour of quantity V is condensed at a constant rate of c moles per unit time.
Material is ezatinuously added, to the process at a constant rate of a moles per unit
time. This'material is associated with capacity pair (/(1, AI). The feed to the process
is of quantity Vo and is associated with capacity pair (/(". AeJ.
It is assumed that ·d.e rates of condensation, c, and feed aJ.rlition, a, are constsnt and
non-zero, that the capacity values of the additional feed material, K,' and A' are
constant with time, tnat t ;c a, and that K' ¢ K. The following results are obtained
in Section B.IA:
(5~~7a)
for t < t.Jwu.
K = 1(,' (5.27b)
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for t :: t.ft,w.
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
- L"A =A+---
IN 0 V+ato
(5.32)
where ;;:" and Xo are the weighted averages of the mean boiling and condensing
capacity, respectively, of the feed streams to the process, given by:
(5.33)
.... VA + at}..'
)\. """ 0 0
o V ,.. tit
o
(5.34)
The change in the overall boiling capacity of this process is the ratio cf the quantity
of vapour removed from the process to the nett feed to the process, The change in
the over-ill condensing capacity of the process is the ratio of tb.e tot,t amoent of
liquid formed within the process to the total feed to the process.
5.4.5 Single flash stage
A single flash stage, with a feed of molar flow rate F and associated whh capacity
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pair (KF' A.f)' is partially vaporized in a single flash stage, into a liquid product of
How rate L and a vapour product of flow rate V. The flash stage is an equilibrium
separation stage. The definitions of IC and A may be applied as follows:
V
IC :::: ICF + .-F
(5.35)
'\ '\ L
1\ .= l\'F + _., V (536)
The capacity values of the vapour =nd liquid streams are identical, as they are the
equilibrium products from the same stage.
The overall capacity pair of the process is the weighted average of the capacity pair
of the two product streams; it follows that.lC"" = IC and X ': A.
5.4.6 Single flash stage with recycle
Consider the processes shown in Fig. 5.L, in which a portion of one the products
from a single flash stage is recycled and mixed with the feed to Q1eprocess.
u.V 1C l (1-0;1'
TVK'l
F" Ft
'K'F A.F 1C1l1 ~
L_ ..
(<1) (b)
Fig. Sol Capacity variables of a single flash stage with recycle. (a)
Vapour recycled. (b) Liquid recycled,
For these processes, the capacity pairs of the two product streams are identical and
equal to the overall capacity nail' of the process.
The definitions of capacity and overall capacity are applied to this process in Section
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B.2.2 to obtain the following results:
V
IC =ICF+-0',1 F
(1
(5.37)
LA = AL' + -iN ~. F
(1
(5.38)
The change in the overall boiling (or condensing) capacity of the process the ratio
of the total rate of formation of vapour within the process to the nett feed flow rate
of the feed to the process. This result is obtained by applyulg the definiticn of
capacity of the equilibrium stage, in which the nett feed rate to the stage and the rate
of formation of vapour and liquid product are considered. The boiling capacity of
the process is related to the vaporization rate within the process, l', and not simply
to the nett flow rate of vapour product from the process, for example, (1 - a)V, in
the process depicted in Fig. 5.1(a).
5.4.7 Two flash stages arranged In r illS
The product of a flash stage may form the feed to a second flash stage, as shown in
..
Fi~. 5.2.
.-- _,. (1-a)V, K"1 A1
V2 1Cz A2
Fig. 5.2 Capacity variables of two flash stages arranged in series.
TIle feed to the second stage, of flow rate P', is the mixture of some portion of the
two products of the first flash stage; that is:
(5.39)
where 0 S a ,s 1 and 0 S (3 S 1, and l't and L1 are the vapour and liquid product
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flow rates, respectively, of the first flash stage.
The following results are derived in Section B.2.3:
(5.40)
L + L,A =A + 1 •
t1II F F (5.41)
The change in the overall boiling (or condensing) capacity of the process is the ratio
of the total rate of formation of vapour (or liquid, respectively) within the process
to the nett feed flow rate to the process. As was seen in Section 5.4.2, the total
vaporization rate is not directly related to the vapour product flow rate, and thus the
overall boiling capacity is not directly related. to the nett rate of vapour production.
S.4~g TwrJflasb stages arranged in parallel
A feed may be split into two portions, of flow rates CtF and (1 - Cl}F~ where
o s: a S 1. These two streams are fed into two flash stages arranged in parallel,
•
as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Fig s-. 5.3 Capacity variables of two flash stages arranged it! parallel.
The definition of the capacity variables may be applied to each of the equilibrium
stages, and the definition of overall process capacity may be applied to the four
products of this process. It is shown in Section 13.2.4 that:
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(5.42)
L + TA '" Ap + _1__ 2
IN F (5.43)
The change in the overall boiling (or condensing) capacity of the process is the ratio
of the flow rate of vapour (or liquid, respectively) produced within the process to the
flow rate of feed flow rate to the process.
5~4.5 Two flash stages arranged in series with reflux
Consider the process illustrated in Fig. 5.4(a), in which the feed, of flow rate F, is
added to the first flash stage of two flash stages arranged ill series with 'reflux, The
vapour and liquid products of the first stage are of flow rate VI and L1, respectively,
associated with capacity pair (Jell- ;"1)' The second stage products are of flow rates V2
and L2, associated with capacity pair {I(:z, ).,:J. The nett feed to the first stage is of
flow rate F·, where F* = F + L:z.
L
FKF~l
V, K, Ai V1K2
:1K, A., .........
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.4 Capacity variables of two hash stages arranged in series
with reflux. (a) Feed added to the first flash stage. (b) Feed added to
the second flash stage.
The definitlons of capacity and overall capacity are applied to the two equilibrium
flash stages in Section B.2.5 to give ~j,'following results:
(5.44)
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(5.45)
The change in the overall boiling (or condensing) capacity of the process is the ratio
of the total rate of vapour (or liquid, respectively) production within the process to
the flow rate of the feed to the process. The same result is obtained for a process
in which the feed is added to the second flash stage, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b).
5.4.10 Distillation column
,:
Consider the simple distillation column shown in ll~ig. 5.5. The feed, distillate and
bottoms flow rates of the column are F, D and B, respectively. The capacity pairs
associated with these streams are (KF' AF); (ICD' AD) and (KB' AS) respectively. It is
assumed that the feed and products are saturated liquids and that there is constant
molar overflow in the column. The reflux ratio, r, is the ratio of the liquid flow rate
in the rectification section, L, to the flow rate of the distillate product,.D. The
reboil ratio, s, which is not independent of/the reflux ratio, is defined as the ratio
\' "
of the vapour flow rare in the ~plumn, V, to the bottoms product rate, B. The liquid
.-: i'l
flow rate in the stripping section of the column, L', is the sum of the feed floW rate
and the liquid flow rate in tile rectification section, i,e. L I = F + L.
Fig. 5.5 Capacity variables of a distillation column.
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Each stage of the column is treated as an ideal stage, and is simply an equilibrium
flash separation. Except for the condenser and reboiler, the nett feed to a stage is
the sum of the liquid from the previous stage and the vapour from the following
stage. The capacity of the nett feed to the stage is obtained using the mixing rule.
The overall capacity variables of the. process are determined for a column with N
stages in the rectification section and M stages in the stripping section. The
following results for the distillation column are obtained by applying the definition
of capacity to each equilibrium stage in the column. The stage-to-stage calculations
are generalized using inductive proofs, as shown in Section B.3 of Appendix B.
The total rate of vaporization in the column is Von each of N+M stages plus V in
the reboiler. The overall boiling capacity of the process is found to be:
Ie = Ie + V(N +.M + 1)
OIl F F (5.46)
The g~~ge in overall boiling capacity of the process is thus the ratio !)f the total
vap{~rization rate within the process to the feed flow rate to the process.
Ii
The total rate of condensation in the column is a rate L on each of N stages in the
4
rectification section, plus a rate L' on each of M stages of the stripping section, plus
a rate V in the total condenser, plus a rate B in the reboiler. The overall condensing
capacity of the process is:
f.. = f.. + LN + £'hi + V + B
OII:F F (S.47)
The change in the overall condensing capacity of the process is thus the ratio of the
total rate of liquid production within the process to the feed flow rate to the process.
5.S Summary of results and conclusions
In the previous section, the definitions of the capacity and overall capacity variables
have been applied to the following VLE separation processes: one flash stage, with
and without product recycle; two flash stages configured in series, in parallel and in
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series with reflux; simple distillation and condensing, with and without the
continuous addition of feed material (the rate of addition of material and the capacity
of this material were assumed. constant for these processes); and a simple distillation
column.
The fundamental defmitions of the capacity variables are applicable to individual
equilibrium separation stages. The stage-wise definitions and the mixing rules were
applied to a range of VLE separation processes to obtain overall capacity variables,
which are of a similar form to the equilibrium-stage capacity variables. The overall
capacity pair is a measure of the internal vaporization and condensation requirements
of the process. Thus, for a wide range of VLE separation processes, consistent and
elegant results have been obtained for the overall boiling and condensing capacity of
the process. It is proposed, but it has not been proved, that ;,ihe..;.;e results are
generally true, at least for steady state VLE separation processes.
In the light of the results of Chapter 3, in which regions of feasible products for a
range of VLE separation processes were determined in composition space, it was
concluded that a cost indicator is required for the synthesis of such processes. The
criteria for the cost indicator were that it should incorporate both capital and energy
costs, that both boiling and condensing should be considered, and that the cost
indicator should be applicable to a wide range of VLE separation equipment. The
success of the overall capacity .variables to.fulfil these criteria is discussed below.
The overall capacity variables are related to internal vaporization or condensation
requirements. The utility requirements of a process which there is heat exchange
to every equilibrium stage are therefore directly related to the overall capacity
variables. (All the processes considered, except column distillation, fall into this
category.) Similarly s in these processes, the physical size, and therefore cost, of the
equipment and ancillaries will be '!"elatedto the flow rates of material into and out
of each stage of the process, and therefore to the overall capacity variables.
In the distillation column, eqs, (5.46) and (5.47) show explicitly how the overall
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capacity variables are related to the vapour or liquid flow rates in the column, which
de!ennine the utility requirements and column diameter, and to the numberof stages
in the column, which determines the height of the column. Therefore both energy
requirements and capital costs are incorporated by the overall capacity variables.
The overall capacity variables are evaluated for a range of separation processes in
the following chapter, where this theme will be further developed.
In order to accommodate both boiling and condensing costs, two separate and
independent capacity variables were defined. Therefore costs of a process due to
both boiling and condensing may be assessed. It is anticip-ted that one of these
variables will dominate, either because boiling or heat costs are far greater than
condensing costs, or vice versa, or because the internal vaporization requirements
of the process are far greater than the internal condensing requirements, or vice
versa.
Consistent results are obtained. for the overall capacity variables for a wide range of
VLE separation processes. This fulfils the third criterion for a eost indicator for
separation processes. As a result, alternative processes which may achieve some
specified separation may be compared on a common basis. A full costing of the:
alternative processes would also allow such a comparison, but is tlme consuming and
inappropriate to the initial stages of process synthesis, and a common basis for
comparison is still not guaranteed.
The avera!' capacity variables are therefore found to fulfil the requirements of cost
indicators for VLE separation processes. In addition, these variables arise naturally
out of the material balance equations of a separation process, and thus are not
computationally demanding. That a physical interpretation exists for the capacity
variables permits tile integration of engineering intuition and engineering science in
the synthesis and optimization of VLE separation processes.
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Chapter 6
Case Studies: Applying the Capacity Variables to
VLE Separation Processes
6.1 Introduction
Two of the questions which must be answered as part of process synthesis are:
Are the specified products of ~ given process feasible?
• What are the costs associated with this process?
InChapter 3, in which only product compositions were considered, it was concluded
that both feasible compositions and process costs must be taken into account. In this
chapter, the capacity variables which were introduced in Chapter 5 are used to
examine simultaneously the product compositions and process costs for a range of
processes.
The capacity variables were defined for single equilibrium stages. The definitions
were extended to overall capacity variables; which may be used to characterize
whole processes. These have been derived for a number of processes in Section 5.4.
The composition and the overall capacity variables of the products of some of these
processes are presented in this chapter for a range of simple thermodynamic models.
Distillation is given particular attention. In all cases, the feed to the process is
assumed to be associated with boiling and condensing capacity values i. f zero.
Most of these results were calculated using SPARCompiler Fortran 2.0.1 and
Numerical Algorithms Group Fortran library routines Mark 16 (D02BBF for
integrating differential equations, C05PCF for solving non-linear equations
simultaneously, C05ADF for root-finding and E04ABF for minimizing objective
functions). Some of the constant relative volatility results were calculated using the
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spreadsheet package Quattro Pro V.
6.2 Simpledistillation
In the simple distillation process, a mixture is gradually boiled, and the vapour that
is formed is removed continuously. The overall capacity variables for this process
are given by eqs, (5.11) and (5.12).
Fig. (j.l ilhrstrates the composition-boiling capacity trajectories of the residual liquid
(capacity and overall capacity vs. composition) and the accumulated vapour (capacity
vs. composition) for the simple distillation of an ideal binary mixture. The overall
boiling capacity of the process is limited to 1, as can be seen from eq, (5.U)~ but
the capacity of the residual liquid is not constrained, as can be seen from eq, (5.7).
The product regions for processes comprised of simple distillation and forward
mixing have nat been presented in this discr Lon.
2.5 3,
2
,.1 I!~ .....
Residual
liquid
compcsltion
'.."111.....3 ...
Kav ......·.....
2···· 1
......0.5
0.1 0.3
X
0.4 0.5 0.6
Fig. 6.1 Compositions and stream capacity variables for the simple
disilllation of an ideal binary mixture. I( and "eN are plotted for the
liquid residue and K'" is given for the accumulated vapour product.
Points 1, 2 and 3 mark corresponding (X, IC), (x, Kov) and (y, K*) pairs
at three arbitrary times.
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6.3 PrOCe8Ses comprised of one or two equilibrium flash stages
Chapter 3 examined the feasible products of one or two equilibrium flash stages.
The product regions were generated in composition space tor processes comprised
of flash separation and forward mixing, that is, mixing (without recy; \\ of
achievable streams. The feasible products of flash processes with mixing (If procu )ts
ti.e., without recycle or feed bypass) are presented in composition-overall capacity
space in this section.
6.3.1 A single flash stage
A mixture may be separated in a single flash stage. The capacity pair is identical
for both products from this process; the capacity variables are given by eqs, (5.35)
and (5.36). TIle locus of feasible product compositions and the associated capacity
variables of an ideal binary mixture separated in a single flash stage are plotted in
Fig. 6.2. The vapour and liquid product compositions and the associated overall
capdty variables are noted for an arbitrary product pair, x--y.
The liquid product compositions, for a particular feed, range between the.' ...
composition and the dew-point composition" of the feed. At extreme operation, an
infinitesimal amount of liquid at the dew-point composition is obtained when all the
feed is vaporized, that is, Kov = 1 and Aov = O. The liquid product has the same
composition as the feed when a. zero-quantity vapour product is formed, thus Kov =
o and Aov = 1. The vapour yt:oduct composition, similarly, lies between the feed
composition (i'OII = 1, Aov = 0) and the bubble-point composition of the feed (Kov =
0, Aov = I}. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the relationships between the capacity variables and
product composition. It does not show explicitly quantities of products.
A region of feasible products may be constructed in composition-x; space for a
process comprised of a single flash stage and mixing of products. The region
ABCDA in Fig. 6.2(a) is such a legion for the separation of an ideal binary mixture.
Feasible products pairs may be mixed; therefore all points on all horizontal lines
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joining feasible product points may be obtained. \ A feasible product regioa in
composition-X; space, EFGHE, may be similarf ..x.,
6.2{b).
,i'uct.ed, and is shown in Fig.
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0 0.1 0.2i 0.3 o.~ 0.5 0.5
x
(b)
Fig. 6.2 Product compositions and capacity variables for the.
separation of an ideal binary mixture in a single flash stage. Xp: 0.38.
(a) K, which is equal to KO'I' (b) h, which is equal to hOY'
The feasible products of a ternary system separated in a single flash stage may be
plotted in three-dimensional composition-x., space, as shown in Fig. 6,3. The
projection of these points in t.f' composition plane is the single: flash stage arc-pair
znown in F1g. 3.6. For a process comprised of a single flash stage and mixing of
products, the feasible product region is the surface formed by alll constant-z; mixing
lines between feasible product pairs. This feasible product region is not illustrated.
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---to.-
K
Fig. 6.3 Product compositions and ;COJ.' for the separation of a ternary
mixture using a single flash stage. XF: (0.40, 0.22, 0.38).
6.3.2 Two flash stages in paral'e]
Two flash stages may be arranged in parallel, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The overall
capacity variables are given by eqs. (5.42) and (5.431. The total rate of vaporization
or ~4ndtmsation within the process is some fraction of the feed to the process, S(I the
overall capacity values both lie between zero and unity. ,j
Fig. 604(a) shows two product pairs (XCYI and X2,-y.) and the stream. capacity
variables (Kl and 1(2) of such a process. The overall boiling capacity of this process
is the weighted average of 1(1 and 1(2' Since the flow rate of feed to the first stage,
aF, may range between zero and F, "or may He anywhere between .1(1 and "2' The
COil. :?Ositions of feasible products lie between Xl and Y2' Therefore all products, in
the rectangle ABeD are feasible, Composition-capacity space does not make explicit
what quantities are involved. Some of the feasible products, for example, point AJ
are achievable only in infinitely small quantities.
The region of feasible products of tw.. dash stages arranged in parallel may be found
by extending this argument for ail such X1-Yl ami X?-Y2 product pairs. The rectangle
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EFGH in Fig. 6.4(b), ranging from the dew-point composition of the feed to the
bubble-point composition of the feed, is this product region for a binary system.
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Fig. 6.4 Prod act composition and boiling capacity variables for the
separation of an ideal binary mixture in two flash stages arranged in
parallel. (a) Product pairs X1-Yl and X2-Y2 are fixed. (b) All possible
products.
The feasible products of a ternary system separated by two flash stages arranged in
parallel are, similarly, any mixture of any feasible products of a single flash stage.
A convex volume, with the base given by the, product region in the composition
plane (Fig. 3.13(d»), and a height of one, represents all possible composition-e;
combinations for this process. 'This volume is not illustrated.
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6.3.3 Two flash stages arranged in series
Two flash stages may be operated in series, as shown in Fig. 3.14. The total
amount of vapour or liquid formed in the process is limited to twice the feed flow
rate; this results in an upper bound of two on the overall capacity variables, as given
by eqs, (5.40) and (5.41).
The product region in composition-overall capacity space, for the separation of an
ideal binary mixture of composition z in a single flash stage, is illustrated in Fig.
I
6.3. One of the products of the first flash stage forms the feed. to the second t1~h
stage. Each product is associated with a pair of capacity variables. The feed to the
second stage is then associated with a pair of capacity variables, while the capacity
variables of the feed to the first stage were both assumed to be zero.
For example, a liquid of composition Xh flowrate L, and boiling capacity 1(1 may
form the feed to the second flash stage, the products of which are of quantity ~ and
V; and compositions X2 and Y2, respectively, and are associated with boiling capacity
"2' The other product of the first stage is of quantity V1and composition Yt. The
weighted average of the boiling capacity variables of these three products is "flY' .Fig.
6.5(a) shows the stream and overall boiling capacity variables of a binary mixture
separated in this process.
Mixing between attainable products allows any point on the line A8 between (X2, Kov) •
and (Yh "111') in Fig. 65 ()to be obtained. For a fixed second-stage feed, each
possible second-stage product pair will produce a similar line. The union of all such
lines for all possible second-stage feed compositions, is the region of feasible
proou:~ti' of two flash stages arranged in series. Such a region is the region bounded
by C·D .:,:'·];<'-G-H-J-K-C shown in Fig. 6.5(b). TIle compositions of points J, K, E
and r: are bubble(bubble(i)), bubble (i), dew(iJ and dew(dew(i), respectively.
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Fig. 6.5 Product compositions and boiling capacity variables for the
separation of an ideal binary mixture in two flash stages arranged in
series. (a) Product pairs XI-Yl and X2-Yz are specified. (b) All
possible products.
The region of feasible products in ternary composition space for two flash stages
arranged in series is shown in Fig. 3. 16(a), where, for simplicity, it is assumed that
feasible products of the first flash stage were not mixed, but fed directly into the
second flash stage. The product region in composltion-x., space is plotted in Fig.
6.6. The extremal products of this process are associated with finite capacity
variables.
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Fig. 6.6 Feasible products and /(ov for the separation of a ternary
mixture in two flash stages arranged in series. xF: (0.38, 0.22, 0.40).
6.3.4 Twe flash stages arranged in series with reflux
..
Two flash stages may be arranged in series with reflux, as shown in Fig. 3.20. The
composition of the feed and one of the products, for example: the liquid product, of
composition Xl, may be specified and the range of feasible co-product compositions.
and overall capacity variables may be calculated using eqs, (5.44) anA 1:5.45). When
the extremal co-produce is obtained at total reflux. the products are associated with
infinite overall capacity variables. It has been assumed that there is no external
mixing in this process, that is, the feasible products are not mixed with each other
to form the final products of the process.
Thic process, with feed addition to the first stage, is examined for an ideal binary
mixture. Fig. 6.7(a) shows the range of feasible vapour products in composition-x;
space for a given feed and two specified liquid products. The vapour products lie
between the feed composition and bubble(bubble(iI)j or between bubble(il) and
bubble(bubble(iz)), where Xl is the composition of the specified liquid product. The
product bubble(bubble(Xz)) is obtained at total reflux and is associated with infinite
overall rapacity variables.
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Fig. 6.7 Product compositions and K()~ for the separation of an ideal
binary mixture in two flash stages arranged in series with reflux. (a)
Vapour products of t\,IO specified liquid co-products. (b) Liquid
products of two specifk..J vapour co-products. (c) All feasible liquid
and vapour productsr rs: 0.38,
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The range of liquid products which may be obtained for two specified vapour
products and a given feed are shown in Fig. 6.7(b). The extreme liquid product
compositions which may be obtained are dew(dew(yz)), where Y2 is the COIllpositio~'\
of the specified vapour product, and are associated with infinite overall capacity
variables. Fig. 6.7(c) shows feasible vapour and liquid products, in composition-KIN
space, for all feasible co-products of this process.
The product region in composition space is shown in Fig. 3.21 for a ternary system.
The total reflux products of this region are associated with infipi" •. large capacity
, (
variables, because of the infinitely large internal flow rates. Thep~vduct region for
this process (without external mixing) in composition-capacity space is the surface
illustrated in Fig. 6.8. It may be noted that points on the total reflux boundary are
associated with high values of "tw'
s
Fig. 6.8 Product compositions and Kov for the separation of a ternary
mixture in two nash stages arrangec in series with reflux. XF: (0.38,
0.22,OAO).
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6.3.5 Comparison of product regions for configurations of two flash stages
The product regions of three configurations of two equilibrium flash stages were
investigated in composition-space for a ternary mixture in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3.
It was seen that two stages in series can obtain all products obtained by two stages
arranged in parallel. For the binary example studied, all the products which may be
obtained by two flash stages arranged in parallel may be obtained at the same or
smaller capacity variables in a single flash stage t.'t in two flash stages arranged in
series.
It was also observed that some products which are attainable by two ternary flash
stages with reflux cannot be obtained by two flash stages in series, and vice versa.
Fig. 3.24 shows that some subset of product compositions can be obtained by both
the serial and the refluxed configurations of two flash stages. For example, a range
of products which may be obtained at total reflux. for the refluxed arrangement may
also be obtained by the serial arrangement. A qualitative comparison of the capacity
variables of the products of a ternary mixture, which are illustrated in Figures 6.6
and 6.8, confirms that the serial arrangement is associated with lower capacity values
than the refluxed arrangement for some range of products, and that the opposite is
also true for some products,
In particular, a subset of the ternary products on the total reflux boundary of the
product region for the refluxed arrangement (which are associated with Infinite
capacity variables), can also be obtained at finite reflux ratios (where they are
associated with finite capacity variables). The costs of these products were discussed.
qualitatively in Chapter 3. The products obtained at total reflux are associated with
infinite costs, since infinitely large internal flow rates result in large equipment sizes
and high energy requirements. The products obtained in the serial configuration of
two flash stages are associated with finite costs, because the internal flow rates and
energy requirements of the process are bounded. It has thus been qualitatively
demonstrated that the capacity variables follow the same trends as cost fur these two
processes. This demonstrates that the overall capacity variables are effective as cost
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indicators and allow the comparison of different VLE separation processes.
This analysis could be extended to configurations of three and more flash stages.
For the serial arrangement of a finite number of stages, with forward mixing only,
the capacity variables will always have a finite bound, while the refluxed
arrangement (the distillation-column-like configuration) will always he associated
with infinitely high capacity variables at total reflux. This suggests that, for larger
problems, it may be useful to compare the product regions and process costs of
distillation columns and configurations of flash stages (in series, parallel, and
complex series-parallel-recycle configurations). The capacity variables would permit
this comparison to be made without a full process costing being required.
6.4 Column distillation
Column distillation is the most widely used VLE separation process. It is a complex
process, and not as well understood as it might be, as was discussed in Chapters 2
and 4. The capacity variables for a simple distillation column, such as that
represented in Fig. 5.5, were evaluated and are presented in this section. Constant
molar overflow and ideal equilibrium stages, saturated liquid feed and saturated
liquid products were assumed. A constant pressure in the column of 100 kPa was
assumed. The results for some binary and ternary, ideal and non-ideal mixtures are
presented,
6A.l Distillation of an Ideal binary mixture
The separation of an ideal binary mixture in a simple distillation column was
simulated using the assumptions given above. A constant relative volatility of 2.47
was assumed, and both the liquid and vapour phases were assumed to show ideal
behaviour. The overall capacity for the process was calculated as follows: "The
feed, distillate and bottoms compositions were fixed, and a reflux ratio was
specified. The mass balance difference equations and equilibrium relationships were
solved simultaneously for the rectification and stripping sections of the column using
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the boundary value approach of Sectiou'2.4.1. The number of stages required in
each section were calculated, using an algebraic McCabe-Thiele algorithm. The
overall capacity variables were calculated from eqs. (5.46) and (5.47), since the
number of stages required and the internal and feed flow rates were known.
Fractional stages were counted. Column operating lines for a binary system may be
drawn on x-y axes, as shown in Fig. 6.9. Horizontal lines joining the compositions
of a pair of passing streams and an equilibrium vapour-liquid pair may be
constructed. For example, in the: rectification section the passing streams (XII; y,,+l)
and the equilibrium pair (X,,+11Y,,+]) may be joined, as shown in Fig. 6.10. This line
intersects the vertical line representing the saturated liquid feed. The ratio of the
length of the line XF-X" to the length of the line X,,+l-Xn is taken to be the fraction
of a stage which is required to reach the feed line. The fraction of a stage required
in the snipping section is similarly calculated. It is not clear what the physical
meaning of a fraction of a stage is. It is assumed that the capacity variables may be
calculated for fractional stages, using eqs. (5.46) and (5.47), exactlyas ifthere were
an integral number of stages.
0.8
0.6
>-
0.4
0.2
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1x
Fig. 6.9 McCabe-Thiele construction for the separation of an ideal
binary mixture using a distillation column. xF: O.3~, xLl: 0.975, Xi:
0.10. R = 2.5. '
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Saturated
liquid feed
I
Equilibrium curve
Fig. 6.10 Construction showing how fractional stages are calculated
from where the operating llre intersects the feed line.
In Fig. 6.11, the overall process capacity variables are plotted against reflux ratio
for specified feed and product compositions. It may be seen that:
(i) The values of KQII and Aov are large for small reflux ratios, i.e., for reflux
ratios just larger than the minimum reflux ratio.
(u) The values of Kov and A.", increase with reflux ratio for reflux ratios greater
than the optimum reflux ratio.
(iii) The capacity variables show minima with respect to reflux ratio; the optimum
•reflux ratios are at 1.43 and 1.55 times the minimum reflux ratio for Kov and
Aov' respectively.
(iv) The minima of Kov and AOI' are not coincident.
These observations shall be examined in the light of well-known binary column
performance.
Point (i) above notes that the capacity variables are large for low reflux ratios. At
low reflux ratios, large numbers of stages are required. From eqs, (5.46) and (5.47)
it is clear that the overall capacity variables are large ior large numbers of stages.
Distillation at low reflux ratios increases capital costs since large numbers of stages
are required, and column height is related to the number of stages. Although the
energy requirements are low at low reflux ratios, capital costs dominate the total
annual costs.
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Fig. 6.1l Overall capacity variables as a function of reflux ratio for
the distillation of an ideal binary mixture. XF: 0.38, XD: 0.98, XB: 0.10.
Point (ii) above indicates that K(/V and hov incres~1 f?f large: ·1"t~ril~- flow rates.
associated with high reflux ratios. The annual costs of binary urstillation columns
follow closely these trends; capital costs are related to column diameter, w•..ch in
• ;I
turn depends on internal flow rates, and operating costs are related to internal flow
rates.
Point (iii) highlights the minima in the capacity curves. Typical total annual costs
v!. retlu, "atio curves also show minima, usually at reflux ratios between 1.~)3and
'I
1.3 times the minimum reflux ratio. These typical annual cost curves apply to both
ideal and non-ideal mixtures. The capacity variables can thus be seen to follow the
same trends with respect b) reflux ratio as annual costs. The overall capacity curves
are relatively flat, indicating that the overall capacity variables are not very sensitive
to reflux ratio near to the optimum reflux ratio. Total annual costs have also been
reported not to be very sensitive to the reflux ratio near to optimum operation
(McCabe and Smith, 1956; Linnhoff et al., 1983).
The optimum reflux ratios lie at 1.43 and 1.55 times the minimum reflux. ratio for
"(It' and huv, respectively, These values are close to Uteheuristic optimum of 1.03 to
1.3 times Rmin< The two minima in the capacity curves occur at different optimum'
reflux ratios, as noted in point (iv) above. The two objective functions, namely the
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capacity variables, were determined and minimized independently with respect to
reflux ratio, and there is no particular reason why the two optimum reflux ratios
should be identical.
The overall capacity variables were calculated for a red1geof reflux ratios for four
different distillate composition specifications. The capacity curves are plotted in Fig.
6.12. Th~ following may be observed:
(i) Each curve has a similar shape to the curves in Fig. 6.11.
(ii) The minimum capacity values increase with increasing product purity.
(iii) The optimum reflux ratios increase with' 'creasing product purity.
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Fig. 6.12 Overall capacity variables (- "cw, -- Aov) fur the distillation
of an ideal binary mixture, for a range of distillate compositions. Xp:
0.38, xB: 0.10. Distillate compositions shown.
These observations, once again, correlate with what is known about the cost and
operation of binary distillation columns. Point (i) generalizes the observations which
were made about the results presentee: inFig. 6.11, tllat the capacity variables fo'~l'lw
the trends in cost for binary distillation columns.
It may be seen in Fig. 6.13 that the minimum reflux ratio increases as the product
,I f
i':mrity increases. It would seem to follow that, for optimum operation, higher
operating reflux ratios would be used for higher product purities. This would be the
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case" for example, if the heuristic rule of usisg a multiple of the minimum reflux
ratio were adopted. The increasing operating reflux ratios contribute to the increase,
with proo1{rt purity, in the operating-costs component of the total annual costs.
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Fig. 6.13 Minimum reflux rat'. for the distillation of an ideal binary
mixture. xF: 0.38t xB: 0.10.
The number of stages reo-ired for a given reflux ratio, and for a giv,".l multiple of
the minimum reflux ratio, are plotted in Fig. 6.14 and may be seen-to increase ,yj.th
product purity. The capital costs of the column thus increase with product purity,
both because of the higher minimum internal flow rates, and because of the larger.
number of stages required.
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Fig. 6.14 Number of stages required for Lle distillation of an ideal
binary mixture using three different reflux ratios. xF: 0.38, xs: 0.10,
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A smooth curve is obtained in Fig. 6.14 when the number of stages required is
plotted against product composit'cn. It thus appears that using fractional s~agc.l;ls
not inappropriate. Itmay also be observed in Fig. 6.14 that a change in reflux ra!t.;
from 3 to 10 for impure products generally gives rise to a small increase- U\. the
number of stages required, but for pure products, the number of stages required b
far more sensitive to the reflux ratio used,
Two effects have been observed: the minimum reflux ratio increases with product
purity, and the number of stages required increases with increasing product purity,
causing both capital and operating costs' to increase for a typical binary column.
Point (ii) above notes that the capacity variables follow the same. trends as costs,
since higher product purities are associated with higher total annual costs. Point (iii)
also shows that the capacity variables follow the same trend as costs, since for
optimum column operation, higher reflux ratios are requiren, for higher product
purities. Thus the capacity variables ate shown to be effective, cost indicators with
respect to product purity.
The rr.inimum overall capacity variables for a range of distillate compositions were
obtained by minimizing the overall capacity variables with respect to reflux ratio for
specified product compositions. These values are plotted in Fig. 6.15. The
following is observed:
(i) The minimum overall capacity variables increase with increasing product
purity.
(ii) For distillation products approaching pure component 1, which is the more
volatile component, the minimum overall capacity variables increase sharply.
The first of these observations reiterates that the capacity variables follow the same
trends as costs, with respect to product purity. As shewn in Fig. 6.14, the number
of stages required increases sharply as the product composition approaches pure
component 1~leading to a sharp increase in cost. The capacity variables, which also
increase sharply for nearly pure products, as noted in point (ii) above, may be seen
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to follow the trends in annual costs as the product purity increases.
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Fig. 6.15 Overall capacity variables as a function of product purity
for the distillation of an ideal binary mixture. xF: 0.38, XB: 0.10.
The 'Optimum reflux ratio (Rapj and the ratio of the optimum reflux ratio to the
minimum reflux ratio (Rop/R"'i.J are plotted in Fig. 6.16 for a range of distillate
product compositions. The general trend is that the optimum reflux ratio increases
with product purity. The trend is not smooth, however, especially fer purer
products. The ratio Rap/Rmitr. decreases from around 3 at low product purities to
values of around 1.5 for purer products. The ratio Rap/R",itr. changes relatively-little
for purer products, but does fluctuate within this small range, especially for products
approaching pure component 1.
The irregularities in the curves of optimum reflux ratio curves vs. product purity in
Fig. 6.16 may stem from several sources. Firstly, the relationship between the
number of stages required and the reflux. ratio is non-linear, as it is governed by the
simultaneous solution of the mass balance equations and equilibrium relationships ..
Secondly, it has been noted (and illustrated in Fig. 6.14) that the number of stages
is more sensitive to reflux ratio at higher product purities. Thirdly, the definition
of fractional stages is somewhat arbitrary, and its physical meaning is not clear; this
definition may give rise to mathermtical anomalies. It is not clear what causes the
erratic behaviour shown in the reflux ratio curves of Fig. 6.16, but it is noteworthy
that this behaviour arises even for the most ideal of distillation processes: a binary,
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constant relative volatility system.
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Fig. 6.16 Minimum reflux rai,», optimum reflux ratio, and Rc:p/Rmill
as a function of product purity for the distillation of an ideal binary
mixture. XF: 0.33, xB: 0.10.
The first of these three pt ' will be examined in some more detail. The reflux
ratio and number of stages required, for a given product and feed specification, are
'not independent. The number of stages required may be calculated by the
simultaneous solution of the mass balance and equilibrium relationships for a given
reflux ratio. As shown in Fig. 6.14, there is a smooth relationship between the
number of stages, N, and the reflux ratio, R. The expressions for Kov Md "-ov also
depend on both the reflux. ratio and the number of stages required. For example, the
overall boiling capacity is proportional to (R+ l)(N+ 1) for a fixed product pair. The
curve of Kov VI'. R is smooth for any particular product composition; it is the curves
of the optimum reflux. ratio and the associated number of stages required as a
function of product purity which are not smooth. Also, the optimum reflux ratios
for minimum values of Kf.'IV and Aov are sometimes identical and sometimes different
from. each other; the reasons for this must be similar to the reasons for the
irregularities in the curves of the optimum reflux ratio vs. product purity.
The minimum capacity variables, optimum reflux ratios, and the numbers of stages
required for a range of distillate product compositions are presented inTable C.I in
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Appendix C. It is interesting to note that the number of stages' required in either the
rectification or stripping section, for minimum Kov or Aov, is frequently.. but not
always, an integer. This result was generated by the minimization routine, for which
the optimization variable was the reflux ratio and was checked using a range of
methods. It is thought that the non-smooth behaviour shown in Fig. 6.16 and the
occurrence of an integral number of stages in one column section are due to complex
interactions between the mass balance equations and the equilibrium relationships.
The underlying mathematics, which is based on the difference equations describing
the column mass balance, lies outside the area of expertise of the author, so this
re..tnt cannot be fully explained. This phenomenon is seen to occur for the simplest
case studied _. namely, the distillation of an ideal binary mixture - as well as for
all the other distillation columns studied in this chapter.
Summary
The capacity variables have been shown to follow known trends in costs associated
with binary distillation processes for an ideal binary mixture, for which constant
relative volatilities were assumed. The minimum overall capacity variables are seen
to increase with increasing product purity, following the trends in cost for a binary
distillation column. An optimum in the capacity curves, with respect to reflux ratio,
was observed, which is z.1~0 observed in the total annual cost curves for distillation
processes. The optimum reflux ratios, with respect to capacity variables, were, in
this case, approximately 1.5 times the minimum reflux ratio, that is, they were close
to the heuristic optimum reflux ratio of 1.03 to 1.3 times the minimum reflux ratio.
The capacity variables are thus seen to be effective cost indicators.
There are non-linear relationships between the reflux ratio and the number of stages
required, both in the simultaneous solution of the mass balance and equilibrium
equations, and in the form of the capacity variables. These relationships may give
rise to the erratic behaviour of the optimum reflux ratio and number of stages with
respect to product purity which was observed. It is noted that this behaviour occurs
even for the highly idealized thermodynamics assumed here, namely constant relative
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volatilities and ideal vapour interactions, and for the relatively simple and well-
understood binary distillation system.
6,...2 ]}istillat1.on of a non-ideal binary mixture
The distillation of a binary methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)-toluene mixture was
simulated. Non-ideal interactions in the liquid phase and ideal vapour phase
behaviour were assumed. The vapour pressures were described by Antoine
equations, and' '3. two-suffix Margules equation was used to describe the liquid
behaviour. No azeotropes are formed by this system at the simulation pressure of
100 kPa. Thermodynamic data for this mixture are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Thermodynamic data for non-ideal binary and ternary systems.
* Antoine equation: In(Y,~(lcPa]) = Aj - 0/(1' rOC] + CJ
# A12: 0.372; A21: 0.198 (Smith and Van Ness, 1987)
A'" B C In"
MEl{ 10.736 1412 147.468 Xl(ltl2 + 2(.4.21-Al~XJ#
Toluene 10.829 1517 133.634 xJ2(A21 + 2 (AIZ-A21)X:z) #
Vinyl acetate 19.076 5781 327.420 0
The overall capacity variables for this process are plotted against reflux ratio in Fig.
6.17 for a specified feed and a range of product compositions. The curves in Fig.
6.17 follow the same trends of those of Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, and of typical total
annual cost curves.
The minimum overall capacity variables are plotted against distillate composition in
Fig. 6.18. The same trends noted for Fig. 6.13 are observed: the overall capacity
variables are seen to follow the trends in cost with respect to product purity, and to
increase sharply as the product approaches pure component 1 (MEK). The non-
idealities of this mixture do not fundamentally change the behaviour or the binary
distillation process, which is as might have been expected.
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Fig. 6.l'l Overall capacity variables for the distillation of a non-ideal
binary mixture as a function of reflux ratio for a range of distillate
compositions. x,r;: 0.38, xB: 0.05.
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Fig. 6.18 Minimum overall capacity variables for the distillation of
a non-ideal binary mixture as a function of product purity. xF: 0.38,
xs: 0.05.
The minimum and optimum reflux ratios are plotted in Fig. 6.19. For this lion-ideal
mixture, the minimum reflux ratio increases with product purity, as for the ideal
mixture, but the irregularities in the Rop~ and Rop/Rmitr, curves are more pronounced,
Possible reasons for this erratic behaviour were presented in Section 6.4.1. In this
case, as in the ideal case, the ratio Rop/Rmin is larger for very impure distillate
products (where RnciA approaches zero) and fluctuates in a nanow range close to 1.5
for the purer products.
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F'ig. 6.19 Minill\vm reflux ratio, optimum reflux ratio and Rop/RnWa
for the distllladon'of a non-ideal binarv mixture. xF: 0..38, xa: 0.05.
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The minimum overall capacity variables, optimum reflux ratio and required. number
of stages, for a range of distillate compositions, are given in Table' C.2. In many.
cases, the optimum reflux ratio is associated with an Integ al number of stages in
either the rectification or stripping section of the column. Once again, it is proposed
that the non-linear'Interactiens between the reflux ratio and number of stages cause
convergence at integral numbers of stages.
Summary
When this non-ideal binary mixture is separated in a distillation column, the capacity
variables follow the same trends as for the distillation of an ideal binary mixture.
This supports the argument that the capacity variables are effective cost indicators.
6.4.3 Distillation of an ideal ternary mixture
The distillation of a hexane-heptane-nonane mixture was simulated using difference
equations and the boundary value method. The overall capacity variables of the
distillation process were investigated and are presented in this section, The
thermodynamic data is based on that used by Levy et al. (1985). The constant
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relative volatility of hexane and hepLrte is 2.47, Old of hexane and nonane is 12.67.
(The value of 2.47 for hexane-heptane ts derived from Levy et al. (1985) from the
values of2.57 for pentane-hexane and 6.35 for pentane-heptane.) The residue curve
map for this system is shown in Fig. 6.200
Heptane
1
0.8
O.S
U.4
0.2
Fig. 6.20 Residue curve map for the ideal hexane aeptane-nonane
system e ,
~.•1
Ii
Using differet\tial equations to describe column distillation, Levy et al. (1985)
showed the minitm~,mreflux ratio <~reasing with increasing distillate purity for this
system. The minimum reflux ratio was seen to approach an "absolute minimum" as
the amount of nonane in the distillate product approached zero. In this work,
difference equations (2.5) and (2.6) were used to model column behaviour. It is
shown in Fig. 6.21 that the minimum reflux ratio decreases as the purity of tie
distillate increases, which agrees with the trends found by Levy et al. (1985). ~~
numerical values obtained are different to those obtained by Levy et al. (1985), but
these differences may be attributed to the slightly different hexane-heptane relative
volatility (2.37) used by them, ana to discrepancies between using difference
equations and differential equations to model column behaviour.
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Fig. 6.21 Minimum reflux ratio for the distillation of a hexane-
heptane-nonane mixture. XF: (0.30, 0.30, 0.40), XY,t: 0.001, XD,l:
0.999.
The relationship between RnJin and distillate purity is not smooth. Figs. 6.22(a-e)
show the column profiles at the minimum reflux ratio for fixed feed and bottoms
compositions and a narrow range of distillate compositions. The stripping profiles
may be seen to just touch the rectification profiles at the stripping pinch point. 'lJ1e
pinch point of the stripping section moves frorr after the seventh stage to after the
sixth stage of the rectification section as the purity of the distillate increases. This
gives rise to a sharp change in the slope of RmiIr; VS. XD.], as ,shown in Fig. 6.22(f).
Each of the changes in slope in Fig. 6.21 may be attributed to a similar change in
position of the stripping profile pinch.
The overall capacity variables were calculated for this system and are shown for
some particular product specification in Fig. 6.23(a). The number of stages requited
in the stripping and rectification sections, as a function of reflux ratio: are shown in
Fig. 6.23{b). Near to the intersection of the rectification and stripping profiles, the
consecutive liquid composition points on the stripping prof.Ie lie increasingly close
together as the reflux ratio decreases and approaches the minimum reflux ratio.
Therefore the number of stages in the stripping profile increases sharply, as the
reflux ratio decreases, until, at the minimum reflux ratio, the profiles just touch at
the stripping pinch point. This explains the sharp increase in the number of stripp(~g
stages required for low reflux ratios,
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Fig. 6.22 (a-e) Column profiles for the distil'ation of an ideal ternary
mixture at the minimum reflux ratio. Stripping profile pinch point
moves from after to before the seventh stage of the rectification
profile. (f) Minimum reflux ratio changes sharply with product purity
as a result of this change. iF: (0.3,0.3,0.4), XB,l: 0,001, XV,l: 0.999.
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Fig. 6.23 (a) Overall capacity variables for the distillation of a
hexane-heptane-nonans mixture. XF: (0.3, 0.3, 0.4), XB•1: 0.001, XD•1:
1.10-11• (b) Number of stages required as a function of reflux ratio.
The minimum overall capacity variables were calculated for a range of distillate
specifications, and are presented in Fig. 6.24. The minimum overall capacity
variables follow closely the trend in RmiJr. with distillate composition: minimum K{f!I
and A""decrease with increasing product purity arid exhibit changes in slope similar
to those of the ~ curve. That KIN and AOI'decrease with product purity is a
surprising result, since It suggests that annual costs decrease with product purity.
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Fig. 6.24 Minimum overzil capacity variables and minimum reflux
ratio as a function of product purity for the distillation of a hexane-
heptane~p:onane mixture. xc'; (0.3, 0.3. 0.4), XB,t: 0.001, XV,1: 0.999.
Fig. 6.25 shows that the number of stages required generally changes very little with
product purity for a fixed reflux ratio, (Tile upper curve tends to infinity where me
product specification is such tl1ii.t the minimum reflux ratio is equal to 3. For, ,
product compositions to the right of the asymptote, separation is not feasible at a
reflux ratio of 3.) Given that the minimum reflux ratio decreases with increasing
product purity slid that the number of stages is almost constant with respect to
,product purity, it follows that costs may well decrease with product purity. The
"surprising result that K.(W and A(N decrease with product purity does not therefore
imply that the capacity variables are poor cost indicators.
In Fig. 6.24, the minimum overall capacity variables show sharp changes in slope
in similar positions to the changes in the R".m VS. XD.3 curve. These sharp changes
in slope may arise through geometrical effects similar to those which gave rise to the
changes in slope in the graph of minimum reflux ratio vs. product purity.
The optimum reflux ratios are plotted in Fig. 6.26 and may be seen to follow the
same general trends as ~: the optimum reflux ratios decrease with increasing
product purity, but the trend is not smooth. The optimum reflux ratios for K(W lie in
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the narrow range Oif 1.05 to 1.17 times the minimum reflux ratio, and for A.." t'itey
lie in the range 1.05 to 1.28 times R"w.. Both ranges fall within the heuristic range
of 1.03 to 1.3 times, RIIti". In both cases, there is a slight general increase in the ratio
Rcp/Rm!1f with product purity, although this trend is not smooth. These irregularities
may be attributed to the non-linear relationship between reflux ratio and number of
. stages, as discussed previously.
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Fig. 6.25 N~mber of stages required as a function of product purity,
for two fixed reflux ratios, for the distillation of a hexane-heptane-
nonane mixture, XF: (0.3, 0.3, 0.4), XB•1: 0.001, XD,l: 0.999.
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Fig. 6.26 Minimum reflux ratio, optimum reflux ratio and R",IRnciIt
for the distillation of a of a hexane-heptane-nonane mixture. XF: (0.3,
0.3, OA), X~~l: 0.001, XV,1: 0.999.
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The number of stages which are required for minimum K(W and A(Wflu a range of
distillate product compositions are presented inTable C.3. It may be seen that, for
every specified distillate composition, optimum eolurnn operation requires the use
of an integral number of stages in either the stripping section (more usually) or the
rectification section of the column. The discrete changes in the number of stages
required do not seem to correspond to tht' discrete changes in the slope of the
minsmum capacity variables with product purity.
6.4.4 Disim ',;fiok,~of a Ilion-ideal ternary mixture
The distillation of the system methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) +toluene+vinyl acetate was
simulated, and the behaviour of the overall capacity variables was exan.ined. All
three components were assumed to behave ideally in the vapour phase. Vinyl acetate
was assumed to show ideal behaviour in the liquid phase, while the behaviour of
MEK ana toluene was described by a two-suffix Margules equation The residue
curve map fill." this system is given in Fig. 6.27 ann the t!:....ullodynamic data are
given in Table 6.1. Three eases were studied for this mixture, the product
specifications for which are given in Table 6.2. The mass balance lines for these
cases are shown on the residue curve map in Fig. 6.28.
Table 6.2 Feed and product specifications of the non-ideal ternary
distillation f,rocesses atudied.
.'
Feed. Distillate Bottoms composition
composition composition -.--~
CaseA 0.'20.50.3 0.3 0.15 0.55 XB,3 = 0.003 - 0.175-CaseB 0.20.5 0.3 0.20.050.75 xe.3 = 0.01 - 0.29
CaseC 0.20.5 0.3 XV,2 = 0.005 - 0.334 0.20.750.05
The most vols .e component 1S vinyl acetate. The distillate compositions may be
seen to be generally rich in vinyl acetate, and the bottoms compositions are rich in
the least volatile component, toluene. In Case A. as the specification of the bottcms
changes along the mass-balance line, more vinyl acetate and MEK are introduced
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into the bottoms. In Cases B and C, the mole fraction of MEK, the ink. mediate-
boiling component, is held constant, and the product composition is varied, so more
low-boiling vinyl acetate remains in the bottoms in Case B, and more high-boiling
toluene remains in the distillate in Case C.
IlAEK
0.2
OEC~+- __~ __~ -4__~
Tolt!ne 0.2 0.4 0.6 O:~nY!aJetate
Fig. 6.27 Residue curve map for the MEK +toluene+vlnyl acetate
system.
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compositlor,s
0.6 08 1'iinyf acetate
liig. 6.28 Mass balance lines for the three non-ideal ternary
distillation cases studied.
Typical overall capacity-reflux ratio curves are shown in Fig. 6.;;'j for two different
product compositions, where the feed ami co-product compositions are fixed. The
overall ..rpacity variables follow the trends in total annual costs, as was the case in
Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 for the ideal binary distillation example, It may be observed
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that the minimum values of iCiN and Aot'may increase or decrease with increasing
product purity. and that in all three cases the optimum value of the reflux ratio
decreases with product purity. These two results seem counter-intuitive, since it
(would be expected that the optimum reflux ratio and process costs would increase
with product purity, as they do in the case of a binary distillation COIUnbl. These
,'phenomenahave been noted previously for the distillation of an ideal ternary mixture
In Section 6.4.3. It is also noted that KIJ'I may be greater or smaller than AOI'>
Fig. 6.30, in which the minimum reflux ratio is presented as a function of product
purity 7 provides some clues to why the optimum reflux ratio may decrease with
product purity. In all the cases presented, Rmill decreases with product purity. In
Cases A and C, the relationship is not smooth, and in Case C it is not monotonic.
The general shape of the R",,,, curve and the range of R.".y, values differ for the three
cases, which is indicative of the counter-intuitive behaviour of ternary distillation
systems.
!:II The minimum reflux ratio curves end short of the feed composition in Cases A and
C because limitations on product composition occur;' there are maximum feasible
values of XB,3 in ~ase A and xv,"). in Case C. The column profile regions for a
bottoms composition close to the limiting product composition, B·, and a fixed
distillate composition are shown in Fig. 6.31(a) for Case A. Bottoms product
compositions on the mass balance line closer to the feed than the point B* :\irenut
feasible, but those further from the feed (on the left of point B" 011 the same mass
balance line) are feasible.
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Fig. 6.29 Overall capacity variables for two product compositions}
for the distillation of a non-ideal ternary mixture. XF: (O.2~0.5, 0.3).
(a) Case A. (b) Case B. (c) Case C.
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Fig. 6.30 Minimum reflux ratio as a function of product purity for
the distillation of a non-ideal ternary mixture. XF: (0.2, 0.5, 0.3). (a)
Case A. (b) Case B. (c) Case C.
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Fig. 6.31. Columnprofile regions. xF: (0.2,0.5,0.3). (a) Case A: B*
is just feasible. (b) Case B. (c) Case C: D- is just feasible.
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TIle boundary of the rectification profile region is given by the total reflux curve (the
residue curve through D) and the reversible distillation profile (the pinch point curve
through D), as discussed by Wahnschafft et ala (1992), The boundary of the
stripping profile region is given by the residue curve and the pinch point curve
through B· and the zero-reflux profile initiated at BO. The last of these three loci is
required to close the region, since the only common point of the residue curve and
the pinch point curve through B· is the pure vinyl acetate vertex. The vero-reflux
profile was not oiscussed by Wahnschafft et ala (1992). It.represents the case where
the liquid flowrate in the stripping section is equai to the feed flow rate. When the
intersection of the rectification profile region and the stripping profile region is a
single point, then the minimum reflux: ratio is equal to the maximum reflux ratio,
which must also be equal to the optimum reflux ratio.
Similar limitations on the product composition are observed in Case C. Fig. 6.31(c)
shows the product profile regions for a distillation product which is just feasible,
since the product profile regions just intersect. Distillate products on the mass
balance line closer to the feed than the point marked D" are not feasible, while those
to the right of D~~and on the same mass balance line are feasible. The column
profile regions for the distillate and an arbitrary bottoms composition are shown in
Fig. 6.31(b). These regions may be seen to overlap easily and substantially, so that
product limitations do not arise in Case B.
The minimum overall capacity variables are plotted against bottoms product purity
in Fig. 6.32. In Case A, they vary smoothly, increasing sharply for very pure
products, and increasing slightly for XB,3 very close to the maximum feasible value
at B". The minimum values of "0'1 and ).'0'1 vary relatively little for a wide range of
bottoms compositions. For purer products, the minimum overall boiling capacity is
smaller than the minimum overall boiling capacity, but around XB,3 = 0.085, the
order of these two variables is reversed. The two cases presented in Fig. 6.29(a)
also show how the: minimum value of :Cov may be greater or smaller than the
minimum value of }'ov'
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Fig. 6.32 Minimum overall capacity variables for the distillation of
a non-ideal ternary mixture. XF: (0.2,0.5,0,3). (a) Case A. (b) Case
B. (c) Case C.
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In Case B, Fig. 6.32(b) shows that the minimum values of 1(", and A", increase
smoothly as the product purity increases, and for very pure distiliate products, these
variables increase sharply. However, in Case C, the minimum overall capacity
variables decrease sharply as the product purity increases from the limiting
composition at D*, 'and then generally increase and then decrease with increasing
product purity, as shown in Fig. 6.32(..:). These general trends are interrupted by
local changes in the slopes of the curves. The decrease ill the minimum overall
capacity variables as the mole fraction of toluene decreases IS rrr)er surprising, but
was also observed for the ideal ternary distillation process. The sharp increase in IC""
and Aovfor products approaching B'" in Case A (XB,l = 0.176) and D" in Case C (XD•2
= 0.334) will be seen to be the result of operating close t)~.
\
\
The minimum and optimum reflux ratios for the feasible range of product
compositions are given in Fig. 6.33. In Case A, optimum reflux ratios,
corresponding to minimum «: and AOI"vary between 0.64 and 1.45, which is a
relatively narrow range. Optimum reflux ratio values generally decrease with
increasing product purity, following the general trends in R...u., but close to the
limiting product composition, B*, this trend is reversed. At B* the optimum reflux
ratio is equal to ;~.
Therefore the ratio Rop/RIIIin' which is plotted in Fig. 6.33(a), tends towards unhy for
products approaching B*, but otherwise displays no particular trend with product
composition. The average of the. values of the ratio Rop/RIIIin fall within the heuristic
range, but some individual values do not. "i'heirregularities in the Rop/Rmlll curve for
K"" and Aov are quite different from each other: changes in slope do not occur at
similar product compositions, increases in Rop/R_ for #C"" may be matched by
decreases in Rop/RIIIin for A0I'1 and the magnitude of change is generally greater for
\1
Kov than for AOI ••
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Fig~ 6.33 Minimum reflux ratio, optimum reflux ratio and Ropt'RlIIilI
as a function of product purity. (a) Case A. (b) Case B. (c) Case C.
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In Case B, as shown in Fig. 6.33(b). the optimum reflux ratios decrease as the
product purity increases, following the trend of the minimum reflux ratio. The
optimum reflux ratio curves are uniformly not smooth. For both .t~ and A"", the
ratio RovlR1fIit& generally fluctuates around the average value of Rop/Rmi# ti.e., in the
range of 1.10 to 1.52 times RmJJ which is close to the heuristic range. The optimum
reflux ratios roughly follow the trends in RmiI& as the product purity increases in Case
C. Ropt generally increases with product purity, and for purer products, the optimum
reflux ratlos fluctuate within a narrow range. The ratio Rop/Rmill is generally around
L3 for K"" and around 1.4 for A"", except for products approaching D·, where the
ratio decreases and approaches unity.
In all three cases, the opti ·"'.J,lmreflux ratios for Kq.; and Anv are independent of each
other, as discussed for the ideal bi:;".trVdistillation case in Section 6.4.1. Likewise,
in all three cases, the optimum reflux ratio curves exhibit pronounced irregularities
similar to those reported for other distillation systems.
The minimum capacity variables, optimum reflux ratios and number of stages
required for a range of bottoms product specifications are given in Tables C.4A to
C. For some choices of product composition, one or both of the capacity variables
are minimised when an integral number of stages is used in either the stripping or
the rectnying section of the column. Some of the fluctuations in the optimum reflux
ratio appear to be associated with changes in the number and position of the integral
stages for minimum Kov or AO'> ••
In Case A, as shown hi Fig. 6.34(a), the relationship between changes in the slope
of K(1I11 particularly, or Au! and the number and position of the integral stages in the
column may be seen. However, not all fluctuations can be linked to changes in the
number and position of integral stages in the column. In Case B there is no clear
relationship between the change in number and position of the integral stages and the
irregularities in the optimum reflux ratio curves. It is shown in Fig. 6.35(b) that in
Case C the changes in the optimum reflux ratio for K.,.. follow closely changes in the
number and position of the integral stages. However, only some of the fluctuations
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!-~
in the optimum reflux ratio for Aov can be loosely linked to tne changes in the
number and position of integral stages.
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Fig. 6.34 Optimum reflux ratio for the distillation of an non-ideal
ternary mixture. Integral number of stages required in the
rectification (R) or stripping (S) section are marked. - K(I'n -- Aove (z.)
Case A. (b) Case C.
In Fig. 6.35, the total number of stages required, corresponding to the minimum
overall capacity variables, are plotzed as a function of product composition. In Case
A, the number of stages increases sharply for products close to the extreme feasible
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compositions: that is, as XS,J approaches 0 a~d 0.18. For intermediate product
compositions, the total number of stages varies relatively little. In Case B, the total
number of stages in the column increase as the product purity increases, although
this trend is not smooth. In Case C, the number of stages varies little, but not
smoothly, for both minimum KeY and minimum )\Ol' as the product purity increases.
However, as the distillate specification approaches 1)*, the numl .:rof stages required
increases sharply. In all cases, the irregularities in these curves are related to those
in the optimum reflux ratio curves, illustrated in Fig. 6.33, since the capacity
variables relate the reflux. ratio and the number of stages required.
Summary
The overall capacity variables for the distillation of a non-ideal ternary mixture were
studied for three sets of product specificatiors. All the overall capacity-reflux ratio
curves followed known trends of annual coste as a function of reflux ratio, showing
the capacity variables to be useful cost indicators with respect to reflux ratio.
All three cases showed Rnsin decreasing with increasing product purity, not necessarily
smoothly. Th;~ trend is somewhat unexpected, but is the same as the trend
"demonstrated lO1 the ideal ternary (constant relative volatility) system. The
geometries of the column profiles are responsible for this trend, as well as for the
changes of slope in the Rmin curve. In Case C, ~ as a function of product purity
is not a monotonic function.
The minimum overall caps .itv variables increase smoothly and sharply with product
purity for very pure product ~in Cases A and B, but decrease in Case C. Where
there are limitations on product composition (in Cases A and C) the minimum
overall capacity variables increase as the product composition approaches the limiting
composition. In Case A, "Ol' and Aov increase only by a small amount near to the
limiting bottoms composition. Cases where KOI' IS greater than Aov, and where """ is
smaller than AOII, have been observed.
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:Fig. 6.35 Optimum number of stages required as 2: function of
product purity for the distillation of a non-ideal ternary mixture. (a)
Case A. (b) Case B. (c) Case C.
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The ratio of the optimum reflux ratio to the minimum reflux ratio, R4),_.,/Rmin, was
plotted in the three non-ideal ternary cases considered. in all cases, the values of
Rcp/RIKiil lay close to the heuristic range and did not exhibit any distinct general
trends. This indicates that K(N and A.,.. agree with distillation experience and
optimization heuristics: that the ratio Rop/RIfIiII, which lies in ~.narrow range, is
w1atively insensitive to fred and product compositions and system thermodynamics.
The optimum reflux ratio curies always show some irregularities, as they did for the
ideal binary case.
A number of strange and "counter-intuitive" features have been observed for the
distillation of a non-ideal ternary mixture. In Chapters 2 and 4, it has beer. argued
that present understanding of distillation is not as developed as it maght be. It is
asserted that the phenomena which. have been observed are features of the distillaticn
process, rather than introduced by the capacity variables.
6.4.5 Summary of results for COIUIWi dlstlllatlon
Binary and ternary systems, both ideal and non-ideal, have been investigated
regarding the behaviour of their overall capacity variables for distillation processes ..
A small number of cases have been presented, and few common trends have been
observed. It istherefore not possible to draw general conclusions about the overall
capacity variables fOI distillation. Several questions have been raised for which
answers are not yet available.
It has been argued that "ov and Aware cost indicators, from the forms of eqs. (5.46)
and (5.47). For the binary columns studied, it is clear that these proposed cost
indicators do indeed follow the known trends in cost for binary distillation. The
costs and feasible products of ternary columns are not as well understood. Some
evidence has teen used to show that the behaviour of K(W and Aw agrees with
distillation practice.
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The minimum reflux ratios for a range of systems and product specifications have
been presented. Itis clear from the Rm/n VS. product compositions curves that column
operation changes with the system thermodynamics and product specifications.
Given that the minimum reflux ratio curves change with product specification, it is
to be expected that trends in K(1tI and AI,Nalso change with product specification. That.
the behaviour of the minimum reflux ratio as a function of product composition is
often "counter-intuitive" indicates that our intuition may not always be adequately
developed. The forms of eqs. (5.46) and (5.47) relate the capacity variables to
internal flow rates and number of stages, ~lij .thus to both operating and capital
costs. The observed anomalies must be introduced by unexpected relationships
between flow rate, number of stages and product composition, rather than by the
capacity variables.
Limitations in feasible products for a given mass balance line also appear to be
associated with increased capacity va-iables, This is contrary to general expectation:
surely it is always cheaper to achieve less separation than more separation? Limiting
product compositions most often arise under limiting conditions of distillation
(Wahnschafft et al., 1992)$ for example, total reflux, or operation at a pinch point.
These limiting conditions are associated with high costs. This would seem to
confirm that it is not necessarily cheaper to relax product specifications.
It has been shown here and previously (for example, by Laroche et al., 1992a) that
ternary distillation columns display some "curious" effects. It is proposed that the
strange behaviour of the overall capacity variables merely reflects the behaviour of
ternary distillation columns. It is likely that more such effects would be displayed
by azeotropic systems, which have not been considered in this study.
The irregularities in the curves depicting the optimum reflux ratios and optimum
number of stages are not fully explained, The fact that they appear for the simplest
possible distillation case - namely, for an ideal (constant relative volatility) binary
mixture - would seem to mdicate that they are a property of the minimum overall
capacity variables for distillation. The algebra involved in the simultaneous solution
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even for an. ideal binary distillation column, is based on difference equations and is
highly non-linear, and may be responsible for the apparently erratic behaviour of the
optimum reflux ratios.
6.S Conclusions
In Chapter 3~the sets of feasible products of a ternary system separated by two flash
stages arranged in series and in parallel were compared. It was proposed that, for
some product specifications, the serial arrangement of two flash stages costs less than
the refluxed arrangement, and vice versa. It has been illustrated here that, likewise,
some products which are feasible by both processes are associated with lower overall
capacity variables for one process than for the other. The capacity variables have
been shown, in this example, to allow the quantitative comparison of alternative
separation processes.
This work has presented some examples showing how alternative separation
processes may be compared, illustrating that the capacity variables are useful tools
for process synthesis. For example, some products of the refluxed arrangement of
two flash stages are associated with lower capacity variables than the serial.
arrangement, and some with higher capacity variables. It is not known what
determines which process will t the most cost-effective. It has not been possible
to generalize these observations and thereby develop rules for predicting which
process will be associated with the lowest capacity variables for a given set of
specifications.
It would be desirable to construct a region of feasible products in composition-
capacity space for the distillation of a particular feed. The capacity-product
composition curves of Fig. 6.32, for example, would lie on such a surface. Each
of these curves is associated with a particular co-product; the difficulty is
representing both the set of feasible products and the fixed co-product. Resolution
of this problem would enable the process synthesis questions about what the total
region of feasible products is, and where the local or global minima are in the cost
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surface, to be answered. However, even the composition space answers to these
questions are not yet available; nor is it possible at this stage to generate a region in
composition-capacity space of all possible distillation products of a given process
feed.
The capacity variables of binary distillation. processes have been considered in this
..' '~dy. Binary distillation processes are well understood, and the capacity variables
have been shown to follow closely the trends in costs, both with respect to reflux
ratio and product purity. Furthermore, costs and the capacity variables exhibit
similar behaviour, in that a flat optimum may be observed tor both.
Ternary distillation processes were also considered in this study. The costs and
other operating trends (such as minimum reflux ratio as a function of product purity)
of ternary distillation processes are not as well understood as those for binary
distillation processes. It is argued that the capacity variables are effective cost
indicators for ternary distillation systems, and that the "counter-intuitive" behaviour
of "DI' and Aov and the optimum reflux ratio is more a reflection of ternar / distillation
phenomena than an indictment of the capacity variables, The capacity variables are ..
sensitive to the system thermodynamics and product specifications; this allows a
process to be optimized specifically, rather than by using the very general heuristic
optimization rules.
Process costs and the capacity variables are sensitive to product purity. Product
purity is therefore an important optimization variable. The product specifications for
a process should not be set too rigidly during flowsheet synthesis without considering
their impact on process costs.
Results for both the boiling capacity and the condensing capacity are presented in
this chapter. Both variables cannot be optimized s'multaneously, since they are
defined independently. Both variables are required, since both boiling and
condensing processes have their costs. It is not yet completely clear what role each
variable would play in the evaluation of a process. It is proposed that process
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synthesis decisions be made once information about both overall capacity variables
have been calculated. These dedsions would be based on the variable which
dominates process costs. For example, if steam is the h,rating utility and cooling
water the condensing l}fility, one would generally be more concerned With
minimizing the boiling capacity; where refrigerants are used, the condensing capacity
m,'i be of greater interest. For distillation columns, both minimum capacity
variables occur at similar reflux ratios and the capacity curves have flat minima with
respect to reflux ratio in the region of the optimum reflux ratios: in this case,
process synthesis decisions are not very sensitive to which optimization variable is
selected.
II,
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.i Introduction
In the synthesis of a separation process, the process design engineer is concerned
with the range of product compositions that a particular choice of equipment may
achieve, and with the cost-effectiveness of the processes being considered. The
feasible products of separation processes and the assessment and comparison of
flowsheet alternatives have been discussed in this work. This study has considered
the vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) separation of ternary, homogeneous, non-
reacting mixtures in constant pressure processes.
7.2· Compositionof feasible products
Previous work on the feasible products of VLE separation processes has focused on
column distillation, which is the most common of these processes. Some ambiguities
and simplifications in past work have limited the general applicability of the solutions
which were found. Boundaries of regions of feasible products were found to arise
through processes which are only possible iII the limit, such as very sharp splits,
total reflux and reversible operation. The costs associated with these boundary
points are therefore infinite. It is a limitation of composition space that process costs
and product quantities are not explicitly represented.
Processes comprised of any number of simple distillation, simple condensation and
mixing stages were examined for the region of feasible:products. The product region
of these processes was found to be the entire composition space. An important
conclusion is that the products of VLE separation processes are not intrinsically
restricted; limitations arise from the specific choice of separation equipment.
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The product region of processes comprised of one or two flash stages and mixing
were investigated. Three configurations of two flash stages were studied, namely
two flash stages in parallel, in series, and in series with reflux. (which is effectively
a two-stage distillation column). It was found that the serial arrangement of two
flash stages could achieve some product compositions which lie outside the region
of feasible products of the refluxed contiguration of two flash stages, and vice versa.
Furthermore, the costs associated with achieving some particular product by the
refluxed arrangement were estimated to be far greater than those of the serial
arrangement. It was concluded that the two-stage distillation column is not
inherently better than other two-stage VLE separation processes in .*'enns of bottl
composition and cost. It appears that a flexible approach to the choice of TiLE
separation equipment may be of benefit in the synthesis of processes.
7.3 Optimization ofsepal"ation processes
An objective function for the assessment of the cost-effectiveness of alternative
separation flowsheets was required. Previous research on the optimization of
distillation columns showed that total annual cost, incorporating both capital and
operating costs, is a suitable objective function.
The main optimization variable used previously for the optimization of distillation
columns is the reflux ratio. The optimum reflux ratio is generally accepted as lying
in the range of 1.03 to 1.3 times the minimum reflux ratio. This heuristic rule
provides a simple alternative to full costing for the optimization of processes. The
rule is well established for binary distillation columns, and it has been shown to hold
for some examples of ternary separation which have been presented in the literature.
However, it is not clear that it is generally applicable to multi-component
separations.
The vast majority of the research done previously into the optimization of VLE
separation processes has focused on column distillation. The heuristic rule for the
optimization of distillation processes, which concerns reflux ratio, is not applicable
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to other separation processes. Short of costing processes fully, simple techniques for
assessing cost which accommodate a range of VLE separation processes do not
appear to exist.
7A The capacityvariables
The capacity variables were defined for an equilibrium stage, and the definition "was
extended to overall capacity variables for processes comprised of one or more such
stages. These overall capacity variables were investigated for their suitability as cost
indicators. The criteria for cost indicators are that they should apply to a wide range
of VLE separation processes, that both boiling and condensing costs should fJe
accommodated> and that both capital and operating costs should be incorporates,
Two separate capacity variables were defined, one for boiling and one for
condensing. For the range of steady-state V!....,Eseparation processes considered,
consistent results are obtained for the overall capacity variables; that is, the equations
for calculating the overall capacity variables are of the same form in each case. It
was argued that the capital and operating costs of the process are incorporated by the
overall capacity variables.
The overall capacity variables of a number of separation processes were calculated.
The capacity variables of binary distillation columns were found to exhibit similar
features to the total annual costs of these processes with respect to reflux ratio and
to product purity. For the distillation columns studied, flat optima were observed
in the capacity variables with respect to reflux ratio, as has also been previously
shown to be the case for the process costs of distillation columns. The optimum
reflux ratios, giving rise to minimum overall capacity values, were found to be close
to the heuristic range. Product compositions close to the boundary of the region of
feasible products were characterized by higher overall capacity variables, reflecting
that points on the boundaries of product regions are attainable only under limiting
conditions, and hence at nigh cost.
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The overall capacity variables were thus found to fulfil the criteria for cost indicators
of VLE separation processes. That they are simple to calculate and have a physical
interpretation further advances the case that they may be used as tools for process
synthesis and optimization.
In order to calculate the overall capacity variables of distillation processes, the
difference equations describing the mass balance of the column and the equilibrium
relatioaships must be solved simultaneously. Even for distillation columns separating
ideal hhi<li"'Y mixtures, some apparently erratic trends in the optimum reflux ratio
with respect to product purity have been observed. The overall capacity variables
are often minimized for an integral number of stages in one section of the column.
The physical meaning, effects on cost, and mathematical consequences of using
fractional stages are not completely clear. This work has observed how the overall
capacity variables behave but has not completely analyzed the mathematics governing
them.
Ternary distillation. columns are well known to behave quite differently to binary
columns. The forms of the equations giving the overall capacity variables as a
function of reflux ratio and number of stages agree with our understanding of the
costs of distillation. However, some strange, or counter-intuitive, trends have been
noted in the relationships between the overall capacity variables and product purity.
That costs of ternary distillation may decrease with increasing purity of one of the
products is not known to have been reported previously. The iexpected results for
ternary distillation columns may be an obstacle to the acceptance of the overall
capacity variables as cost indicators, but follows logically from the column behaviour
(minimum reflux ratio, optimum reflux ratio and optimum number of stages) with
increasing product purity.
7.S "Theoverall capacity variables as tools for process synthesis
It is proposed that the overall capacity variables could prove useful tools for process
synthesis and optimization. Since they may act as indicators of process cost,
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alte, Ave column configurations and Separation flowsheets may be evaluated and
compared at the initial stages of process synthesis. Two separate variables have been
ciilfmoo. It is not completely clear how the pair of variables will be used to make
process synthesis decisions. It is anticipated that one overall capacity variable will
be more relevant to the particular process being considered (when, for example,
boiling costs are far greater than condensing costs), or that one will be far greater
than the other (when either boiling or condensing predominates), or that the overall
capacity variables will be fairly evenly matched (as was often the case for the
distillation columns studied), so that decisions may be based equally well on either
variable.
It is clear from this work that the product composition may have a large effect on
the minimum process costs of distillation, as indicated by the minimum overall
capacity variables. Itwould be useful to construct a pair of minimum C,)5tsurfaces
for a given feed in composition-capacity space. This would enable a more general
examination to be made of the effects of product composition on process costs, since
compositions would not be restricted to a single mass balance line. However, co-
product composition must also have an impact on the overall capacity variables of
distillation processes. There is thus no unique minimum cost or pair of minimum
overall capacity variables associated with a product of a particular composition.
Consequently, a unique pair of cost surfaces ca~not be constructed.
It has been noted previously that composition space and composition-capacity space
do not explicitly provide information about product quantities. In particular, it is not
always apparent that some product is of zero quantity. This limitation would exist
even if cost <!qrfaces could be constructed. .. However, this information may be
obtained by applying the lever arm rule.
Informatics about process costs may nevertheless be simply obtained for any
I
specified pair of feasible products, and changes in cost may be observed with
changes in reflux ratio, changes in product specifications or changes in feed
composition. This allows the comparison of different flowsheet alternatives, For
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oexample, different column configurations, such as direct and indirect splits, mav be
"pared. Different choices of entrainer may be compared, to an extent, since
.:1i":lerent entrainers will be associated with different optimum reflux ratios and
r ssoclated number of stages and hence different costs. The quantity of entrainer to
be added to a binary azeotrope may be varied, and the impact of the composition of
the feed to the column on process costs may then be examined using the capacity
variables.
7.6 Mean resir.ence time: A capacity variable for processes invoiving reaction.
The capacity variables of a separation process are analogous to the mean residence
time of a process involving reaction. Mean residence tin-e has become accepted as
a cost indicator of such processes, because it is related to the size of the reactor
required for a given feed flow rate, and because reactor volume dominates the costs
of these processes. Different types and configurations of ideal reactors may be
compared using mean residence time. For example, configurations of plug flow and
continuous stirred-tank reactors arranged in series, in parallel and in complex series-
parallel-recycle configurations may be compared. This facilitates the initial
evaluation of process flowsheet alternatives during process synthesis.
Mean residence time is sensitive to the extreme operating conditions of equilibrium.
Typically residence time (or the reactor volume required) increases sharply with
conversion as the reaction approaches equilibrium. Thus, equilibrium gives a limit
on the compositions which may be achieved by a process involving reaction, but
mean residence time indicates what conversions may be pf~).,ljcally achieved, anct
what the additional costs are cf improving conversion by some amount.
Mean residence time is a useful tool, allowing alternative flowsheets to be evaluated
anu compared at the early stages of process synthesis. This. variable has its short-
comings. For example, while the residence time might recommend t!le use of a
stirred-tank reactor for the given system kinetics and process feed, this is not
necessarily a practical solution for gas-phase reactions. Mean residence time cannot
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distinguish between vessels operating at high and ambient pressure; residence time
does not accommodate different materials of construction; residence time does not
incorporate costs of heating or cooling the teed or products of reaction. Mean
residence time is not well-suited to indicating the costs of non-ic.al reactors. ill
spite of these and other deficiencies, mean residence time has been accepted as a cost
indicator and has proven useful in ~".esynthesis of optimal flowsheets,
Mean residence time emerges naturally from the mass balance equations desc..ibing
ideal reactors, obviating the need for complex costing calculations. This variable h
a "capacity variable", in that it is a measure of the physical size or capacity of the
reactor or sequence of reactors required. It is the ratio of the reactor volume t:J the
vc: -etric flow rate of the feed, and thus has a physical interpretation, which aids
tht:. :"!.~,.ition of the design engineer.
7.7 Closing comments
A need tor cost indicators for VLE separation processes has been shown to exist.
In this work, a pail' of new variables have been introduced, and some ideas
concerning their use in proces.. synthesis and optimization have been developed .• The
overall capacity variables have been proposed as useful tools for process synthesis
in the light of the results for a number of '-.inary and ternary distillation examples,
as well as for a range of other separation processes. However, how these cost
indicators behave is not yet understood at a fundamental level. Some of the issues
which could be addressed in further work are noted below.
General rules about the behaviour (If the minimum overall capacity variables with
respect to product compositions are not known. It is not. known what controls, for
example, where the cost surfaces of two flash stages arranged in series and of two
flash stages arranged in series with reflux intersect. Therefore, rules cannot be
developed to describe the conditions under which it is more cost-effective to use the
serial arrangement (han the refluxed arrangement. It is not ~"'own what governs
whether, for a sequence of two distillation columns, a direct 01 an indirect split is
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more cost-effective, nor is it known under what conditions the use of mote complex
columns and configurations of columns would be beneficial. The overall capacity
variables of more complex columns (for example, with more than one feed, or with
more t.'lan two products, or either without reflux or without reboil) have not been
determined. Capacity vari ....bles for heterogeneous systems have not been defined.
A pair of new variables have been introduced in this work, arising out of a need to
compare various separation processes without costing them fully. These new cost
indicators have been explored theoretically and numerically. The capacity variables
of a r.tmber of examples of simulated VLE separation processes have been presented
and are shown to follow known trends in process costs. The foundations for a new
tool for process synthesis and optimization have been laid.
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"/ Appendix A
Transformation of Cost Functions
to a Common Basis
The original form of the cost correlation .. '1Ybe expressed in terms of the number
of stages, N, and the vapour flow rate, l, as presented in Table 4.2.
A.I McCabeand Smith (1956)
Column cost is approximately proportional to the total plate area (which is the
product of the number of plates and the cross-sectional area per tray). The tray
cross-sectional area is approximately proportional to tile vapour flow rate, i.e., the
diameter is proportional to V'. Thus the COiUIl".J1 cost is approximately proportional
to the product of the number of stages and the vapour flow rate:
(A. 1)
Utility costs increase with reflux ratio. The total cost is tile sum of the column costs
"
and the utility costs. Utility capital costs are not explicitly considered.
A.2 Nishimura and Hiraizumi (1971)
=
a'(column volume) + b'(heat duty) f
a" (N + 2) • (cross sectional area) + b'Q
a" (N + 2)c V + b' V(.1Hvop)
[a(N+2) + b]V (A.2)
TAC -
where the Q. is the heat duty, .AR,1p is the heat of vaporization of the mixture, which
is taken as constant. The cross sectional area is proportional to the vapour flow rate
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(i.e., the column diameter is proportional to ~).
A.3 Maloneet al. (1985)
Using me annualized capital cost correlation from Guthrie (1969):
TAC = (A.3)
since column height is proportional to the number of stages, N, and column diameter
is proportional to v"".
Linearizing the above equation, they obtained:
TAC = (A.4)
and found k/l0. = 0.1 to 0.4, i.e., that the TAC is more strongly dependent on the
vapour flow rate in the column than on the number of stages in the column,
A.4 Ftiher et al., (1985a)
Using the correlations of Guthrie (1969), and assuming that the cost correlation for
the column shell includes the cost of internals:
C(column) (A.S)
since the column diameter is assumed to be proportional to the square root 0;: tile
vapour flow rate.
Therefore:
. .
TAe -
,
C{column) + C(hcat exchangers)'{ Jdltilities)
ai'IfJ·Srr2f/J.S33 + bVO;6S+cV (A.6)
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A.5 Cheng and Liu (1988)
Citing Rathore et al., 1974:
(ita 1.7057 (R + l)D T/(1-p) \ (A.7)
where dia is the column diameter, T is the dew-point temperature of the vapour
stream leaving at the top of the column in Kelvin, {R+ 1)D is the Vap(Lh ilow rate
in til..; column and v is the vapour velocity in the column in m/hr, giver! by ~,=
25.31/p, where p is the operating pressure.
By rearranging' the previous equation, it may be shown that the column diameter is
proportional to the vapour flow rate in the column.
Column height 0.61/1] N + 4.27 = aN + (J (A. B)
where 1/ is the stage efficiency.
Citing Peters and Timmerhaus (1980), the installed Ce:ttUlllt cost, C(C((' i'1lJ1l): •
C(coll!mn) 4263.7 dia1.l292 H· (index)
V·1292(aN + (J) (A.9)oe
TAC ~- C(colurrm) + C(heat exchangers) + C(utilities)
aV·l7.9Z(aN + m + bVO·65 + cV (A. to)
where index is some cost index.
A.6 Knight and Doherty (1989)
Citing Peters and Thumerhaus (1980), for a column. operating at 80% of the
maximum vapeur velocity, with 24-inch tray spacing:
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{A.H)
where v is the vapour velocity in the column and vill is the maximum vapour velocity,
which may be considered fixed for a given system, since:
(A. 12)
where PL is the density of the liquid phase and Pv the density of the vapour phase,
The vapour velocity in the column may be given by the ratio of the volumetric flow
rate of the vapour, Q, to tht:.:cross-sectional area of the column, For a vapour which
obeys the ideal gas law, the following expression may be obtained:
dia :: [TO~pJ[ 4" rx,.-;dia2
(A. 13)
[TO~pJ= [4VR!'fl; ~ \"t-rdla .r
Therefore:
I
. V'dia ex d'la
(A. 14)
Of, equivalently:
dia oc 0'. (A.1S)
'\
Using the cost corre" Lions of Guthrie (1969), where column height is proportienat',
to the number of stages, since tray spacing is fixed:
C(shell)
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C(trays)
- aVO·:l61No.l!02 (A, 16)
- (index) ·4. 7diausH •N._ bVO·:l88N (A.lT)
TAC - C(shell) + C(t..rays) + C(heat exchangers) + C(utilities)
al,fJ.2fil,{'J.802 + bVl.388N + cV',f/C + dV (A.1S)
A.7 Remer and Cbai (l99C:;
Cost ee (Size)", where R is roughly constant for a given equipment type,
For towers, a number of values for J.? are presented. Two of these cited are:
1: C(tower, diameter fixed) oe (Size)O.70;
C(tower, height fixed) ee (Size)1.0 (Perry, 1963) (A. 19)
2: C(to;.ver, diameter fixed) ex (Size)1.0;
C(tower, height fixed) or. (Size)"? (IChE, 1977) (A,lO)
If dia ee Vh and height or: N, it follows:
1: C(column) ex Vh.lf·7
2: C(column) 0: lt~·35N
(A.2l,
(A.22)
The TAC would be calculated accordingly, adding utility capital costs and operating
costs.
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Appendix B
Derivation of Capacity Variables for VLE
Separation Processes
I
)\
This appendix contains detailed deriv~ns ..df the boiling and condensing capacity
variables for a number of separation processes, The results are summarized and
discussed in Chapter 5.
B.l Non-steady state processes
B.1.1 Sbnple dlstillatlon
A liquid of quantity If is boiled at a rate v moles per unit time. An equilibrium stage
is approximated. by a differential time period. The "feed" to the equilibrium stage
is Llh the "feed" capacity pair is (i<lu AIJ. The "product" capacity pair is (Klt+.&,
AIt+At). The amount of vapour produced, which is also the amounc of vapour leaving
the process is li,1J moles. The amount of liquid "produced" (i.e. ~in the still at the
end of the time period) is L It+At~ while the amount of liquid leaving the stage is zero
I.;
(for t + At less than It,vJ or L It,jiNd for t equal to ~1fMl' Therefore definitions for. I(
given by eqs, (S.la' and (5.1h) are identical in this case, However, the quantities
of liquid "produced" in and leaving the stage are not identical. Therefore the
condensing capacity of the p cess will be determined using both eqs. (S.2a) and
(5.2b).
A mass balance over the stage gives:
(B.l)
Hence:
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oaL '" -v
dt
(B.2)
This equality is true for all finite values of v.
Applying the definition of Je to the equilibrium stage, using either eq. (5.1b) or
(5.la):
I _.1'1- vAtK t+t:J - tq~ Lit (B.3)
Therefore:
(B.4)
Substituting eq. (B.2) into eq, (B.4) and integrating with respect to Land J( from the
initial conditions, namely L :::::L{l1 x = Jeo:
I( '" "" - In[;1
0..1
(B.5)
The total amount of vapour produced, V·, is:
t
V" '" 1 V' dt = La - .r.
o
(B.6)
The capacity of the accumulated vapour is the weighted average of the capacity
values of the incremental pal,kets of vapour:
(B.7)
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Since V" is given by eq, (B.6), /C. may be found from eq. (B.7).
The overall capacity of the process, "tN' is the weighted average of the capacity
variables of the product streams. The total feed to the process is Lo. The product
streams are the residual liquid, of quantity L and capacity «, and the accumulated
vapour, of quantity V· and eapacity e":
Lie.:» L" +- V· «"o (7'1
= LIC + L" - L" + v·o 0
.. LIC + lor.o 0
(B.g)
Therefore:
V"
" =IC+-tN 0 L
o
(B.9)
The change in the overall boiling capacity of Ute process is the ratio of the tqt?;' "
-,._'-\:
amount of vapour fanned in the process to the nett flow rate of the feed to the
process.
The condensing capacity of the process is determined below in terms of the quantity
of liquid leaving the equilibrium stage. It is supposed that only after completion of
the process, at t.twu, is the liquid removed from the still. Therefore, from eq, (5.2a):
(B.lO)
for f, + LU < t.Jwu. Therefore A = Ao. For t + At = ~:
'AI - 'AI + LII+At (B.ln,t.At - t ~
For small at, Llt+~\and Lit are approximately equal. Therefore eq. (B.ll)
becomes:
d). = 1 03.12)
Therefore AI t,flnill = Ao + 1.
The condensing capacity of the process does not change during the process, except
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in step-wise fashion at t =: t.ft",u, as shown in Fig. B.I.
A.
A.. + 1·······················......·
'------~-. timet_,
1..J------!
Fig. B.i Condens ng capacity of a simple distillation process.
The condensing capacity of the liquid in the still and the vapour leaving it are
identical, The condensing capacity of the accumulated vapour) }.,:,is calculated from
the following equation:
(B. 13)
The condensing capacity of all incremental amounts of vapour, except the last, is Ao.
The capacity of the last incremental amount of vapour is AD + 1. As At tends to
zero, a negligible error is introduced by substituting ~I.1tKo for the term ~At)" !t..,iM/'
Therefore the overall condensing capacity of the process may be calculated from the
following:
(B. 14)
Therefore:..,;
L
~ ::= A +-
<IV (I L
o
(B. 15)
That is, the change in the overall capacity of this process, ill terms of quantities
leaving the equilibrium stage, is the ratio of the total amount. of liquid leaving the
still to the nett feed to the process.
The condensing capacity of the process, in terms of the quantity of liquid
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"~I (I
"produced If, is determined below. In each equilibrium stage, a quantity L It+AI: of
liquid i~produced. Applying eq, (5.2b):
XI ,.. AI + LI'+6:
'+t./ t L I,
_ AI + Lit ... "fIllt
-, Lit
= >..1 + 1 _ vAt. tTl L,
(B. 16)
In the limit, as At tends to zero:
vdt
d"A :: 1 - -r (B. 17)
From eq. (B.l7) it follows that A increases infinitely with time, since in each of
infinitely many differential time periods, a quantity L It+At of liquid is "produced".
It would appear that an analysis of condensing in a process comprised purely of
boiling is not meaningful. Further mathematical examination of eq. (B.17) has not
been attempted.
It is not clear whether eq. (5.2a) or eq. (5.2b) is a more suitable definition of A for
this process. Eq. (B. 15)r in terms of the quantities leaving the stage, gives a result
which is consistent with eq. (B.9) and many results which will be presented later.
The meaning of eq. (B.!7), in terms of the quantities "produced" in the stage, is not
clear.
The simple distillation process is equivalent to a series of flash stages in each of
which a differential amount of vapour (of the bubble-point composition of the ~~)
is produced and the liquid product of which forms the feed to the next stage. In
section B.2.!, it may be seen that the change in A for each such :flash stage is 1.
Therefore A increases infinitely with the production of vapour. Eq. (B.12), which
applies eq. (5.2a), in terms of liquid leaving the stage, also reduces to this result if
the series of flash stages is modelled assuming that each flash stage is a complete
process, so that the remaining liqui« IS removed from the still after each incremental
time step. It seems quite plausible that the condensing requirements of a pure
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«(
boiling process are infinite.
The ambiguity arising from the alternative definitions of ).. tor this non-steady state
1>- ocess has not yet been resolved. The capacity variables tire proposed as cost
indicators for 'VLE separation processes. It is unlikely that the condensing costs of
a pure boiling J.lrocess would be of concern for the synthesis and optimization of
such a process. It is concluded that this ambiguity is not a significant obstacle to the
application of the capacity variables. For the rest of Section B.1 ~results'. -:both
definitions of K and A will be presented, for completeness, but contradictions
obtained will not be discussed further.
B.1.2 Simple condensation
A vapour of quantity Vassociate.d with capacity pair (K, A), is condensed at a rate
of c moles per unit time. An equilibrium stage may be approxif"""'It~j by a
differential time interval. The "feed" to the process is VI t, and the Cui' pair of
the feed is (/C Iu A IJ. The quantity of liquid leaving the stage, which is equal to the .
quantity of liquid produced in the stage, is tM. The quantity of vapour produced
in the stage is VI t+AH but no vapour leaves the stage, except when t + At is equal
•
to ~ and all the residual vapour is removed from the process.
The mass balance on the process is:
(B. 18)
Hell1ce:
dV = -c
dt
(B. 19)
Applying the definition of the condensation capacity to the equilibrium stage (eq,
(5.2a) or (5.20):
(B.20)
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Therefore:
(Be21)
Substituting dV = +cd: from eq. (B. 19) into eq. (B.21), and integrating, where the
initial conditions are A = AD and V = Vo:
A V 1idA = r -_ dV
A. v. V
h = A, = ln [i] (B. 22)
The condensed liquid may be accumulated over the same time period, the quantity
of which is C, and the condensing capacity of which is It:
t
L" = S edt = v - vo t1 (B.23)
The capacity of the condensed liquid is the weighted average of the capacity of the
incremental packets of liquid:
t
L"A· = StAdt
o
v
= - S A dV
~ [v]= - S (Ao - In - ) dVv. Vo
=VA -VA+L"o 0
(B.24)
Since V" is known, }..* may be Lund from eq. (B.24).
The overall condensing capacity of the process, Aov, is the weighted average of the
capacity of the two product streams. "the total feed to the process is Yo. Hence:
VA =VA+L*A*o ov
=VA+VA -VA+L*o 0 (B.25)
Therefore:
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(13.26)
The change in the overall condensing capacity of the process is the ratio of the total
amount of liquid formed to the total feed to the process.
The boiling capacity of the process is determined below in terms of the quantity of
vapour leaving the equilibrium stage. It is supposed that vapour is only removed
from the process at ~IMi' Therefore, from eq. (S.la):
(B.2?
for t + Ilt < ~.
Hence:
d« = 0 (B.28)
It follows that X = KQ for t + At < ~.
For t = f:Jwu, vapour, of quantity VIt..ftMl,is removed from the process:
(B.29
For small 41, the right-hand term of eq. (B.29) is approximately equal to 1. Hence:
d« "" 1 (B.30)
'Therefore ,\It,jI'nal =: J(D + 1. A step change in K, analogous to the step change in "
illustrated in Fig. B.1, is thus obtained at ~.
The boillng capacity of the accumulated liquid is given by:
t.fln4l
L" «" = J CK tit
o
tJiMl-Al
= J CK dt + CAtKltJ!nal
I)
(B.31)
As t1.t tends to zero, eq, (B.31) reduces to:
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tL ..s:" = SCI(." dt = L • 1(..,
o
(B.32)
The overall boiling capacity of the process is therefore:
(B.33)
Hence:
vI(. =1(. +~
(N () V
o
(B.34)
The change in overall boiling capacity of this process, in terms of quantities leaving
the process, is thus the ratio of the total amount of vapour leaving the process to the
nett feed to the process.
The boiling capacity of the process may also be defined in terms of the quantities of
vapour "produced" in the process. In each equilibrium stage, the quantity of vapour
"produced" is V!HAt. Applying eq, ($.lb):
KI '" "I + VI~
t+1ll t VII
= Kit + 1 _ cAt
VI,
(B.35)
Hence:
d« = 1 _ edt
V
(B.36)
From eq. (B.36), it follows that I(. increases infinitely with time, since in each of
infinitely many differential time periods, a vapour of quantity VI t+At is produced.
The ambiguity arising from the alternative ways of extending the definitions of I(. and
~ to non-steady state processes was discussed in Section B.1.1;,$t is suggested that
ambiguities arising out of an analysis of this pure condensing process in terms of its
boiling requirements do not form a major obstacle to the application of the capacity \1
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variables.
B.l.3 Simple dlstdlation with continuous addition of material
Consider a boiling process to which material ~"continuously added at a non-zero rate
of .t moles per 'unit time. The boiling and condensing capacity variables of the
added material are ,,' and h', respectively. The equilibrium stage is approximated
by a differential time period. The rt.!tt feed to the equilibrium stage is the sum of
the residual liquid, of quantity L, and the material added, of quantity JAt. The
vapour formed is in equilibrium with this mixture. The rate of vaporization is v
\ \
moles per unit time. "
From the mass balance:
(B.3?)
Hence:
dL '" .-=.l~V
dt
(B.38)
Ibis equation is true for all values of sand v.
The mean capacity of the feed to the stage, ie, is the weighted average of the capacity
variables of the two streams making up the nett feed:
(B.39)
Applying the definition of K (eq. (5.1a) or (~.lb» to an equilibrium stage:
- vAt
"I!+&' = « + Lit + sLit
_ LICit + SK At + vAt
- Lit + sAt
(B.40)
It is assumed that, for small At, the difference ,,'-K, evaluated at t+At, is
approximately equal to that difference evaluated at t. Therefore:
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i/
(BA1)
i'
It is further assumed that the rate of addition of ,{eed, s, and the boiling rate, V, are
constant, so eq. (13.38) may be integrated to obtain:
L = Lo + ($ - lilt (B.42)
If ,,' is constant, s;t:O, v;=O and $¢v, eq. (B.41) may be integrated over a time
period t as follows:
Simplifying this equation:
r ] -6ViI V L M" = Iff + -' - (Ill -" ... -) l-s "s L
Q
The quallt:i~ ~.,faccumulated vapour, produced over a time period t, is V·:
J ,
:
V· = S l> dt = Lo ....st - L
o
'[he capacityof the accumulated vapour, "., is give} by:
t
V· ,," = f"vi( dt
o
t[ V V [L + (S-V,)t,'J ~1,= J v K! + - - (,,' - "0 + -) I) at
o s $. LI) \ '
. . i _# •
= vt(,,' + -i) + (1(.' - "D + ])(L~ LN - LJ.
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i (B.43)
(B.44)
(B.45)
(B.46)
B.Il
Hence "~.may be determined, since V· is known from eq. (BAS).
,\
The overall boiling capacity I,f the process, """",is the weighted average of the
capacity variables of the product streams, where the nett feed to the process is
Lo+$t:
which, on substitution of eqs, (B.44) and (B.46), simplifies to:
(L + St)" = L" + $/1(' + vto ov D 0
The mean capacity of the nett ~4, Ko, is:
- "0[.,0 + ,,' st
KD = --::L~+-$-t-
Q
Therefore eq. (B.48) may be rewritten as follows:
- vt
" =. K +ov " -=L-.,;}-+-s~t
{B.47)
{B.4S)
(B.49)
(B.SO)
That is, the change in the overall boiling capacity of the process is the ratio of the
total amount of vapour produced to the total feed to the process.
The definition of condensing capacity of an equilibrium stage is ap, cd to this
process in terms of quantities leaving the process (eq, 5.2a). Since no liquid leaves.
an equilibrium stage, for t + At < ~:
where A. is the mean capacity of the feed to an equilibrium stage, given by:
(B.51)
It is assumed that )..' is constant. If it is assumed that for small At, and t + At <
t.J;."m, the difference A' - A., evaluated at t+At, is approximately equal to the difference
evaluated at t, then:
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L~ ~$(A' - A)
dl
(8.53)
which may be integrated for a time period 1~t< ~, where A = A"initially, and
).' ¢ :A:
(B.54)
Hence, for t I- II <: ~(iNI1:
-i
A = }I! - (Ai - Ao)(t)M
a
(13.55)
The residual liquid IlS removed from the process at ti.mc~. Therefore:
AI ,)mal = A + 1 (B.S6)
Hence:
Ajt,/'fnal = Al, + 1 + ; (}I! ~.x], ·to l)At
'"'
(B.57)
Therefore, as At tends to zero:
'the condensing capacity of the process for the accumulated vapour, A*,is given by
the integral:
t,tfMl
V*}.." = S fJA dt
o
'fiMJ-~
- S },A dt + l'AltJinalAt
o
{B.SS)
As .~ tends to zero, the right hand term of eq, (B.SS) is approximately equal to
vAtA, where X is given by eq. (B.55). Therefore:
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Ill* A" = r PAdt
o
= f V [A/-(AI - Ao)(Lo + l"(S-V)t)~l dt
G .... 0
I -v
= vtA' + 0.' - ho)(L}":V L ~ - Lo)
(b.5)
Smce V· is given by eq. (BA5), A*may be found.
The overall condensing capacity of the process, Aov~ is given by: (B.OO)
(Lo + st)Aov = L'Alt,JiMl + V" A·
r -.t ] -I= L },l-(A/-A)(.£)r-:-~'~.l ....+vtA' +0.' -Ao)(L(!::..)S=V -L,)x, "',' t.,= L A. + SiAl + L ' .
() 0
= (L + st)A + L_ 0 0
where A" is the weighted average of the condensing capaci.y variables of the two
feed streams, given by:
(L -to st)~ = L)' + stA'() 0" ~ (B.61)
~ombining the above two equations:
" - Lc',: '\ + .
"12' .f\(} L + st
o
(B.62)
These results show that the change in the overall condensing capacity of the process,
in terms of quantities of liquid leaving the process, is the ratio of the total amount
of liquid removed from the process to the nett feed to the process.
These results assume that the rates of vaporization, V, and feed addition, s, are
constant and non-zero, that the capacity values of the additional feed material, Ie' and
A', are constant with time, that v¢s, and that AI'#A.
Eq. (5.2b) defines A in tenus of quantities "produced", i.e., in the process at the end
of the differential time period:
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(B.63)
where K is given by eq, (B.52). Substituting for i, and assuming that the difference
A- A' evaluated at t + At is approximately equal to Utedifference evaluated at t:
d)" = 1 + .H)..' -)\) + ($ -v) dt
L
(B.64)
Therefore A increases infinitely with time.
B.l.4 Simple condensatkm with continuous addition of feed material
A vapour of quantity V is condensed at a rate of c moles per unit time. Material is
continuously added to the process at a rate of Ii moles per unit time. In this
discussion a and c are assumed constant. This capacity pair of the material added
is (IC', A'). An equilibrium stage is approximated by a differential time slice.
The mass balance gives:
Vlt+At = VII + (ult - CAt (.8.65)
'Therefore:
dV=a_c
dt
(B.66)
Integrating over a time t, where a and c are constant and initially V == Vo:
v = Vo + (a - c) t {B.67)
The nett feed to the stage is associated with condensing capacity, A, which is the
weighted average of the capacity variables of the two feed streams:
(R68)
Applying the definition of A to the equilibrium stage:
:- cAt
AII+At = A + V .6-+ Ii t
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Therefore:
(H.70)
Assuming that the difference X' -A, evaluated at t+!:J, is approximately equal to the
difference evaluated at t for small values of !:J, it may be shown that:
Vdh :; a(~1 - A) .+- C
dt
(B.71)
This expression may be integrated for a time period t, where ii.itially A = Aq:
..._!i_In [Vo .t- (a -C)t]
tJ,-c V
11
(B.72)
Therefore, for t + At < ~:
{B.73)
The condensed liquid may be accumulated over times; to form a product of quantity
L* and condensing capacity h*:
t
L * = S edt :: Vo + at - V
o
(B.74)
•
L *A * = J eX dt
o
== r c [hI + ~. - (AI - At) '10 c) [Yo .+ (a-C)\~] 1dt (B.75)
o a a Vo
d .•t
= tt{'A1 + ~) + (AI - Ao + ~)(Vq'T-Cv-r-;,t - Vo)
from which A*may be obtained.
The over,bll condensing capacity of the process, AOIIf is the weighted average of the
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capacity variables of the two products:
\~: + at» ...,.. = v)" + L * }..
= 'V A + atA' + ct
(I "
$.76)
The mean condensing capacity of the nett feed to the process, io, is given by:
(lt~ + at)>. = V}.. + (Uhf
(I (I (I (I
(B.77)
Therefore:
L'"A =A +.."..,---
01' 0 V +at
II
(B.7S)
That is, the change in overall condensing capacity for this process is the ratio of the
total amount of liquid condensed in the process to the nett feed to the process.
The mean boiling capacity of the feed to an equilibrium stage is given by:
(VII .~.aAt)i = VKlt + aAt,c' {S./9)
Since no vapour leaves the equilibrium stage, jt follows from eq. (S.la), which
defines I( in terms of thequantities leaving the process:
•
(B.80)
for t + 1lt < t1in4l•_'
Combining eqs. (B.79) and (TI.80), for t + M < ifln.u:
(Vir ",.aAt)"L+At "" V.lClt + aAt,,' (B.8!)
It follows that:
v.dl( = a(x' - I()
tit
(B.82)
if it is assumed that the difference "'_,, evaluated at t+At is equal to that at t for
small 1M.
From the mass balance:
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V = lIo + (d: - c)t (B.67)
Integrating eq. (B.82) from the initial conditions, i.e., /C = Ko, where /c' ¢ K:
j d/C::S d: dt
K. It! - /C 0 Vo + (a-c)!
-In.[ /(.1 - K] = -~ln [_Vi:' + (a-c)tJ""
.1 _ /C a -c Vr. II II
(B.83)
The following result is then obtained for t + At < t.Jw,z:
(B.84)
When t + At = f.tr"aJ, the amount of vapour removed from the equilibrium stage is
approximately equal to the feed to the stage, therefore:
/(.1 - j( + Vlt+Al =: K +< 1
t+tJ - Vlt + d:At (B. 85)
It follows from eq. Q',t85) that:
(B.S6)
As At tends to zero, IC It,jtMl is given by:
V -<I
IC "" ¥! - <K' -lCo)(V)T-i! + 1
o
(B.S7)
The boiling capacity of the accumulated liquid, IC·, is the weighted average of the
capacity variables of the constituent liquid elements.
l,jUl.l t,j£'I4l-!:J
L • /(..:: S CK. dt » S tIC dt + cAtlClt.f1ll4i
o 0
(B.8S)
For small tlt, a negligible error is introduced by using K given by eq. (B.84) in the
right hand term of eq. (B.8S). Therefore:
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il
\\
. (fs.89)
The overall boiling capacity of the process, ICqv, may be obtained by combining eqs,
(B.87) and (B.89):
(Vo + at) ICqv = VIC + L .,IC·
:: VI( + atx! + Vo 0
(B.90)
The weighted average of the boiling capacity variables df the feed streams to the
process is given by:
-- Vol(o + tl.tK'
I( = ----o V + ato
(B.91)
Hence:
- y'
/(. ::: I( + ---
ov 0 V + ato
(B. 92)
The change in the overall boiling capacity of this process, in terms of quantities
!
leaving the process, is the ratfb of the total quantity of vapour to leave the process
to the nett feed to the process,
These results assume that the rates of condensation, c, and feed addition, Q, are
constant and non-zero, that the capacity values of the additional feed material, 1(' and
A', are constant with time, that c~ti, and that /(,';eIC.
Usmg eq, (5.1b) to defme .c in terms of the quantities in the process at the end of the
time interval:
(B.93)
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where A is defined by eq, (B.79). Assuming that the difference J('-K evaluated at
t + M is approximately equal to that difference at t:
a(IC" -IC) + M-c)dtd I( = 1 + --:.._"_;..,,..,.-.:..'_...:..
V
(B.94)
Therefore " increases infinitely with time.
B.2 Equilibrium flash processes
B.2.l Single flash stage
A single flash stage, with a feed of molar flow rate F and capacity variables "F and
AF is partially vaporized 11\\a single flash stage into a liquid product of flow rate L
\\
and a vapour product of flO:v rate V. The flash stage is an equilibrium separation
stage. The definitions of" and A may be applied as follows:
v~
" "" "F + -F (B.95)
LA;:::Ap+- ~T ~.96)•
The capacity values of the vapour and liquid streams are identical, as they are the
equilibrium proe'ects from a single stage.
The overall cap city of the process is the weighted average of the capacity variables
of the two product streams, therefore Kw = " and Aov = A.
B.2.2 Single flash stage with recycle
Consider a flash process where a fraction a (where 0 < ex S; 1) of the vapour
product is recycled and mixed with the feed to the process of flow rate Fp, as shown
in Fig. B.2. The nett feed to the flash stage, of flow rate F1, is a mixture of the
ieed to the process and the recycled vapour product, of quantity sxV, where the
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V(. -.VOOuctflow rate from the flash stage is V. The capacity variables of the
\ - / /---
ne, . .eed to the equilibrium flash sm.( \'fC! and AI'
;)
Lxl
Fig. B.2 A single flash stage w!'h a portion of the vapour recycled.
aVJ.:A (1-a)J
TVlCl
F F,•
l.:'f A.,: lC~1, - ,.
Applying the deflnitions of K and A to the equilibrium flash stage:
(B.9?)
(B.9S)
But "1 and Al are given by the weighted averages of the capacity variables of the two
streams making up the nett feed to the equilibrium stage;
'I
Fl "1 = ~\1KF + ex VIC
\
(B.99)
I
F A ~'F A + 0: VA1 1 I) 11 (B.lOO)
Therefore it can be shown that:
(B.lOl)
(B. 102)
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"Since Lie two product streams, of quantities (l-(X) Vand L, both are associated with
'::.-
Ute capacity variables Ie and A, the overall precess capacity K;' ~.:...:A\,~~d~1' ~ A, as
given by eqs. (..1:1 01) and (B. 102) above: that is, the change in the\~'er3Jl boiling
(or condensing) capacity of the process is the ratio of the total rate of vapour (or
liquid, respectively) production within the process to the total flow rate of the feed
to the process. (While the total vapour product obtained from this process is of tlow
rate (l-a)V, the total vapour production rate wE,thin the process is v.) This result
arises from the definitions of " and A for an equilibrium stage, which are based on
the feed and product\'f!0i rates to that equilibrium stage, as opposed to the process
':.;. )'
as a whole.
XX).
F. F1
XF~ K'1 ).1
LlC
aL lC ). (1-a}L 1C).
Fig. D.3 A single flash stage with a portion of the liquid recycled.
Consider also the process shown in Fig. B,.3, in which a portion a (where 0 S; a,
~ 1) of the liquid product from the flash stage is recycled and mixed with the feed,
of flow rate FF and capacity variables "I?and Ap as in the previous case. The mixing
rule is applied to find the capacity variables of the feed to the equilibrium stage, Kt
and A1:
(B. 103)
(B. 104)
The definitions of JC and A for an equilibrium stage are appli~ j to show that:
,I
V'
JC = Kl + -. (B. lOS)r.
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Lx :;:Ai + -F
1
(B. 106)
By combining eqs. (B.lOl), (B.103), (B.I02) andi{B.104), it may be shown that:
V
Ie:;:" +_
F F
f1
(B.107)
A=}.. .. +!:_
.' F
D
(B. lOS)
Since, as before, both product streams have the same capacity variables, " and A, the
overall capacity variables of the process are KIN = JC and Aov'.::: A~ that is, the change
~ I
in the overall belling (or condensing) capacity of the process is the ratio of the total
rate of production of vapour (or liquid, respectively) within the process to the total
flow rate of the feed to the process.
B.2.3 Two nash stages arranged in series
The product of the first flash stage may form the teed to a second flash stage, as
shown in Fig. BA. The feed, to the second stage, of flow mte F', is the mixture of
some portion of the two products of the first flash stage:
F' - aV + RL- i fJ 1 (B. 1(9)
where 0 S ex ~ 1 and 0 < (J ~ 1, and Vi and Ll are the vapour and liquid product
flow rates, respectively, ot the first flash stage.
4t:2~
!...-..-_._--+(1~P)Lt 1Cf At
Fig, B..i Two flash stages arranged in series.
r-------+ (1-a)V, ICtA!
V2 'lCzA,.
The capacity pair of the feed to the second-stage is (lCh }..1):
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\~\, o
v.
'" _" .I. 1....1 - r.p . -
F
(B.95) .
I
I(B.96)
(Rll0)
!":nthe second flash stage, the flow rates of the vapour and liquid products fanned
are V2. and Lz respectively. Applying the capacity definitions to the second flash
stage:
Eqs. (B.95) and (B.96) may be substituted into the above equations to show that:
{B.Ill)
Combining eqs, (3.110) and (D.111):
(B.H2)
The process then has a number of product streams, with quantities and capacity
variables as follows:
Product quantity Boiling capacity Condensingcapacity
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"2
The overall process capacity is the weighted average of the capacity variables of the
product streams:
(B.l13)
FA(Y'I = (1-0')V1A1 + (1-f3)L~t..1 + lo;~ + L2Az
:.: (F - FI)Al + F/~~
s (F - FI>[>.p +~;j
'"' FAF + Ll + L'}.
+ F' [AF + L1 + ~]
F F'
(B.114)
Therefore:
(B.IlS)
(B. 116)
The change in the overai '::.~.iling(or condensing) capacity of the process is the ratio
of the total rate of formation of vapour (or liquid, respectively) within the process
to the nett flow rate of the feed to the process.
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:8.2.4 Two flash stages arranged inparallel
A feed may be split Into two portions, of flow rates .,iF and (l-N,)F, where 0 :S a
S 1. These two streams are fed into two flash stages arranged in parallel, as shown
in Fig. B.S.
V1lC1 ~
aF
_j~ Vz~~
(1-a~
4X':l~
Fig. B.S Two flash stages arranged in parallel.
The definition of the capacity variables may be applied to each of equilibrium stages.
Streamflow tate Boilin~ capacity Condensingcapacity
where: •
(B.ll?)
Ll
Al = f..F "'" -aF
L). -A + 2
"2 - 'P (l-a)F
(B.IlS)
The overall capacity of the process is the weighted average of the capacity variables
of the product streams:
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{B.11~)
Similarly:
PAOlI = ~Al ... LxAl + V;~ .;.~"A.,_
= aF{A
F
.;. Ll) + (1_a)F().p + L2 )
aF (l-a)F
= FAF + Ll + L2
(B. 120)
Therefore:
(B. 121)
L. + T'\ ,...'\ + • ~"'011 _. "'F . F (B. 12'2)
i.e., the change in the overall boiling (or condensing) capacity of the process is the
ratio of the rate of vapour (or liquid, respectively) production within the process to
the flow rate of the feed to the process.
B.2.5 Two flasb stages arranged in series with reflux
Consider the process illustrated in Fig. B.6, in which the feed, of flow rate F, is
added to the first flash stage of two flash stages arranged in series with reflux. The
vapour and liJ!llIDproducts of the first stage are of flow rates VI and Lb =spectively,
with cap~iity pair (K" AI)' The flow rates of the products of the second stage are
V2an~'~' with capacity pair (K2' A2J. The flow rate of the nett feed to the first stage
• I,
IS F',~here F' = F + ~.,
\\,
L, 1172 1';
Fig. B.6 Two flash stages arranged in series with reflux. with feed
added to tbe first flash stage.
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The mean boiling capacity of the feed to the first stage, 1(,-, is given by:
I
(B. 123)
The definition of the capacity variables may be applied to the two equilibrium flash
stages:
V1
1C ;: x· + -
1 F*
Therefore eq, {B.125) becomes:
F L2 VI"1""-}\.F + -"2 ""-F" F* F·
Combining eqs, {B.124) and (B.126), it may be-shown that:
Lz V; Vi
"1 = KF + F V + F
1
F + L~ V; l~
~ ::: K.F + - - + -
F Vi F
(B. 124)
(B. 125)
I
1~
~
I,
I
;
I
I
(B.J26)
(B. 127)
The overall process capacity, ICov, is the weighted average of the capacity variables
of the two products:
+ i]
Therefore:
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(B. 128)
B.28
A = A·I (B. 130)
V;+V;
F
(B. 129)
that is, the change in the overall boiling capacity of the process is the ratio of the
total amount of liquid produced within the process to the feed to the process.
Th.e condensing capacity may be similarly treated. Applying the definition of A to
the first stage:
(B. 131)
Applying the definition of X to the second stage:
A1 and A2 may thus be determined;
(B. 132)
The overall process capacity, Aqv, may therefore be determined:
(B. 133)
Therefore:
.~
L + T') _, + 1 '"""l
Hew - I\p F (B. 134)
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that is, the change in the overall condensing capacity of the process is the ratio of
the total amount of liquid produced within the process to the feed to the process.
(13.135)
j
2
~;
I
1
For the case where the feed is added to the second stage of the p;: :>CeSS, as shown
in Fig. B.7. the defiaition of the capacity variables may be applied to each stage as
before:
L
V11C. A1
iF lCF AF
V1.1C2
1 1C, At .... -- ~~
t, 1(:1. ,A,:I.
Fig. B.7 Two flash stages with reflux; feed added to the second flash
stage.
Itmay be shown that:
(B. 136)
As before, the overall boiling capacity of the process may then be shown to be:
(B.137)
Similarly, for the condensing capacity:
Ll
A1 = Az + -Ll,
). =A* +!i.
''2 F"
(B. 138)
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Combining the above equations, it may be shown that:
{B. 139)
Again, the change in the overall process capacity is the ratio of the total amount of
liquid produced to the feed to the process.
B.3 Distillationcolumn
The capacity variables for a si11l-- 'Fstillation. column are determined below. The
following simplifying assumptions ate used to describe the behaviour of the column:
the feed is saturated liquid
the products are saturated liquids
there is constant molar overflow
each stage is ideal, i.e., fIn equilibrium stage.
It follows from these assumptions that;
4
the liquid flow rate, L, is constant in the rectifying section, and equal to rl),
where r is the reflux ratio and D is the distillate flow rate.
the vapour flow rate, V, i~ constant throughout the column, and equal to
(r+ l)D or equivalently sB~where s is the reboil ratio and B the flow rate of
the bottoms product.
the liquid flow rate in the stripping section, L', is constant, and equal to F+L
(where F is the feed flow rate) or equivalently, (s+ l)B.
The capacity variables for the column will be determined by applying the capacity
definition to equilibrium separation stages in the rectifying and stripping sections of
the column, and by applying the mixing rules to the stage at which the feed is
introduced. Results will be proved by induction.
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B.3.1 Boiling capacity
It wiI1 be shown that the overall boiling capacity of the process is the ratio of the
total rate of vapour production within the process to the feed flow rate to the
proo-x, This will be proved by applying the definition of #c to the condenser and
the first tray in the rectification section of the column, and proving results for the
boiling capacity of an arbitrary stage in this section of the column by induction. The
definition of iC will then be applied to the reboiler and the first stage of the stripping
section of the column. The boiling capacity for an arbitrary stage in this section of
the column will be found by induction. Lastly, these results will be applied til the
stage at which the feed is introduced, and general results will be obtained by proving
a number of smaller results by induction, and combining these results using the
definition of overall process capacity.
I
I
i
l
!
I
i
B.3.l.1 Rectification section
Condenser
The definition of iC is applied to the condenser shown in :E'~g.B.S; no vapour is
formed in the condenser:
(B. 140)
Fig. B.8 Condenser: distillation ccsumn. Flow rates and capacity of
process streams.
First stage
As shown in Fig. B.9, the first stage of the rectification section is fed by the vapour
from the second stage and the liquid from the condenser (zeroth stage).
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Fig. B.9 First stage of rectification section. Flow rates and capacity
of process streams.
The nett feed has quantity F' = L+V = 2(l'+1)D and capacity, "·1 given by
(Z+ Vjlt = LKp + Vl(z' Applying the definition of I( to the first stage:
.. V
1(1=1( +_
F"
r r+l r+l= --I( + ---K +--2r+l 0 2r+1 2 2r+l
(B. 141) i..
I( ._ K + 1
1 - 2 (B. 142)
By substituting eq, (B.140) it may be shown that;
Nstages
The following shall be proved by induction:
(B. 143)
For case n = 1, it has been shown in eq, (B.142) that 1(1 = 1(2 + L Thus eq,
(B. 143) holds for n = 1.
Eq. (B. 143) is assumed to be true for j and shown to be true for j+1.
The (j+ 1th) stage in the rectification section is fed by the liquid leaving ther stage
and the vapour leaving the (j+2th) stage. Therefore rIC- = VKj+2 + LlCj. Applying
the definition of I( to the (j+1th) stage:
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7+1.... 7 r+l
'S+1 ::; KJ+22;':;' r ' ~2r+f -I- 2r+1
1 )-1 1r+ 7 [ + 't"(_!_\k] + ~
.: Kjv2 2r+1 + 27+ 1 "i+! t.~a r+l' 'Ir+1
(B. 144)
Therefore, it can be shown that:
(B. 145)
Thus eq. {B.143) is shown true for all n ;;::1.
The symbol SII is introduced to denote the sum:
(B. 146)
The following equations may then be written:
ICD ::: /Co
= /C1'
::: /C2 + 81
= "'3 + Sl + 82 (B.147}
= s-:
= KN + } S..... .
i"l
where N is the total number of stages in the rectification section of the column,
Stripping section
The stripping section is numbered from the bottom of the column: the reboiler is
thus the zeroth stage of the column section.
Reboiler
The reboiler is illustrated in Fig. B.W. Applying the definition of /C to the reboiler,
it is found that:
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I I .I V S"B :: "0 = "1 + - = "1 + -L' s+1 ('B. 148)
v y,:' A1< IL'lC' l'"'"0 fJ> , '2
I"..J.-~ B te' J...'
~--+B B
Fig. B.I0 Reboiler of distillation column. Flow rates and capacity
of process streams,
First stage
As shown in Fig. B.11, the first stage of' the stripping section is fed by the vapour
leaving the reboiler (the zeroth stage) and the liquid leaving the second stage.
Therefore F'" = {2s+ 1)8 and F 1(* = ;)B!(~+ (s+ 1)B"2'
Fig. B.ll First stage of stripping section. Flow rates and capacity
of process streams.
Applying the definition of" to the first stage, and substituting eq, (B.148), it may
be shown that:
(B. 149)
M stages
The following will be proved by induction:
I I"1fI = /(",+1 (B. 150)
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For case m = d. it has been shown in eq, (B.148) that eq. (B,150) is true.
Eq, (B. 150) is assumed to be true fo;.'j and shown to be it true for j+ 1.
The (j+ Ilh) stage in the stripping section is fed by the liquid from the (j+214) tray
above and by the vapour from the.f tray below. Applying the definition of 1(:
I • ~r
Kj+l =" +-p.
3 I s+l I S= ...__ Kj + --", ..1. + -
1s+l z--: 13+1
s [I ) S \k+l1 s+I I S= --.... Kj+l + L (-J + -.lCj+2 + -. -7St1 1;.. 0 s+1 2$+1 2s+1...
(B.151)
The above equation may be rearranged to give:
)+1
I I 't'" { S )k+1
K)+1 = K)+2 ... .I.J -I"
.1:..0 $+
(B.152)
Thus eq. (B.150) is shown to be true for all m ~ O.
The symbol Um is iatroduced to denote the sum:
(B 153)
The following equations may then be written:
(B.I54)
=
where M is the total number of stages in the stripping section of me column.
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B.3.1.3 Feed tray mixing
For a column with N stages in the rectification section and M stages in the "tripping
section, the feed is introduced as a saturated liquid above the Jyfh tray of the stripping
section, as shown in Fig. B.12.
Fig. B.12 Mixihg of streams at the feed tray. Flow rates and
capacity of process streams.
The feed is of flow rate F and capacity Kp The vapour leaving the }..r stage and that
entering "~e d' stage are identical in flow rate, composition and capacity. The
,I:
liquid entering the if' stage is a mixture of the liquid leaving the d' stage and the
feed. Therefore this mixture has a mean capacity, K, which is the weighted avenge
of the capacity of the two constituent streams. For consistency ~ the liquid stream
entering the M_1ii stage of the stripping section will be denoted by the subscript M+ 1,
and the vapour stream entering the Ni' stage of the rectification. section will 00
denoted by the subscript N+ 1. Itmay thereforeJpe written:
(B. 155}
, F '£
"" ..1 = --K.~ + --leN.• F+L " F+L $.156\
Combining eqs. (B. 147), (B. 154), (B,155) and (13.156):
(B. 157)
and:
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(B. 158)
From eqs, (B.IS7) and (B.158), the overall capacity of the proc, 'S may be
determined:
N II= FICF -i- D(rsN + L s,t) + B{su/rl + I:u.\:)
.t-l 1.:-0
The following will be proved by induction:
FIC(N = FICF + V(N + M + 1)
It is noted that V = D(r+ 1) and ~IlatV = sB.
I;
First it is shown that the folloWing is true for all n:
r r 11 r .
7(--1)" + S,,+1 = r(-)" + r (-)' =: r + 1 ,
N ~1 ~ Nl
Eq. (B.161) is true for case n ::::D since:
I'
II
II
It is assumed that cq~J{B.161) is true for j and shown to be true for l+ 1:
~ j
r(_:_ y+1 + 1:(~y = r(~ y+1 "i- (~y+1 -to !:(_'!_)I
r+I i-O r+I r+l 7+1 i-O r+l
r :: j r "~r(-,y ...r (--'-:-/
r+l la\) r+l
= r + 1
Thus eq. (B.161) is true for all ,. ~ O.
Using this result, the following will be proved by induction:
N
r'SN + r s, "" (r + l)n
i-I
It is first shown that eq, (H.164) is true for case N = 1:
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(B.lS9)
(B. 1(0)
(8.161)
(B. 162)..
(B. 163)
(B.I64)
B.38
(B. 165)
It is then assumed that eq. (B. 164) is true for case j, and shown to be true for case
i+l:
j+1 t: . r j
rSf•1 + LSi = r E (-1't + sN .!- LSIi.l .t-o r+ i-I
r . J::r(-Y + rs. + S'1 + r s.r+1 J J+ i..1'
=: r(_!_Y + S'j 1 + (r + I)}r+l ..
= (r ... 1) + (r + 1)j
::. (r + 1) (i + 1)
(B. 166)
Thus eq, (B.164) is true for N ;;:::I.
The following is assumed to be true for all m:
lB. 167)
Fir:;:, .' ~.' (B.167) is shown to be true for m = 0:
f (2.._).t+l + S(_!_)1 - S + s_!._ = 3
.t~o s-+l s+1 - s+l s+1
(B. 168)
...
Then it i;.' assumed ~hateq. (B.167) is true forj and shown to be true forj+Z:
~ . J
"E (2.._jk+l + S(_!_y+2 = E (....!..).t+l + (s + 1)(2....y+2
.t-o s+l s+1 1e0 s+l 3+1
= E(_!_),;..l +S(..!_y+l
,t-o s+l 3+1
= s
Thus eq. (B.1.67) is true for all m ~ O.
(.8.169)
It must be shown that the following is true for all m:
m
S V.R ofo z::; cri :: S (m + 1)
i-d
(B. 170)
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First it is shown that IU!~ (B.170) is true for m = 0:
o I)
SiT + r d. ::: (3 + 1) 0' = (s + 1) E (_.!... t+t = .r
11 1-0 I 11 1-0 oS+1 @.171)
It is then assumed that eq, (B. 170) is in ~h\j and shown. to be true for l+1:
SOj+l
}+1 J
+ r CT, ::: (s I- 1)0;+1 .. 1.: 0',
jkl) I-I)
J~l J
= (s + 1) r (_!_)k+l + I:a,
.t..o $+1 1..0
J
... "J + S{_!_y+l + S(1; + r (It
.)'+1 . 1.0
:::S + s(j + 1)
:::s(j + 2)
(B.172)
It follows that eq. {B.170) is true for all M ~ O.
It has been shown that:
N AI
FIC(1V ::: F"F -t D(rsN + 1: Sk) + B(SO'M + EO',)
k.t .t-o
{B. ISO)
and that:
N
rSN + :E Si = (r + l)N
'..I
(B:l64)
and that:
Itt
SUM + 1: O"i = sCM + 1)
i·1)
(B. 170)
Since V = (r+ l)D and V = sB, it follows that:
F,,(1V == FlCp + V(N + M + 1) (B. 160)
i.e. :
V(N + M + 1)
" :::"p + --0" F (B. 173)
In other words, the change in overall capacity of the column distillation process is
the ratio of the total amount of vapour produced (a flow rate V in each of NO"i ~.
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stages, pblS a flow rate V produced in the reboiler) to the total flow rate of the feed
to the process. This result has been proved for N 2: 1 and M 2: 0 and will be
proved for N = 0 inthe following section, so that eq. (B.173) holds for all N ;;a O.
B.3.1.4 Completion of proof
I
!
Eq. (B. 173) is valid for N :?:; i and M 2: O. To further generalize this result, it is
necessary to show that eq. (B. 173) is true for all values of N. In particular, this
equation must be shown true for N equal to zero, which is the case where the feed
is added immediately below the condenser, as shown in Fig. B.13.
Fi~. 11.13 Flow rates and capacity variables of process streams for
the case N equal to zero.
In this case, the results for the shipping section, namely, eqs, (EU50) and (B. 154),
hold. The rectification section consists only of a total condenser, which is the zeroth
stage. Therefore:
(B. 140)
The liquid leaving the zeroth stage is mixed with the feed to form the liquid feed to
the lffh stage of the stripping section, and the vapour leaving the kfh stage is t.'1e
vapour feed to the condenser, as shown in Fig. B.13. Therefore:
(B,174)
and:
I F L F L I
KM+l = -11.1: + --/CD = -"F + -"AIL+F L+F L+F L+F (B. 17S)
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But eq. (13.154)holds for the stripping section, hence:
(B. 176)
Similarly, eq, (B. 15:0)holds, hence:
(B. 177)
Eqs. (B. 175) and (B. 177) may be comblned to show that:
I F L (' .
"M+l ::0: -- KF + --- "M+l + aAt)L+F L+F
. L
::t KF + FdM
(B. 17S)
Bqs. (B. 174), {B.176) and (B. 178) may be combined to determine the overall boiling
capacity of this distillation »lumn:
{B.179)
From eq. (B.170) it follows that:
V
KiN = I(.F + F (M + 1) (B.180)
which is identical to eq. (B.173) for the case N equal to zero. Hence eq, (B.173)
is true for all N 2 0 and all M ~ O.
B.3.2 Condensing capacity
In this section the condensing capacity of a simple distillation column will be
determined. The same assumptions are made as for the determination of the boiling
capacity cf the column, as discussed in Section B,J, 1 of this appendix. The results
are proved by induction.
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..
D.3.2.t Rectification section
Condenser
Applying the definition of h to the condenser of Fig. B.8:
(B.181)
First stage
The first stage is fed by the vapour from the second stage and the liquid from the
flrst stage, as shown in Fig. B.9, This mixture has capacity X", Applying the
capacity definition to the first stage:
At:: A* +.!:.-
F*
r A r+l Az r
:= 2r+l o + 2r+l + 27+1
{B. 182)
Substituting eq, (B,i81) into the above, it may be shown that:
(B)83)
N stages
The following will be proved by induction:
A-A +(r)II+':'(')1:
II - 11+1 -r 1 ,.. -, 1+ 1;-1 +
(B. 184)
For the case n = 1, it has been shown in eq. (13.188)that eq, {B. 189) holds.
Eq. {B. 184) is assumed to be true forj, and shown to be true forj+1. The (j+llh)
stage is fed by the vapour leaving the (j+21h) stage and the liquid leaving the I'
stage. Applying the Q~finition of A:
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x =A·""!:_'J+l' FO
7+1 7 7
= 2r+ 1Aj+2 + 2r+ 1~ + 27+1 (B. 185)
r+ 1 r [ r y J~ r \kJ r= -A')+2 + - A'+1 +(- + l.(-J +-2r+1 2r+1] 7+1 k.,l r+1 27+1
from which it may be shown:
(B.i86)
Thus eq, (B.184) is shown true for all n ;;:::1.
The following shall be proved true by induction:
(B. 187)
This statement is true for case n = 1, since eqs, (B.18'1) and (B.183) may be
combined as follows:
rAD = "-z + 2 - - + 1r+l (B. 188)
Eq. (B. IS?) is assumed to be true forj and shown to be true forj+l by substituting
eq. (B. 186) into eq. (B.18?):
Thus eq. (B. 187) is true for all n ~ 1.
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B.3.2.2 Stripping section
Reboiler
Applying the definition of A to the reboiler illustrated in Fig. B.lO:
AB' = Ao' -= A'l ... !!_ :::.;'AI + _1_
L' 1 s+1
.First stage
(B. 190)
The first stage is fed by the vapour from the reboiler (zeroth) stage and the liquid
from the second stage, as shown in Fig. B.ll. The capacity of the nett feed to the
first stage is therefore given by: (V+L'» .. " = VA~+ VAl' Applying the definition
of ).. to the first stage:
)..~ = ).." + L'
p-
= _:!_A~ + s+l Ai + s+1
2s+1 1$+1 2~+1
= ~(A~ + _1_) + s+1 A~ + .s+1
1$+1 s+1 2s+1 2s+1
= Ai + _1_~ + 1
s+l $+1 ~ •
M stages
It is proposed that the following statement is true:
\' _ \.'
I~ - I~+t
1 m-l+ _(_2'_)m + r. (~)A:
s+1 $+1 .t.o $+1
This will be proved true by induction.
For case m = 1, it has been shown in eq. (B.191) that eq. (B. 192) is true.
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(B. 191)
(B. 192)
B.45
Eq. {B.192) is assumed true for j and shown to be true for l+1. The (j+1*) stage
is fed by the vapour leaving the/, stage and the liquid leaving the (;+2*) stage.
Therefore the capacity of the nett feed to the (j+111l) stage is the weighted average
of the capacity of these stages:
(B. 193)
Thus eq. {B. 192) is shown true for all m ;::: 1.
The following will be shown to be true by induction:
{B.194)
A~ = A~ = A~ + __1__
s+1
= A~+ _1_ _:_ + _!_ + 1
05'+1s+1 s+1
(B. 195)
. For case m = 1, e( (B.190) and (B.191) may be combined to show that eq,
{B. 194) is true:
Eq. (B.194) is assumed to be true for casej, and shown to be true for casej+l:
Thus eq. (B.194) is shown true for all m ~ 1.
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B.3.2.3 Feed stage
Consider a column which has N stages in the rectification section and M. stages in
the stripping section. The saturated liquid feed is introduced above the },fh stage of
the stripping section, as shown in Fig. B.12. Since the feed is saturated liquid, the
capacity of the vapour stream leaving the ~ stage of the stripping section is equal
to the capacity of the vapour stream entering the Nh stage of the rectifying section,
that is:
~i(B·197)
The mixture of the feed and the liquid leaving the N" stage of the rectification
section has capacity X"given by:
(B. 198)
The sums fa and gIlt are defined in the following way:
and:
f. (r \II .:. ( r 'k,,= r+1' +- k.~1 r+1) (B. 199)
g = _!_ (..!_)", + "'£ (_':_)k
'" s+I s+l .1:.0 Sot 1
(Bt200)
Therefore eqs. (B. 184) and (B.192) may be rewritten as follows:
and:
(B.201)
~ = ~+1 + s; (B.202)
Substituting in the relationships given above for ~+1 and 'A.f.r.+h it may be shown
that:
and:
(B 203)
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(8.204)
It follows from eqs. (B.201) and (B.203) that:
L. F+L
AN"~ = "F + F.iN + =r!« (B.205)
The overall condensing capacity of the proce~s is the weighted average of the
capacity of the process streams. By combining eqs. (B.I8?) and {B.194), it may be
shown that:
N
FA~. "" FA I' + D[r":. + I: (N+2 - k)(_!_Y' .;. J 1 +
V' h. k.l ;r+I .ij
M AI !i (B.206)
B-1 ~ { S)1; " (M k)' S \...,..1.113gM + -1 '-'-1 +.L. - {-1 / J •. s+ e-o s+ A;.O s+ ..
Itwill be proved by induction that the change in overall condensing capacity of this
distillation column is the ratio of the total rate of liquid production in the column to
the feed flow rate to the column. The total rate of liquid production is a rate L =
rD in each of the N stages of the rectification section, and a rate L+D in the
condenser, a rate L' = (s+ l)B in each of the M stages of the stripping section, and
a rate B in the reboiler. Therefore, it will be shown that eq. (R206) is equivalent
to:
FA"" = FA.F + D(r(N+ 1) + 1) + 8«s+ I)M + 1) (B.20?)
'This equivalence will be proved inductively, by showing that the coefficients of D
in eqs. (B.206) and (B.207) are equal, as are the coefficients of B.
First, it is shown that the following is true for all n:
r '" rr(-)'* + L (--l == r
r+l l;.t r+l
(B.208)
Eq. (B.208) ls true for case n := 1 since:
(B.209)
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I
1
1
I
Eq, (B.208) is assumed true for j and shown true for j+1:
(B ,,!Ap','-1"' I
\ '
It will further be shown that the following is true, where!. is given by eq. (B..199):
If
rf. ,~L (n+2 - k)(_!_)1: + i := r(n+ 1) + 1
If 1-1 r+1
(B.211)
Eq, (B.211) is true for case n = 1 since:
1 7rft + 1.: (1 +2 - k)( __ )k + 1
k ..l z+l
1= r[(_!_)l + r (~).t] + 2_!_ + 1
r+l .t.l r+l 7+1
7 r= 2r.- + 2- + 1
7+1 7+1
= 2r + 1
(B.212)
Eq. (B.2111 is assumed to be true for j and shown to be true for l+1, using eq,
(B.20S):
j"'l r .
r1:+1 +E (j ,;1+2-k)(-- Y+ 1
J k.t r+1
j+l j+l= r(_r_y+l + E (__!:_)I: + .E (j+1+2 -k)(~).t + 1
r+1 .1;-1 r+1 .1;.0 r+1
r j r j r J r= (2r+2)(_y+l + 71: (-'I + E (i 2 - k)(--1 y.... t (-,)~+ 1
7+1 .1;..0 r+1 1",1 r+ .i. ,·,1 r+ 1
[( r y' i.. 7 )';] r.1(j 2 k)' r ,,I; 1 '( T' .' ~. r ...,;= r - + LI (-- +, + - ,(-) + -t r -y + LI t-··J
7+1 .1;,,1 r+l 1;.. 1 r+l r+l .1;-1 7+1
j r= rf + :E (i;- 2 - k)(_)1 + 1 of r
J .t..l r+1
:= r(j + 2) + 1 (B.213)
Thus eq, (B.211) has been shown to be true for all n ~ 1. It follows that the
coefficients of D in eqs, (B.206) anti (B.207) are equal.
It. will be proved by induction that the following is true:
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s(2...)'" + r (2_)l ""S + 1
$+1 .t-o Sot-I
(8.214)
M j
$(2...y+1 .. E(2_)k = S(2...}i+l + (~_y+l + 1: f-~-Y
$+1 1..0 s+1 s+1 s+1 la() s+1
;
:::S(~Y 40 i;(2__)l
$+1 l"O s+1
ee s + 1
(B.216)
~
I
1
I
I
1
Eq. (B.214) is true for case m = 1 since:
.).(2...)1+ (.2.-)1 + (2...)0 == (s + l)(_!_) ~. 1 = s + 1
$+1 s+1 s ....1 s+1
(B.215)
Eq. (B.214) is assumed to be true for j and shown to be true for l+1:
Thus eq, (B.214) is true for all m ::::1.
The following will be shown to be true, where gillis given by eq, (B.2oo):
1 III S iii .s
sg + - L (_)t + L (m - k)(~ y; = (s + l)m + 1
III s+I.t.o s+I.t-o s+l
('B.21?)
Eq. (B.217) is shown to be true for m = 1:
lIS 1 S
sgi + - E{-'f + E (1 - k)(_).t
s+I.e ..o s+1 ,t-o s+1
1 sIs 1= s-- + s+ --- + - + 1
$+1 s+1 s+1 J+l $+1
::::(s ./0 1) + 1
(B.218)
It is assumed that eq. (B.217) is true for j and shown to be true for j+ 1:
1 j+l }+1 S
sg'+l + - I: (2-)k + r (;+1 - k)(_)t
'J S+11»0 s+1 .t.o s+I
1 }+1 1 j+l j+l
= S[ __ (_:!_}i+l + L (~).t] + _ I: {~)k ... 1: (;+1 - k)(_!_).t
s+I s+1 .t-o s+1 s+I kt:O s+1 laO S-+.i,
= s_!__ ("':'_)j +/r {2... 'f +s(.2.... Y+ f (_!_).t +_!_ f (2-)10 + f (j-k) ("!-)1
s+1 $+1 0 s+1 s+1 0 s+1 s+1 0 $+1 0 s+1
,I sg. + _l_f(~'f.;. rV-k)(_S_)k + s+1
'J s+1 0 s+1 0 s+1
= (s +1)(; + 1) + 1 (B.219)
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(.\
Therefore eq, (B.217) is true for all m %:: 1, and the coefficients of.P ;,>.-!qs.(B.206)
and (B.207) are shown to be equal.
B.3.2.4 Completion of proof
~
I
I
I
I
-Thus, by proving eqs. (B.21 I) and (B.217), it has been proved that eqs. (B.l06) and
(B.207) are equivalent. In other words, the change in overall condensing capacity
is the ratio of the total rate of liquid production in the column to the flow rate of the
feed to the column. This result is valid for N ~ 1 :n...M > 1. In the felIowing
section eq. l'B.207) will be proved for N = 0 and M = 0, so that the result holds
for N ~. .,and M ~ O.
Eq. (B.207) has been proved true for all N ~ 1 and all M ~ 1. It is required to
';<
generalize this result by proving it true for N equal to zero and for M equal to zero.
These two cases will be presented separately.
N equal to zero
Consider.« olumn in which the feed is addr-.rlimmediately below the conoenser, as;
shown 1P Fig. B.13. Therefore N is equal to zero. Eqs. (B.194), (8.202) and
(B.21?) hold for the stripping section.
The condensing capacity of the products of the condenser is:
AD = Au = Al + 1 (B. IS1)
The vapour leaving the kf' stage of elf: stripping section !s the vapour feed to the
condenser, therefore:
(B.220)
Eq, (B.202) holds for the stripping section, and therefore eqs. (B.181) and (B.?20)
may be combined as follows:
(B.22I)
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The feed is mixed with the liquid product of the condenser to form the liquid feed
to the M.'*' stage of the stripping section. Therefore:
(B.222)
Since eqs. (B.194) and (B.217) hold: the overall condensing capacity may be
determined as follows:
FIC(I'I = DAD + BA~
= D(A~+l + gM + 1) + B [ E (M -k+_1_)(2...,).I:]
.I;,{j s+1 s+l
= FAF + L(g},{ + 1) + Dgl,[ + D + B [£(M-k+ •..!. ,:_t·]o s+l ,,·:·1
f
IllS Itt s]= FAF + V + B .. sgAi.. + - E(-· _)01: + r: (M-k) (_)1: (B 223)
$+ 1 0 s+ 1 0 s+ 1 .
'I.
Eq. (B.217) may be substituted into the above equation, giving the following result:
(R.224)
This is identical to eq. (B.173) for the case N equal to zero.
Case M equal to zero
Consider the case in which the feed to the column is added directly above the
reboiler, as shown in Fig. B.14. It ~snecessary to prove that eq. (B.207) is valid
for this case, in which M is equal to zero. 'the rectification section has N stages,
and eqs. (B.187), (B. 197) and (B.201) hold.
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Fig. B.14 Flow rates and capacity variables of process streams for
the case M equal to zero.
The condensing capacity of the products of the reboiler is given by:
"I ).,' "I 1
I\B =: 1'\(1 == 1\1 + --
s+l
(B. 190)
The vapour produced by the reboiler forms the vapour feed to the Nh stage of the
rectification section. Hence:
(B.225)
The liquid product of the Nh stage is mixed with the feed to form the feed to the
reboiler. Therefore:
I r , L·Ai = -I\F + --ANL+F L+F (B. 226)
By combining eqs. (B. 190), (B.201) and the two previous equations, it may be
shown that:
A~ = _.!_. AF + .s: AN + _!_
L+F L+F s-:
F '\ L (' I '" 1== --I\F + --' AB + IN) + --L+F' L+F 8+1
(B,227)
Rearranging this equation:
I L L+F 1AB = AF + _:_IN + ---F F s+l (B228)
From eqs, (B. 187) and (B.225), it follows that:
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II
(3.229)
where, for convenience, the right hand term of eq. (B.229) will be denoted by A,
i.e., AD= As' + A..
From eqs. (B,187) .tId (B.229), it tallows:
FAiN ;:::D:»"p + B}"~
= D{A~ -+, A) + B(A~)
= FA~ >I- DA
F+L;::: FAr;: + LhN + -- + DA.
. s+ 1
(B.230)
Since F + L = L' :db: (8+ l)B, and since, from eq. (B.211), ifN + A. = r(N+ 1)+ 1,
it follows:
FAQ'I ;:::FAF ,i' B + D (r/.v + A)
;:::FAF + D[r(N+l)+l] + B tll.231)
Therefore eq. (B.207) holds for the case where M is equal to zero. This concludes
the proof of eq. (B.207) for a distillation column.
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Appendix C
Case Studies - Data
This appendix details the results of the distillation simulations presented in Section 6.4.
The thermodynamic data used is presented in Chapter 6, and the feed and product
compositions are noted. The minimum capacity variables (Kov and Aov), the optimum
reflux ratios associated with them (Rop,)' the minimum reflux ratio (R"u,.), the optimum
number of stages (N) and the ratio Rop/Rmitl are presented for both Kov and "'rN for a range
of product specifications. For each product specification, it is noted in the last two
columns whether an integral number of stages was required in either the rectification
(R) or stripping (S) section: for example, an entry S5 in the Int(K) means that exactly
five stages were required in the stripping section in order to minimize K(IV for the given
product composition.
Table C.l Ideal binary distillation. xF: 0.38, xB= 0.10
XO,I I(..., R.,.lK..J x, R.,,/}I.,,) R,.... N(K".) N(A.,) R.,IR.... R.,IR.... Int(K) lnt(},,)
(K..,:) (}"..,:)
0.65 5.551 0.625 7.54& 0.662 ;;215 5.709 5.564 2.906 3.076 S4
0.70 6.360 0.863 8.589 0.969 0.440 6.317 5.934 1.960 2.202 S4
0.75 7.340 1.269 9.666 1.277 0.665 6.510 6.483 1.908 1.920 84
0.80 8.229 U4'l 10685 1.585 0.890 7.099 6968 1.730 1.780 R.3 S4
0.85 9.363 l.815 11.835 1.892 1.115 7.911 7,675 1.627 1.69" S4
0.90 10.674 2.148 13.110 2.200 1.340 8.688 8.532 1.603 1.642 S4
0.93 11.66('; 2.385 14.024 2.385 1.475 9.217 9.217 1..617 1.617 S4 S.~
0.95 12.504 2.39C 14.788 2.508 1.565 10.199 9.848 1.527 1.602 R6 S4
0.96 13.100 7..569 15.266 2,569 1.610 10.273 10.273 1.596 1.595 54 S4
0.965 1~.416 2.431 15.544 2.600 1.63'3 11.080 10.527 • ,,',9 1.593 S4
0.97 13.732 2.487 15.825 2.563 1.655 11.235 10.994 ! .;03 1.548 R7
0.975 14.176 2.662 16.156 2.662 1.678 11.098 11.098 1.586 1.586 S4 S4
0.98 14.676 :l.431 16.584 2.630 1.700 12,443 11.726 1.430 1.547 RS
a ~18S 15.285 2.711 17.043 2.711 1.723 12.018 12.018 1.!i74 1.574 R8 R8
0.99 16.127 2.598 17.710 2.598 1.745 13.248 13.248 1.488 1.488 R9 R9
0.995 17.S70 2.720 18.795 2.720 1.768 14.099 14.099 1.5:~8 1.538 RlO RlO
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Table e.2 Non-ideal binary distillation. xF: 0.38t xB: 0.05.
Xo.! Ie... R.,/..I(-.) x, R.,(X,J R_ N(II.,J N()...) R.,IR... R.,IR... Int(IC) L"~)
(K,..) (A,..)
0.6 7.321 0.495 8.8·$5 0.631 0.188 7.163 G.:.513 2.63 3.35 5S
0.630 8.189 0.657 9.795 0.853 0.350 7.683 6.816 1.88 2.44 SS
0.650 8.&00 0.965 10.4{)6 1.002 0.458 1.142 6.998 2.11 2.19 85
0.680 9.818 1.117 11.412 1.224 0.620 7.854 7.440 1.80 1.97 S5
0.700 10.439 1.208 12.058 1.372 C.729 3.314 1.695 1.66 1.88 55
0.720 11.059 1.441 12.691 1.521 0.s'17 8.200 7.934 1.72 1.82 R3 55
0.750 12.166 1.658 13.135 1.74'J 0.999 8.708 8.414 1.66 1.75 SS
0.770 1.2.861 l.n~ 14.431 1..891 1.107 9.283 8.7".45 1.56 1.71 5S
0.800 14.041 2.095' 15.532 2.114 1.~69 9.311 9.249 1.65 1.67 5S
0.830 15.272 2.213 16.71:3 2.336 1.431 10.234 9.839 1.55 1.63 as ss
0.850 16.245 2.473 17.583 ~.484 1.539 10.339 10.303 1.61 1.61 S5
0.880 17.795 2.707 18.994 2.707 1.701 lU174- 11.074 1.59 1.59 SS SS
0.900 19.025 2.731 20.102 2.855 1.809 12.13,5 11.723 1.51 1.58 S5
1).930 21..1.67 :Ui31 22.060 3.065 1.971 13.071 12.958 1.54 1.56 R8
0.950 '23.217 .3.226 23.768 3.226 2.079 14.02:3 14.023 L55 1.55 SS S5
0.960 24.564 3.193 24.859 3.240 2.133 15.15,5 14.978 1.$0 1.52 RIO
0.970 26.168 3.263 26.188 3.287 2.181 16.113 16.016 1.49 1.50
0.980 28.317 3.426 27.950 3.426 2.241 11.030 17.030 1.Sj 1.53 R12 R12
0.990 31.891 3.522 30.839 3.522 2295 19.081 19.087 1.53 1.S3 SS S5
Appendix c: Case Studies - Data C.2
Table C.3 Ideal ternary distillation, XF: (0.3, 0.3, 0 4), XD,t: 0.999, xu: 0.01
,X'D," 1(.,. R",.(y...,) x, R• .(h".) R_ N(I(.,.) N(h..) R.,IR.... R.,IR_ Inl(~) Int(}..)
(I(.,.) (lI..,.)
lE-12 24.499 2.335 29.583 2.538 2.016 23.521 22.437 1.16 1.26 511 510
2E·12 24.623 4.401 29.776 2.601 '2.099 23.i63 22.097 1.14 1.24 511 S10
3E-12 24.676 2.350 30.192 2.693 2.224 23.589 21.784 1.11 1.27 R12 S10
4E-12 25.052 2.534 30.610 2.779 2.163 22.659 21.555 1.17 1.28 511 S10
5E-12 25.248 2.586 30.835 2.827 2.226 22.503 21.418 1.16 1.27 S11 S10
68-12 2S 364 2.618 30.971 2.858 2.266 22.398 21.322 1.16 1.26 511 510
?B-12 25.438 2.641 31.059 2.880 2.294 22.318 21.247 1.15 1.26 511 SID
8B-12 25.4.85 2.658 31.118 2.896 2.314 22.254 21.186 1.15 1.25 511 510
9E-12 25.$16 2.671 31.159 2.909 2.33 22.200 21.134 1.15 1.25 511 510
is-u 25.~135 2.ti81 31.186 2.918 2.342 22.153 21.087 1.14- 1.25 511 S10
7E-11 26.265 2.696 32.418 2.884 2.442 22.119 21.634 1.10 1.18 S12 Sl1
38-11 26.~171 2.828 3::1.073 3.009 2.592 22.431 21.375 1.09 1.16 Si.2 511
4E-11 27.105 '3.069 33.363 3.069 2.661 21.236 21.236 1.1S 1.15 511 511
.5E-11 27.218 3.104 33.515 3.104- 2.701 21.139 21.139 1.15 1.15 511 Sll
6E-11 2"1.274 3.126 33.603 3.412 2.728 21.062 20.056 1.15 1.25 S11 RIO
zs-n 27.311 3.124 33.703 3.152 2.746 21.105 20.985 1.14 1.15 RIO 511
8E-11 27.584 3.014 34.362 3.272 2.76 21.938 20.813 L09 1.19 S12 511
ss-u 28.054 3.108 34.853 3.361 2.787 21.794 20.693 1.12 1.21 S12 511
is-to 28.418 3.181 3:5.234 3.4::'1 2.869 21.689 20,602 1.11 1.20 512 511
2E·I0 29.916 3.486 36.797 3.726 3.106 21.260 20.214 1.09 1.16 S12 511
3E-1O 30.321 ',.581 37.228 3.819 3.30\> 21..092 20.051 1.08 1.15 512 511
4E-I0 30.892 3.706 38.439 3.706 3.359 20.910 20.910 1.1Q 1.10 S12 512
5E-1O 32.352 3.988 40.060 3.!J88 3.5i3 20.650 20.650 1.12 1.12 512 512
6E-I0 33.289 4.161 41.095 4.167 3.769 20.502 20.502 1.11 1.11 512 512
7E-lO 33.939 4.:293 41.801 4.660 3.902 20.404 19.345 1.10 1.19 512 Sl1
ss-io 34.415 4.385 42.289 4.751 4.00 20.332 19.280 1.10 1.1!J 512 512
9E-IO 34.776 4.456 42.660 4.821 ·4.075 20.276 19.229 1.09 1.18 812 511
lE-09 35.059 4.512 42.951 4.876 4.135 20.231 19.186 1.09 1.18 S12 511
2E-09 36.975 4.618 45.429 4.949 4.394 20.969 19.873 LOS 1.13 813 S12
3E-09 41.802 5.822 50.418 5.822 5.206 19.453 19.453 1.12 1.12 512 S12
4E-09 44.022 6.242 52.814 6.242 5.639 19.289 19.2l:19 1.11 1.11 S12 812
SE ..Q9 4.'$.320 6.490 54.214 6.490 5.S93 19.196 19.196 1.10 1.10 512 S12
6E·09 46.163 6.654 55.125 5.654- 6.061 19.1:31 19.131 1.10 1.10 S12 S12
7E-09 46.749 '1.771 55.761 6.771 6.178 19.081 19.081 1.10 1.10 !:\2 S12
8E·09 47.175 6.857 56.226 6.857 6.:~68 19.040 19.040 1.09 1.09 511' 812
8.5E-!i 47.346 6.893 56.413 6.893 6.:~03 19.021 19.021 1.09 1.09 S12 S12
9E-09 47.495 6.925 56.577 6.925 6.335 19.004 19.004 1.09 1.09 512 512
9.5E-9 47.961 6.729 57.485 6.729 6.364 19.713 19.713 1.06 1.05 R7 R1
lE-08 49.213 6.849 58.9~S 6.849 6.389 19.928 19.928 1.07 1.07 513 S13
1.0SE-8 50.701 7.121 60.591 7.121 6.569 1~.839 1.9.839 1.08 1.08 513 S13
1.1E-08 52.05l 7.367 62.037 7.367 6.819 19.765 19.765 1.08 1.08 S13 813
1.2E-QS 54.406 7.795 64.555 7.795 7.254 19.648 1.9.648 1.07 1.07 S13 513
1.5E·08 59.551 8.725 70.041 8.725 8.189 19.438 1.9.438 1.07 1.07 513 513
ZE-08 64.642 9.645 75.459 9.645 9.104 19.270 19.270 1.06 1.06 S13 513
3E·08 69.655 10.555 80784 11.256 10.013 19.120 18.100 1.{JS 1.12 S13 S12
4E·08 72.102 11.008 83.307 11.719 10.463 19,042 18,025 1.05 1.12 513 812
SE-08 76.810 11.239 88.694 11.940 10.736 19.947 18.880 1.05 1.11 514 513
Appendix C: Case Studies - Data C.3
Table C.4A Non-ideal ternary distillation. iF: (0.2, 0.5. 0.3), xD: (0.3, 0.15, 0.55)
XII,! XI,3 IC... R.,J.IC.. ) }...., R.,I..}..,J R..... N(t;"J N(A".) R.,/R_ R.,/R..... Int(IC) Int().)
(IC"J ().~)
0.001.5 0.081 15.146 0.645 20.234 0.641 0.526 15.944 16.011 1.226 1.218 R3
0.005 0.082 13.194 0.648 17.330 0.648 0.527 13.794 13.794 1.2:9 1.229 R3 R3
0,01 0.084 11.209 0.672 14.400 0.656 0.530 11.482 11.607 1.268 1.238 R3
0.0125 0.085 10.558 0.683 13.444 0.661 0.532 10.726 10.889 1.2R4 1.242 R3
0.015 0.086 10.034 0.704 12.679 0.668 0.534 10.051 10.304 1.319 1.250 R3
0.02 0.088 9.210 0.725 11.468 0.684 Q.540 9.109 9.363 1.342 1.266 R3
0.0"..5 O.W 8.584 0.731 10.539 0.705 0.541 8.438 8.519 1.346 1.288 R3
0.03 0.092 8.067 0.740 9.782 0.724 0.557 7.'}27 8.016 1.329 1.300 R
0.035 0.0Y'4 7.679 0.765 9.185 0.761 0.565 7.456 7.4.77 1.354 1.346 R3
0.04 0.096 7.316 0.786 8.65S 0.786 0.579 7.034 7.035 1.358 1.358 R3
0.C45 0.098 7.062 0.843 8.225 0.759 0.589 6.587 7.149 1.432 1.288 R3
0.05 0.1 6.821 0.888 7.843 0.770 0.605 6.225 6.970 1.468 1.272 R3
0.0525 0.101 6.700 0.906 7.663 0.775 0.613 6.068 6.868 1.477 1.265 R3
0.055 0.102 6.629 0.949 7.488 0.782 0.620 5.373 6.758 1.530 1.260 R3
0.0575 0.103 t'.S95 1.008 7.318 0.763 0626 5.669 6.836 1.611 1.218 R3 S3
0,06 0.104 ( S52 1.031 7.178 0.763 0.632 5.588 6.864 1.631 1.208 R4
0.062..0; 0.105 6.501 1.049 7.048 0.790 0.636 5.512 6.701 1.649 1.142 R4
0.067,5 0.107 6.377 1.080 6.802 0.832 0.661 5.343 6.424 1.633 1.259 R4
0.07 0.108 6.307 1.093 6.684 0.849 0.672 5.289 6.305 1.626 1.264 R4
0.0725 O.l<N 6.:~35 1.071 6.568 0.864 0.681 5.321 6.194 1.572 1.269 ~2 R4
0.075 0.11 6,204 0.971 6.452 0.877 0.689 5.645 6.092 1.409 1.271 ,,2 R4
0.0775 0.111 6216 0.944 6.341 0.891 0.697 5.791 5.990 1.354 1.278 R4
0.08 0.112 6.219 0.972 6.290 ~.928 0.703 5.737 5.93()" 1.383 1.320
0.0825 0.113 6.209 1.001 6.235 0.940 0.708 5.671 5.974 1.413 1.328 R4
0.085 0.114 6.190 1.045 6.177 0.952 0.713 5.547 6.005 1.466 1.335 R4
0.0875 0.115 6.164 1.084 6.116 0.962 0.726 5.438 6.023 1.493 1.325 R4
0.0925 0,117 6.093 1.147 5.985 0.980 0.760 5.257 6.028 1.509 1.289 R4
0.0975 0.U9 5.999 1.195 5.846 0.995 0.787 5.107 6.00 1.518 1.264 R4
0.0988 0.11515 5.973 1.205 5.810 0.999 0.792 5.074 5.988 1.521 1.261 R4
0.1 0.12 5.945 1.214 5.773 1.002 0,798 5.041 5.975 1.522 1.256 R4
0.1013 0.1205 5.917 1.223 5.736 1.006 0.803 5.010 5.961 1.523 1.253 R4
0.1025 0.121 5.907 1.202 5.699 1.009 Oh\)7 5.077 5.945 1.490 1.251 51
0.1038 0.1215 5.911 1.169 5.661 1.013 0.812 5.198 5.928 1.439 1.247 S1
0.105 0.122 5.919 1.136 5.623 1.016 0.816 5.324 5.909 1.392 1.245 51
0.1063 0.1225 5.933 1.105 5.584 :1..019 0.820 5.455 5.889 1.347 1.243 51
0.1075 0.123 5.951 1.075 5.545 1.023 0.823 5.593 5.868 1.306 1.24'3 51
0.1088 0.1235 5.974 1.046 5.506 1.026 C.327 5.738 5.846 1.264 1.241 51
0.11 0.114 u.OOI 1.040 5.467 1.018 0.830 5.811 5.890 1.253 1.226 51
0.1113 0.1245 6.025 1.063 5.442 1.009 0.833 5.788 5.979 1.276 1.211 R5
0.1125 0.125 6.044 1.034 5.443 1.041 0.835 5.768 5.912 1.298 .. ':lll"f R51.~'-'fJ1
0.1138 O.l25!1 6.058 1.103 5.444 1.072 0.838 5.748 5.852 1.316 1.279 R5
0.115 0.I2fl 6.068 1.120 5.443 1.099 0.840 5.730 5.801 j .:333 1.308
0.1175 0.1?7 6.071 1.151 5.435 1.122 0.844 5.697 5.836 1.364 1.329
0.1225 0.129 6.069 1.236 5.398 1.161 0.873 5.538 5.877 1.41~ 1.330 R5
0.125 0.13 0.051 1.271 5.371 1.179 0.896 5.471 5.884 1.418 1..315 4.
0.1275 0.131 6.026 1.302 5.339 1.195 0.916 5.412 5.884 1.421 1.304 R
0.13 0.132 5.994 1329 5.301 1.210 0.935 5.358 5.&77 1.422 1.294 R
0.1375 0.135 5.865 1.394 5.165 1.252 0.980 5.220 5.816 1.422 1.277 R5
0.14 0.136 5.813 1.410 5.112 1.265 0.992 5.181 5.753 1.421 1.275 R5
0.1425 0.137 5.756 1.424 5.056 1.278 1.003 5.144 5.745 1.419 1.274 R5
0.15 0.14 5.533 1.454 4.871 1.316 1.029 5.046 5.600 1.413 1.279 R5
0.1525 0.141 5.492 1.460 4.804 1.329 1.036 5.016 5.542 1.•410 1.283 RS
0.15S 0.142 5.447 1.439 4.734 1.342 1.041 5.084 5.479 1382 1.289 SO
0.1575 0.143 5.439 1.387 4.663 1.355 1.046 5.277 5.411 1.326 1.296 SO
Appendix c: Case Studies - Da'!'. C.4
XI,I Xu IC... R';"te .. ) ~ R.o.,j R,. N(IC,j M)....) R.,/R ..... R;,.nt_ Int(IC) Int(>.}
(It.,) (}.,)
0.1625 0.145 5.440 1.289 4.520 1.289 I.OS4 5,699 5.691 1.222 1.222 SO SO
0.1675 0.147 ~.570 1.200 4-.453. 1.200 1.059 6.311 6.311 1.133 1.133 SO SO
0.17 0.148 S.7:3S 1.159 4.477 1.159 1.061 6.768 6.768 1.093 1.093 SO SO
0.1725 0.149 6.067 1.121 4.585 1.121 1.062 1.470 7.470 1.055 l.OSS SO SO
O.l73fs 0.1495 6.307 1.102 4.677 1.102 1.062 7.941 1.941 1.038 1.038 SO SO
0.17S 0.15 6.813 1.084 4.906 1.084 1.062 8.806 3.800 1.021 Ul21 SO SO
0.1755 0.1502 7.147 ism S.06S 1.077 1.062 9.349 9.349 1.014 1;(114 SO SO
0.176 0.1504 7.654 uno S.312 1.070 1.062 10.151 10.151 1.008 1.008 so SO
0.1763 9.1505 8.118 1.067 5.544- U167 1.062 10.862 10.862 1.005 1.005 so so
Appendix C: Case Stiidies - Data C.S
'fable CAB Non-idealternary distillation. iF: (0.2,0.5,0.3), xD: (0.2, 0.05, 0.75)
X" Ie.., R.J" ...) x.. R..,'()I..,J R_ N(K.,J N{A.. ) R.,IR".. R."JR_ lnt(lC) Int(A)
(~".) (X.,.)
0.01 33.143 3.162 44.404 3.305 2.318 19.322 U~.772 :q64 1.426 517
0.02 28.753 3.081 38.553 'U62 2.342 17.371 le.2l;)6dIS 1.435 515 514
0,03 25.961 3.240 34.S.9~ :3.512 2.36l'} 15.327 14.498 i..36,~ 1.483 S13
0.04 23.834 3.242 32.256 3.636 2.395 14.345 13.214 1.35:; 1.518 512 Sl1
0.05 22.092 3.314 30.0al 3.611 2.425 211.33& 1.2.554 1.367 1.A89 su
0.06 20.619 3.45;3 28.190 3.474 2.457 12.311 12.263 1.406 1.414
0.07 19.29"i 3.258 26.499 3,678 1.491 12.400 11.263 1.308 1.477 ,.0 S9
0.08 18.072 3.455 25.09~ 3.716 2.527 11.354 10.780 1.367 1.410 S9
0.09 17.021 3.408 23.682 3.755 2.567 lLl37 10.281 1.328 1.463 SS
0.10 15,9!9 ~~562 22.516 3.803 2.609 10.368 9.895 1.365 1.458 S8
0.11 15.037 3.429 21.291 3.969 2.657 10.436 9.281 1.291 1.494 S8 57
0.12 14.1273.m 20.244 3.802 2.708 9.361 9.113 1.393 1.404 S1
0.13 13.255 3.635 19.234 4.149 2.763 9.483 8.540 1.316 1.502 S7
0.14- 12.484 ::L699 18.183 4.1::27 2.825 9.129 8.332 1.309 1.461 56
0.15 11.666 3.962 17.299 4.071 2.892 8.404 8.248 1.370 1.408 S6
0.16 10.8% 3.851 16.404 4.421 2.967 8.466 7.633 1.298 1.490 56
0.17 10.202 3.871 15.449 4.505 3.054 8.346 7.357 1.267 1.475 S5
0.18 9.479 4.286 14.620 4.343 3.151 7.549 7.429 1.360 1.378 S5
0.19 &.743 4.242 13.826 4.715 3.263 7.491 6.944 1.300 1.445 S5
0.20 8.072 4.195 12.952 5.153 3.392 7.545 6.430 !.237 1.519 S5
0.21 7.428 4.471 12.084 5.034 3.545 7.147 6.443 1.261 1.420 54
0.22 6.7'~~ 4.934 11.326 5.166 3.728 6.512 6.318 1.32'3 1.~86 S4
0.23 6.035 4.922 10.522 5.755 3.949 6.570 5.880 1.246 1.457 S4
0.24 5.383 5.006 9.620 6.406 4.231 6.619 5.457 1.183 1.514 S4 S3
0.25 4.733 5.616 8.752 6.303 4.6QI., 6.155 5.538 1.221 1.370 53
0.26 4.CJ.06 6.427 7.931 7.198 5.109 5.607 5.231 1.2S8 1.409 53
0.27 3.276 6.866 6.971 8.811 5.874 5.663 4.783 1.169 1.500 S3
JJ.28 2.541 7.921 .'\.&44 10.115 7.196 5.693 5.044 1.101 1.406 S2
0.29 1.655 12.361 4.669 15.309 10.339 4.697 4.238 1.196 1.481 S2
Appendix C: Case Studies - Data C.6
Table C.4C Non-ideal ternary distillation. XF: (0.2, 0.5, 0.3), xB: (0.2, 0.75, 0.05)
XD~ ·~l).3 K.. R.,.(""') x; R.,J')'•..) R.... N("..) No..,..) R,;/R.. , R.,lR.... Int(,,) Int(>-)
(I(..) (>..J
0.334 0.466 25.656 0.486 37.409 0.486 27.722 27.723 0.485 100 1.00 RO RO
0.333 0.467 22.616 0.503 32.972 0.503 24.106 24.107 0.496 1.Gl i.ei RO RO
0.332 0.4;" 21.263 0.519 30.981 0.519 22.407 22.4C8 0.507 1.02 1.0:? RO RO
0.331 0.469 20.391 0.535 29.689 0.535 21.260 21.260 0.518 1.03 1.03 RO RO
0.33 0.47 19.782 O.55~ 28.779 0.552 20.416 20.416 0.529 1.04 1.04 RO RO
0.325 0.475 18.171 0.637 26.311 0.637 17.874 17.874 0583 1.09 1.09 RO RO
0.32 0.48 17.531 0.725 25.271 0.725 16.482 16.482 0.638 1.14 1.14 RO RI)
0.31 0.49 17.128 '0.912 24.449 0.9i2 14.760 14.760 0.747 ..,., 1.22 RO ROJI,~ __
0.3 0.5 1'1.256 1.116 24,400 1.116 13.681 13.681 0.858 1.30 1.30 RO RQ
0.29 051 17.630 1.336 24.695 1.336 12.885 12.885 0.969 1.38 1.38 RO RO
0.28 0.52 18.217 1.576 'ZS.278 1.576 12.293 12.293 1.08 1.46 1.46 RO RO
0.27 0.53 18.871 1.784 26.013 1.838 12.015 lU!02 1.191 1.50 1.54 512
0.265 0.535 19:218 1.861 26.458 1.911 12.030 11.842 1.2"6 lAg 1.53 S12-
0.26 0.54 19.560 1.939 26.892 1.952 12.046 11.998 1.'-",1.: 1.49 1.50 512
0.25 0.55 20.225 2.093 27.731 2..093 12.080 12.080 1.409 1.49 1.49 512 S12
0.24 0.56 20.862 2.245 28533 2.245 12.116 12.116 1.514 ~ -' j 1.48 512 512
0.23 0.57 21.467 2.394 29.294 2.394- 12.155 12.155 1.617 -IS 1.48 S12 S12
0.22 0.58 22.027 2.430 :?0.007 2.540 12.513 12.196 1.715 1.42 1.48 512
0.21 0.59 22.523 2.441 30.66:5 2.679 13.139 12.242 1.808 1.35 1.48 812
0.20 0.600 22.951 2.516 31.257 2.810 13.361 12..292 1.894 L33 1.48 813 S12
0.195 0.605 23.141 2.570 31.526 2.872 13.390 12.319 1.934 1.33 1.49 813 S12
0.19 0,":,10 23.314 2,621 31.774 2.931 13.421 12.348 1.972 1.33 1.49 513 512
0.185 {/.61S £3.467 2.670 3L9-J9 2.986 13.453 12378 2.007 1.33 1.49 513 512
0 ..18 0.620 23.598 2.714 32.200 3.038 13.487 12.411 2.038 1.33 1.49 S13 512
(I" '5 0.645 13.707 2.754 32.313 3.085 1:3.524 12.445 2.067 1.33 1.49 S13 S12
0.17 0.630 23.790 2.790 32.517 3.127 13.563 12.482 2.092 1.33 1.4~ 513 S12
0.165 0.635 23.845 2.820 32.627 3.163 13,605 12.522 2.112 1.34 1.50 S13 512
0.16 0.640 23.868 2.845 32.701 3.192 13 j50 12.565 2.128 1.34 1.50 S13 S12
0.155 0.645 23.856 2.863 32.733 3.21"- 13.700 12.611 2.14 1.34 1.50 S13 S12
0.15 0,650 23.806 2.873 n.721 3.::!28 13.753 12.662 2.144 1.34 1.51 513 &i2
0.145 0.655 2~.711 2.874 32.656 3.232 U.812 12.718 2.174 1.32 1.49 S13 S12
0.14 0.660 23.561 2.865 32.534 3.223 13.877 12.785 2.218 1.29 1.45 513
0.135 0.665 23.366 2.845 32.345 3.184 13,949 12.906 2.26 1.26 1.41 S13
0.13 0.67C 23.175 2.908 n.080 3.135 13.707 13.204 2.298 1.27 1.35 R1
O.U5 0.675 23.149 3.132 31.780 3.156 13.006 12.930 2.335 1.34 1.35 S12 Rl
0.12 0.6&0 23.310 3.179 31.865 3.426 13.056 12.352 2.367 1.34 1.45 512 R1
0.115 0.685 23.448 3.221 32.027 3.629 13.109 12.018 2.396 1.34 1.51 S12 Sl1
0.11 0.690 :'3.558 3.258 32.185 3.641 13.165 12.145 2.42 1.35 1.50 S12
0.105 0.695 23.635 3.287 32.302 3.635 13.225 12.300 2.438 1.35 1.49 812
0.10 0:'00 2'3.674 3.307 32.372 3.623 13.:m 12.449 2.45 1.35 1.48 S12
0.095 0.705 23.668 3.317 32.387 3.605 13.363 12.595 2.454 1.35 1.47 S12
0.09 0.710 23.608 3.315 32.338 3.579 13.444 12.735 2.448 1.35 1.46 812
0.085 0.715 23.484 3.298 32.212 3.543 13.534 12.870 2.432 1.36 1.46 S12
0.08 0.720 23.281 3.263 31.992 3.495 13.638 13.000 2.401 1.36 1.46 S1.2
0.075 0.725 22.982 3.204 31.659 3.431 13.75g 13.136 2.415 1.33 1.42 512
0.070 0.730 22.561 3.117 31.182 3.346 13.904 13.249 2.437 1.28 1.37 S12
0.065 0.735 2:.170 3.202 30.519 3.232 13.457 13.'373 2.452 1.31 1.32 R2
0.060 0.740 22.151 3.345 30.174 3.585 13070 U.431 2AS7 1.36 1.46 Sl1 R2
0.055 0.745 ;?,2.165 3.341 30.176 3.665 13.194 12.352 2.45 1.36 1.50 511
0.050 0.750 Z.~.0923.314 30.081 3.611 13.338 12.554 2.425 1.37 1.49 Sl1
0.045 0.755 21.898 3.255 29.338 3.536 13.513 12.751 2.376 1.37 1.49 S11
0.040 0.760 21.533 3.150 29.381 3.431 13.735 12.944 2.38 1.32 1.44 Sl1
Appendix c: Case Studies - Data C.7
:x.u x.u .~ R.,.(,;.. ) x; R.,.{).",} R,.;.. N(K...) N(>..J R.,.fR..;.. R.,/R..;. Iut(IC) Int(A) C:
(It.,) (A"J
0.035 0.765 20.965 3.054 28.603 3.219 13.790 13.136 2.379 1.28 1.38 R3
0.030 0.770 20.888 3.256 28.012 3.594 13.134 12.242 2.356 1.38 ~.S3 S10
O.O~ 0.775 20.802 3.181 27.840 3.483 13.428 12.598 2.303 1.:38 1.51 S10
O.&..!O 0.7~O 20.402 3.008 27.249 :'J.311 13.862 12.968 2.298 1.31 1.44 S10
O.OlS 41,7&S 20.242 3.194- 26.452 3.426 13.190 12,559 2.249 1.42 1.52 59
o.oie 0<790 20.027 2.966 25.933 3.176 13.945 13.304 2.223 1.33 L43 S9
Q.005 0.795 20.222 2,964 25.239 3.031 14.204- 13.93~2.166 1.37 1.40 R6 S8
I',/
AppenL"r c; .c.ase Studies - Data c.s
oe
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